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A B S T R A C T

Human skin provides a large, always available, and easy to access real-estate for
interaction. Recent advances in new materials, electronics, and human-computer
interaction have led to the emergence of electronic devices that reside directly on
the user’s skin. These conformal devices, referred to as Epidermal Devices, have
mechanical properties compatible with human skin: they are very thin, often
thinner than human hair; they elastically deform when the body is moving, and
stretch with the user’s skin.

Firstly, this thesis provides a conceptual understanding of Epidermal Devices in
the HCI literature. We compare and contrast them with other technical approaches
that enable novel on-skin interactions. Then, through a multi-disciplinary analysis
of Epidermal Devices, we identify the design goals and challenges that need to be
addressed for advancing this emerging research area in HCI. Following this, our
fundamental empirical research investigated how epidermal devices of different
rigidity levels affect passive and active tactile perception. Generally, a correlation
was found between the device rigidity and tactile sensitivity thresholds as well
as roughness discrimination ability. Based on these findings, we derive design
recommendations for realizing epidermal devices.

Secondly, this thesis contributes novel Epidermal Devices that enable rich on-
body interaction. SkinMarks contributes to the fabrication and design of novel
Epidermal Devices that are highly skin-conformal and enable touch, squeeze,
and bend sensing with co-located visual output. These devices can be deployed
on highly challenging body locations, enabling novel interaction techniques and
expanding the design space of on-body interaction. Multi-Touch Skin enables high-
resolution multi-touch input on the body. We present the first non-rectangular
and high-resolution multi-touch sensor overlays for use on skin and introduce
a design tool that generates such sensors in custom shapes and sizes. Empirical
results from two technical evaluations confirm that the sensor achieves a high
signal-to-noise ratio on the body under various grounding conditions and has a
high spatial accuracy even when subjected to strong deformations.

Thirdly, Epidermal Devices are in contact with the skin, they offer opportunities
for sensing rich physiological signals from the body. To leverage this unique
property, this thesis presents rapid fabrication and computational design tech-
niques for realizing Multi-Modal Epidermal Devices that can measure multiple
physiological signals from the human body. Devices fabricated through these
techniques can measure ECG (Electrocardiogram), EMG (Electromyogram), and
EDA (Electro-Dermal Activity). We also contribute a computational design and
optimization method based on underlying human anatomical models to create
optimized device designs that provide an optimal trade-off between physiological
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signal acquisition capability and device size. The graphical tool allows for eas-
ily specifying design preferences and to visually analyze the generated designs
in real-time, enabling designer-in-the-loop optimization. Experimental results
show high quantitative agreement between the prediction of the optimizer and
experimentally collected physiological data.

Finally, taking a multi-disciplinary perspective, we outline the roadmap for
future research in this area by highlighting the next important steps, opportu-
nities, and challenges. Taken together, this thesis contributes towards a holistic
understanding of Epidermal Devices: it provides an empirical and conceptual under-
standing as well as technical insights through contributions in DIY (Do-It-Yourself),
rapid fabrication, and computational design techniques.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Die menschliche Haut bietet eine große, stets verfügbare und leicht zugängliche
Fläche für Interaktion. Jüngste Fortschritte in den Bereichen Materialwissenschaft,
Elektronik und Mensch-Computer-Interaktion (Human-Computer-Interaction,
HCI) [so that you can later use the Englisch abbreviation] haben zur Entwicklung
elektronischer Geräte geführt, die sich direkt auf der Haut des Benutzers befinden.
Diese sogenannten Epidermisgeräte haben mechanische Eigenschaften, die mit
der menschlichen Haut kompatibel sind: Sie sind sehr dünn, oft dünner als ein
menschliches Haar; sie verformen sich elastisch, wenn sich der Körper bewegt,
und dehnen sich mit der Haut des Benutzers.

Diese Thesis bietet, erstens, ein konzeptionelles Verständnis von Epidermisgerä-
ten in der HCI-Literatur. Wir vergleichen sie mit anderen technischen Ansätzen,
die neuartige Interaktionen auf der Haut ermöglichen. Dann identifizieren wir
durch eine multidisziplinäre Analyse von Epidermisgeräten die Designziele und
Herausforderungen, die angegangen werden müssen, um diesen aufstrebenden
Forschungsbereich voranzubringen. Im Anschluss daran untersuchten wir in un-
serer empirischen Grundlagenforschung, wie epidermale Geräte unterschiedlicher
Steifigkeit die passive und aktive taktile Wahrnehmung beeinflussen. Im Allgemei-
nen wurde eine Korrelation zwischen der Steifigkeit des Geräts und den taktilen
Empfindlichkeitsschwellen sowie der Fähigkeit zur Rauheitsunterscheidung fest-
gestellt. Basierend auf diesen Ergebnissen leiten wir Designempfehlungen für die
Realisierung epidermaler Geräte ab.

Zweitens trägt diese Thesis zu neuartigen Epidermisgeräten bei, die eine reichhal-
tige Interaktion am Körper ermöglichen. SkinMarks trägt zur Herstellung und zum
Design neuartiger Epidermisgeräte bei, die hochgradig an die Haut angepasst
sind und Berührungs-, Quetsch- und Biegesensoren mit gleichzeitiger visueller
Ausgabe ermöglichen. Diese Geräte können an sehr schwierigen Körperstellen
eingesetzt werden, ermöglichen neuartige Interaktionstechniken und erweitern
den Designraum für die Interaktion am Körper. Multi-Touch Skin ermöglicht
hochauflösende Multi-Touch-Eingaben am Körper. Wir präsentieren die ersten
nicht-rechteckigen und hochauflösenden Multi-Touch-Sensor-Overlays zur Ver-
wendung auf der Haut und stellen ein Design-Tool vor, das solche Sensoren in
benutzerdefinierten Formen und Größen erzeugt. Empirische Ergebnisse aus zwei
technischen Evaluierungen bestätigen, dass der Sensor auf dem Körper unter
verschiedenen Bedingungen ein hohes Signal-Rausch-Verhältnis erreicht und ei-
ne hohe räumliche Auflösung aufweist, selbst wenn er starken Verformungen
ausgesetzt ist.

Drittens, da Epidermisgeräte in Kontakt mit der Haut stehen, bieten sie die
Möglichkeit, reichhaltige physiologische Signale des Körpers zu erfassen. Um
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diese einzigartige Eigenschaft zu nutzen, werden in dieser Arbeit Techniken zur
schnellen Herstellung und zum computergestützten Design von multimodalen
Epidermisgeräten vorgestellt, die mehrere physiologische Signale des mensch-
lichen Körpers messen können. Die mit diesen Techniken hergestellten Geräte
können EKG (Elektrokardiogramm), EMG (Elektromyogramm) und EDA (elektro-
dermale Aktivität) messen. Darüber hinaus stellen wir eine computergestützte
Design- und Optimierungsmethode vor, die auf den zugrunde liegenden anatomi-
schen Modellen des Menschen basiert, um optimierte Gerätedesigns zu erstellen.
Diese Designs bieten einen optimalen Kompromiss zwischen der Fähigkeit zur
Erfassung physiologischer Signale und der Größe des Geräts. Das grafische Tool
ermöglicht die einfache Festlegung von Designpräferenzen und die visuelle Analy-
se der generierten Designs in Echtzeit, was eine Optimierung durch den Designer
im laufenden Betrieb ermöglicht. Experimentelle Ergebnisse zeigen eine hohe
quantitative Übereinstimmung zwischen den Vorhersagen des Optimierers und
den experimentell erfassten physiologischen Daten.

Schließlich skizzieren wir aus einer multidisziplinären Perspektive einen Fahr-
plan für zukünftige Forschung in diesem Bereich, indem wir die nächsten wichti-
gen Schritte, Möglichkeiten und Herausforderungen hervorheben. Insgesamt trägt
diese Arbeit zu einem ganzheitlichen Verständnis von Epidermisgeräten bei: Sie
liefert ein empirisches und konzeptionelles Verständnis sowie technische Einblicke
durch Beiträge zu DIY (Do-It-Yourself), schneller Fertigung und computergestütz-
ten Entwurfstechniken.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 skin as an interactive medium

The extraordinary properties of skin make it an appealing user interface. First,
the presence of mechanoreceptors that capture nuanced tactile sensations afford
dexterous tactile input techniques and rich haptic output, which can be further
enhanced using the materiality of soft and deformable skin. Moreover, as the skin
is the largest human organ, it offers a large real estate for input and output. It
is always with us and easily accessible supporting direct, subtle, and discreet
interactions. This is applicable for a variety of mobile activities, including walking,
running, carrying shopping bags, riding a bike, or driving a car. Lastly, skin is
inherently multi-modal. In addition to its haptic aspects and its function of visual
display, it can also act as a biological interface for sensing bio-signals.

The HCI community has explored diverse technical approaches for turning
human skin into an interface Amongst others, these comprise optical [153], bio-
acoustic [159, 326], magnetic [53, 181], radar-based [484] and ultrasound imaging
techniques [311].Additionally, a number of body locations have also been inves-
tigated in HCI literature which enable rich and expressive interactions. These
include forearm [153, 159, 215, 498], palm [138, 153], fingertips [53, 126], nails [214],
hair [92], ear [281], belly [474], wrist [137, 475, 503], back [287], eyelids [216, 292].
A recent stream of work, at the intersection of material science, biomedical engi-
neering and HCI, has created the foundations for Epidermal Computing – a new
form of wearable computing platform that is characterized by ultra-thin devices
which are noninvasive, offer intimate integration with the curved surfaces of the
body and have physical and mechanical properties that are akin to skin.

These Epidermal Devices, often also referred to as Electronic Skin or Epidermal
Electronic Systems (EES), open up a wide range of possibilities by augmenting the
human skin with electronic functionality. They enable sensing of tactile input [215,
287, 498], highly-articulated body movements [232, 559], and physiological sig-
nals [27, 105, 206, 568]. They provide haptic output [510, 541, 545] or augment
the body with visual displays [215, 287]. Moreover, Epidermal Devices enable
non-invasive testing of contagious viruses such as COVID-19 [462] and offer
non-invasive drug delivery [482]. Last but not least, they can harvest energy from
bio-mechanical activities like walking [532] or even human sweat [199].
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1.2 epidermal computing

In the past few decades computing has evolved from large room-scale computers
where operators had to manually load the programs, to more portable and
wearable devices that we have today. Continuing with this trend, in the near
future, we will be transitioning towards interaction that is going to seamlessly
merge with our body and utilize our intricate perceptual, mental, motor, and
proprioceptive capabilities.

The vision for Epidermal Computing is to intimately couple sensing, computa-
tion, and interaction to the outermost layer of the human body (the epidermis)
by means of Epidermal Devices. These devices are soft, of minimal thickness,
highly stretchable and flexible, to adapt to complex body geometries and ideally
conform to the relief of the skin’s surface. Furthermore, Epidermal Devices are
non-invasive and should be made of bio-compatible materials. They leverage
perceptual, biological, social, and emotional properties associated with human
skin, in order to support multimodal interactions, physiological sensing, health
diagnostics, and treatment.

One of the key properties that define Epidermal Devices is skin conformality. This
is a crucial property that defines how well a device adapts to the complex relief
of the skin. Figure 1 shows SEM (scanning electron microscope) scans of devices
of various thickness levels and their skin-conformable property. It can be noticed
that thick devices having a thickness of 500µm do not have conformal skin contact.
When a device of ∼ 100 µm is applied to the skin, the device very well adapts to
the contours of the skin but fails to penetrate into the deepest creases and pits.
Reducing the device thickness further creates highly skin-conformal contact with
the device adapting to the fine microstructures of the skin.

The skin-conformal contact has many advantages in various domains. Firstly,
from an ergonomics perspective, skin-conformal devices can be very comfortable
and minimally invasive, promoting long-term use [228]. Secondly, a device that is
highly skin-conformal minimally attenuates our natural tactile perception capa-
bilities. Tactile cues can be transmitted through these devices to the underlying
mechanoreceptors, which enables us to feel natural tactile sensations despite the
presence of these devices on the body [339]. Thirdly, many bio-signals such as EEG,
ECG, or EOG are captured with skin-mounted sensing electrodes that need to be
in close contact with the skin for acquiring high-quality signals. Similarly, this is a
very attractive property for applications in sports and fitness where devices need
to be tightly coupled to the body for measuring athletic performance [526].

The degree of skin conformality allows to broadly subdivide Epidermal Com-
puting Devices into two groups: (a) Skin stickers are somewhat thicker (∼ 100 µm–
700 µm) and therefore can be easily worn, removed from the body surface, and
re-applied. A few examples of such devices that have been presented in the HCI
literature are iSkin [498], Electrodermis [304], Springlets [149] and Multi-Touch
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Figure 1: SEM images of epidermal devices of different thickness, showing its effect on
skin conformality, reproduced with permission from [196].

Skin [341] (presented in Chapter 5). (b) Skin-conformal devices are ultra-thin (rang-
ing between ∼ 1µm and 100 µm). This enables them to be tightly coupled to
the skin, in some cases even without any additional adhesives by van der Waals
forces alone. They are extremely stretchable, flexible, and adapt very well onto
strongly curved and deforming body geometries. Few examples of such devices
in the HCI literature are SkinMarks [500] (presented in Chapter 4), DuoSkin [215],
Skintillates [287], Tacttoo [510] and Tip-Tap [221].

1.3 research challenges and contributions

While Epidermal Electronic Devices have been explored in various other research
communities, there are important research challenges that need to be addressed
for deploying these devices for applications in HCI.

1. Empirical Understanding of Epidermal Devices

The current mobile and personal computers have matured over the years because
of numerous studies and experiments that focused on understanding and improv-
ing interaction with them. Prior work reported on various input modalities and
user preferences for on-skin input [499], identified user strategies for creating
on-body gestures [346] and revealed that on-skin input increased the sense of
agency [34].

While these empirical studies in HCI evaluated on-body interaction techniques,
there is very limited work that studied epidermal devices. Since epidermal devices
reside on the human skin, a deeper understanding of their mechanical and tactile
transmissive properties is very crucial for the design of future epidermal devices.

Contributions

To address this research challenge, this thesis contributes a novel inter-disciplinary

classification system for Epidermal Devices and proposes the metric of flexural
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Empirical Experiments Epidermal Devices for Rich Interaction Epidermal Devices for Physiological Sensing

Figure 2: Overview of the contributions of this Thesis. (a) Empirical experiments for
better understanding of Epidermal Devices (b) SkinMarks presents novel highly
skin-conformal Epidermal Devices for rich on-body interaction. (c) Multi-Touch

Skin enables high-resolution multi-touch sensing on the skin. The sensors can be
fabricated in custom shapes to support diverse body locations. (d) PhysioSkin

presents a rapid fabrication approach for realizing physiological interfaces with
a simple desktop inkjet printer loaded with functional inks (e) extending this,
we contribute a computational design and optimization approach for realizing
multi-modal electro-physiological patches.

rigidity to characterize their tactile performance. Based on this metric, we tested
and evaluated advanced adhesive and substrate materials that are used for the fab-
rication of Epidermal Devices. We conducted three psychophysical experiments

that investigated the effect of rigidity levels of Epidermal Devices on passive

and active tactile perception. We analyzed human tactile sensitivity thresholds,
two-point discrimination thresholds, and roughness discrimination abilities on
three body locations (fingertip, hand, forearm). Based on our findings, we derive
design recommendations for Epidermal Devices that combine tactile perception
with device robustness.

2. Epidermal Devices for Rich On-Skin Interaction

Epidermal Devices can exploit the interaction benefits that our body offers result-
ing in highly expressive interactions. However, there are challenges with respect
to sensing, fabrication, and design approaches that need to be addressed.

2.1. Sensing Skin-Specific and High-Resolution Touch Input

While Epidermal devices have opened up new opportunities for interaction on
the body, they suffer from several major limitations. Firstly, they mostly assume
interactive elements to be rather large and only slightly curved. However, there are
locations on our body that have complex geometries and support rich tactile touch
input (e.g. knuckles and flexure lines on palm [138]). Secondly, the resolution of
touch input supported by these devices is very low and supports only single-touch
input. This low touch resolution limits the richness of interactions that can be
possible. Empirical studies also show that our body affords a wider variety of
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touch-based interactions [499]. However, these interactions require high-resolution
multi-touch input.

2.2. Rapid and Easy Fabrication

While Epidermal Devices have been developed in physical sciences research
communities, they entail complex fabrication processes requiring sophisticated
lab equipment and infrastructure. This restricts the availability of these devices
to a larger audience that includes hobbyists, practitioners, and researchers from
other communities.

2.3. Computational Design Approaches for Epidermal Devices

Realizing current Epidermal Devices involves a two-step design and fabrication
process. Firstly, standard vector graphics editors or similar tools are used for
creating a device design. Once the design is complete, in the second step, the
devices are fabricated. There are limitations to this workflow. Firstly, designing
Epidermal Devices is an iterative process where designs evolve over multiple
iterations. Hence, manually re-designing and fabricating the devices is time-
consuming. Secondly, realizing these devices requires expertise and technical
knowledge in multiple disciplines such as electrical engineering, materials science,
and digital fabrication. This is a barrier for novice users and designers who need
to acquaint themselves with the prerequisite technical skills. Finally, unlike the
commercial devices that offer limited customization, Epidermal devices should be
highly customizable since they are worn on the body. The customization should
be in terms of the shape of the device to support a specific body location, the
thickness/rigidity levels for supporting specific applications, and the aesthetics
and visual appeal of the device. Leveraging computational design techniques can
alleviate all these challenges since these design tools can be very powerful in
abstracting the designer from the lower level technical detail. They also support
a rapid iterative design process, since designs need not be manually generated
every time. Finally, they also enable easy and quick customization of the devices.

Contributions

To address these research challenges, this thesis contributes easy and rapid fabrica-
tion techniques to realize Epidermal Devices through SkinMarks and Multi-Touch

Skin. These devices enable rich interactions - interactions that leverage the natural
affordances offered by human skin.

SkinMarks are novel skin-worn I/O devices for precisely localized input and

output on highly challenging body locations. SkinMarks comprise skin electron-
ics on temporary rub-on tattoos. They conform to fine wrinkles and are compatible
with strongly curved and elastic body locations. We demonstrate novel interaction
techniques that leverage SkinMarks’ unique touch, squeeze and bend sensing
with integrated visual output. Our technical evaluations show that SkinMarks

are highly skin-conformal with displays ranging in thickness from 31-46µm and
touch sensors being 1-4µm thick. Taken together, SkinMarks expands the on-body
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interaction space to more detailed, highly curved, and challenging areas on the
body

Multi-Touch Skin presents a highly flexible and thin high-resolution multi-

touch sensor for enabling expressive on-body interactions. Through a systematic
materials exploration, we identify the material combinations and fabrication ap-
proaches for printing thin and flexible multi-touch sensors. To support deployment
on diverse body geometries and locations, we present the first non-rectangular

multi-touch epidermal devices. To enable rapid design and fabrication, we intro-
duce a design tool that generates such sensors in custom shapes and sizes. To
validate the feasibility and versatility of our approach, we present four application
examples and empirical results from two technical evaluations. They confirm
that the sensor achieves a high signal-to-noise ratio on the body under various
grounding conditions and has a high spatial accuracy even when subjected to
strong deformations.

3. Epidermal Devices for Physiological Sensing

Since Epidermal Devices are present on the skin, they offer us the unique oppor-
tunity of measuring rich physiological signals from our body that can determine
the state of health. However, there are challenges with respect to fabrication,
placement of the devices, and design approaches that need to be addressed.
3.1. Fabrication of Electro-Physiological Sensors

While electro-physiological sensing devices have become increasingly common
in diverse applications due to the availability of rapid prototyping platforms
to a larger audience, they still rely on off-the-shelf gel electrodes for capturing
bio-signals. These electrodes are thick, non-conformal, unergonomic, and prohibit
usage over long durations. They are also not customizable and are not aestheti-
cally pleasing. While the physical sciences research community has contributed
highly skin-conformal electro-physiological sensors, they typically entail complex
fabrication processes and require sophisticated infrastructure.

3.2. Computational Design of Electro-Physiological Sensors

Designing Electro-Physiological sensors in compact form factors and capturing
high-quality signals is a challenging task even for experts, is typically done using
heuristics, and requires extensive training. This becomes even more challenging
when multiple bio-signal modalities need to be sensed with a single device.

Contributions

To solve these fabrication and computational design challenges for electrophysio-
logical sensors, this thesis contributes PhysioSkin and proposes a computational
design and optimization technique for creating highly compact sensing patches
that can measure multiple bio-signal modalities with high accuracy.

PhysioSkin, is a rapid, do-it-yourself prototyping method for fabricating cus-

tom multi-modal physiological sensors, using commercial materials and a com-

modity desktop inkjet printer. It realizes ultrathin skin-conformal patches (∼1
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µm) and interactive textiles that capture sEMG, EDA, and ECG signals. It further
supports fabricating devices with custom levels of thickness and stretchability. We
present detailed fabrication explorations on multiple substrate materials, func-
tional inks, and skin adhesive materials. Informed from the literature, we also
provide design recommendations for each of the modalities. Evaluation results
show that the sensor patches achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio. Example applica-
tions demonstrate the functionality and versatility of our approach for prototyping
the next generation of physiological devices that intimately couple with the human
body.

To address the second challenge, this thesis proposes the first computational

approach for designing and optimizing multi-modal electro-physiological sen-

sors. By employing an optimization-based approach alongside an integrated
predictive model for multiple modalities, compact sensors can be created which
offer an optimal trade-off between high signal quality and small device size. The
task is assisted by a graphical tool that allows to easily specify design preferences
and to visually analyze the generated designs in real-time, enabling designer-in-
the-loop optimization. Experimental results show high quantitative agreement
between the prediction of the optimizer and experimentally collected physiologi-
cal data. They demonstrate that generated designs can achieve an optimal balance
between the size of the sensor and its signal acquisition capability outperforming
expert-generated solutions.

1.4 structure of the thesis

This thesis is structured into four parts and is organized as follows:

1. Part 1: Understanding Epidermal Computing and Skin Conformality

The first part of this thesis gives a broad overview of human skin, state-of-the-art
Epidermal Devices in HCI, reviews other technical approaches that enable on-
body interaction, and presents results from empirical experiments which give us a
better understanding of skin-conformality and how it is influenced by Epidermal
Devices.

Chapter 2 gives a background on human skin and details of its anatomy, its
sense of touch, and the underlying mechanoreceptors that are responsible for
tactile perception. It then presents the state-of-the-art in various technological
approaches and platforms that have been investigated for enabling on-skin com-
puting, comparing and contrasting them with Epidermal Computing.

Chapter 3 presents the results from the empirical experiments which we con-
ducted to understand how epidermal devices affect human tactile perception.
Based on the results from these experiments, a set of design guidelines are then
derived which can inform the design of next-generation epidermal devices.
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2. Part 2: Design and Fabrication of Epidermal Devices for Rich On-Body In-

teraction

The second part of this thesis contributes to the design and fabrication of epider-
mal devices that enable rich interactions.

Chapter 4 presents SkinMarks, highly conformal skin electronics. They are based
on very thin temporary rub-on tattoos and made for interaction on highly curved,
deformable, and small body locations. They support touch, squeeze, and bend
sensing with integrated visual output. The chapter details the fabrication of these
devices using simple lab equipment and also presents an evaluation of the high
level of conformality that can be achieved through these devices.

Chapter 5 presents Multi-Touch Skin, the first thin and flexible epidermal device
that enables high-resolution multi-touch sensing on the body. Contrary to the
conventional touch screen and mobile devices, Multi-Touch Skin can be easily
fabricated in various non-rectangular shapes. The chapter details the fabrication
explorations and experiments for realizing the sensor. This was also the first
instance where a computational design approach has been employed for designing
and realizing epidermal devices.

3. Part 3: Design and Fabrication of Epidermal Devices for Electro-Physiological

Sensing

Physiological sensing is becoming more ubiquitous with open-source toolkits
enabling hobbyists, makers, practitioners, and HCI experts to deploy custom
electro-physiological sensing systems. However, the electrodes used for capturing
the bio-signals are usually commercial gel-based wet electrodes or metallic dry
electrodes which cannot be customized and are unergonomic, prohibiting long-
term use. While sensing bio-signals through epidermal devices has been widely
explored in various engineering and physical science communities such as Materi-
als Science, Electrical Engineering, Bio-Medical Engineering, the fabrication tech-
niques and infrastructure required for realizing these devices prohibit widespread
use. Extending beyond the rich interaction, this thesis contributes computational
design and rapid fabrication techniques for realizing custom electro-physiological
sensors.

Chapter 6 presents PhysioSkin, a rapid fabrication technique to realize custom
electro-physiological sensors. These sensors can measure multiple modalities of
bio-signals such as EMG (Electromyogram), ECG (Electrocardiogram), and EDA
(Electro-Dermal Activity) and work with off-the-shelf open-source bio-signal ac-
quisition hardware platforms.

Chapter 7 presents a computational design and optimization approach for real-
izing multi-modal electro-physiological sensing patches. Placement of electrodes
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Figure 3: Structure of this Thesis.

at the appropriate skin site is very crucial for high-quality bio-signal acquisition.
And this issue becomes even more complicated if the overall sensor design needs
to have a minimal size while having high bio-signal acquisition capability. This
chapter addresses this challenge by contributing a computational design tool
that automatically generates electrode layouts that can provide a good trade-off
between the size of the overall device and the capability to measure multiple
bio-signals with high quality.

4. Part 4: Exploring Applications and Identifying next steps for Epidermal

Computing

This part of the thesis looks at potential applications and domains where deploy-
ing epidermal devices can have a significant impact. It also identifies the next
steps in epidermal computing and concludes the thesis by summarizing the main
findings.

Chapter 8 presents the next steps for future research in Epidermal Computing.
By providing a multi-disciplinary analysis of epidermal devices, the chapter
identifies opportunities for future research in this area.

Chapter 9 presents the concluding remarks and summarizes the main findings
of this work.
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2
B A C K G R O U N D

Contrary to conventional computing devices, Epidermal Devices need to be in
conformal contact with the skin. Hence a basic understanding of the anatomical
properties of skin is crucial, and this knowledge informs the design of Epidermal
Devices. This chapter will present an overview of the anatomy and physiology
of human skin. Epidermal Computing is a multidisciplinary area at the intersec-
tion of Materials Science, Bio-Medical Engineering, and HCI. Taking this into
account, this chapter presents a detailed literature review in two parts1: in the
first part, we present a broad overview of Epidermal Computing by discussing
the state-of-the-art Epidermal Devices across multiple research disciplines (HCI,
Materials Science, Nanotechnology, Bio-medical, Electronics) and focus on the
HCI-specific questions and research directions that other works have not reviewed.
By comparing and contrasting research from prior work, we identify challenges
and opportunities across five major themes that are central for the development
of Epidermal Computing Devices from an HCI perspective: (1) Materials, (2)
Fabrication, (3) Devices and their functionality, (4) Technical and Empirical stud-
ies, and (5) Applications and real-world deployments. The second part of the
literature review positions Epidermal Computing within the realm of HCI. To
inform the reader, firstly, it provides an overview of the sensing techniques that
have been explored for enabling input on the body. Then we compare and contrast
Epidermal Devices with other on-body interaction technologies such as wearables
and interactive textiles.

2.1 functions and anatomy of skin

Skin is the natural interface that connects the environment to our body. Covering
almost 2 square meters and weighing approximately 3.6 kilograms, it is the largest
human organ. In total, the skin accounts for about 5.5% of body mass [165]. This
organ is present in all mammals [189] and it is the first organ that develops in the
womb. It plays a vital role in maintaining the health and well-being of the body. For
this it serves multiple functionalities: it serves as a protective barrier, a regulation
interface, and a medium for enabling exploration of the environment [383].

Protective Barrier: Skin protects our internal body organs from external factors.
This waterproof layer protects our vital organs from being directly exposed to
harmful elements such as radiation, and chemicals. It acts as an anatomical barrier

1 This chapter is based on a research paper that has been submitted for ACM CHI’22. I performed the
literature survey. I and my advisor Jürgen Steimle framed the definition of Epidermal Computing,
derived the challenges and opportunities, and wrote the paper.
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against damages from pathogens such as microbes and viruses. It also enables
us to feel various sensations such as heat, pressure, enabling us to act safely and
adapt to our environment.

Regulatory Interface: Skin serves as a thermal insulator for heat regulation,
and enables our body to precisely control the loss of energy through radiation,
convection, and conduction. Vitamin and other vital chemical syntheses are also
formulated in the skin. Finally, lipids and water which help in regulating the body
are stored in the skin.

Medium for Environment Exploration: Due to the presence of a number of inherent
natural mechanoreceptors, skin equips us with the “sense of touch". This capability
enables us to sense and explore our environment and feel a number of sensations
such as temperature, pressure, textures, etc. For instance, we can feel minute
forces, discriminate roughness of surfaces, textures, or the warmth of natural
elements or objects. Overall, by transmitting tactile and kinesthetic cues, the skin
provides us with a better understanding of our environment.

2.1.1 Layers of Skin

The human skin is comprised of three main layers: Epidermis, Dermis, and
hypodermis.

Epidermis is the outermost layer of the skin that forms the boundary between the
human body and the external environment. It acts as a protective barrier against
the external environment and also as a regulatory interface. The total thickness of
the epidermis varies between different body parts ranging from very thin (∼50 µm
near eyelids) or forming thicker protection on the palms of the hand (∼547µm),
and foot soles (1159µm) [165]. The Epidermis also secretes melanin which protects
the skin cells from harmful UV radiations. This production of melanin results in
the creation of different skin pigments such as tan marks, birthmarks, freckles,
and age spots at various locations on the body. These visual elements on the skin
can be exploited for interaction as they serve as visual cues for on-skin input as
demonstrated in Chapter 4.

The layer beneath the Epidermis is the dermis. This layer constitutes dense
irregular connective tissues that absorb shocks thereby cushioning the body from
external stress and strain. Collagen, elastic fibers, and extrafibrillar matrix form
the structural components of the dermis. The collagen gives tensile strength and
elastic fibers allow for recoil. This allows the skin to revert back to its original form
even after twisting and deforming [426]. These elastic deformable properties of
skin can be utilized for interaction with input modalities such as twisting, pulling,
squeezing in addition to conventional touch input. The dermis also contains hair
follicles, lymph, blood vessels as well as sebum, and sweat glands. A common
physiological signal, skin conductance is usually captured by monitoring the
sweat gland activity (also referred to as Electro-dermal activity) and can be used
for deciphering the emotional state of a person. Part 3 of this thesis shows the
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Figure 4: The four main sensory receptors Merkel cell (Tactile disc), Meissner corpuscle
(Tactile corpuscle), Ruffini endings (Ruffini corpuscle), and Pacinian corpuscle
(Lamellated corpuscle) underlying in the different layers of the Skin. (Source:
Medical gallery of Blausen [508]

computational design and fabrication of epidermal interfaces for capturing skin
conductance. Apart from these many vital components, the dermis layer is also
home to the tactile sensory units which enable us to feel various tactile sensations
such as touch, pressure, vibration, temperature, and pain.

The deepest layer of skin is the hypodermis or the subcutaneous tissue. This
layer contains adipose tissues which are used for storing boy fat and connects
the blood and lymph vessels with the rest of the body. The composition of this
layer is also very crucial for physiological sensing since signals such as EMG
(Electromyogram) that are used for measuring muscle activity are influenced by
the body fat that is stored in the hypodermis.

2.1.2 Skin as a Sense Organ

Skin is one of the five sensor organs of our body. It equips us with the sense of
touch. This allows us to feel tactile cues during on-skin input with our finger-
tips and the touched surface. The tactile feedback allows for natural eyes-free
interaction on the body [138]. One of the most established frameworks in tactile
perception is the four-channel theory: glabrous (non-hairy) human skin contains
four types of mechanoreceptors (sensory cells that detect skin deformation) [119].
The four receptors are Merkel cells, Meissner corpuscles, Pacinian corpuscles, and
Ruffini corpuscles as shown in Table 1.
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• Merkel Discs are located closer to the surface of the skin and can be found on
the epidermis [251]. They are slow-adapting receptors and react to sustained
signals. They typically respond to pressure, tension and sense fine details
such as texture.

• Similar to Merkel Discs, Ruffini corpuscles are slowly adapting mechanore-
ceptors that sense stretch of skin, sustained pressure on the skin, and tension.

• Pacinian Corpuscles are located in the deeper layers of the skin typically
in dermis [251]. They respond to changes in pressure, vibration, and are
responsible for texture perception.

• Meissner Corpuscles are similar in structure to Pacinian Corpuscles, but are
located closer to the surface of the skin and are typically associated with the
perception of fine surface features, edges, and contours. They are responsive
to lower frequency vibration from ∼5 Hz to ∼50 Hz (sometimes referred to
as flutter-vibration [445]).

Since these mechanoreceptors vary in density across the body, there is a difference
in the spatial acuity and tactile perception capabilities at different body locations.
For example, the number of receptors on the glabrous region of the hand is
estimated to be 17,000 [15]. And even on the hand, there is a variation in the
density: Fingertips have the higher density (∼211 per cm2), while palms have a
lower density (∼33 per cm2). Hence, the fingertips are one of the most sensitive
regions of the body. They provide high-resolution tactile feedback when exploring
surfaces and have high spatial acuity which is a direct measure of spatial resolution.
Chapter 3 of this thesis also discusses these aspects with respect to how the
tactile perception is influenced based on the body location and the rigidity of an
epidermal patch.

2.2 multi-disciplinary analysis of epidermal devices

The field of HCI has seen rapid growth in the development of Epidermal De-
vices in the past few years. Starting with iSkin [498] which introduced Epidermal
Devices in HCI for enabling touch input on the body, the devices have become
slimmer [215, 287], enable continuous 2D touch input [215], provide visual out-
put [215, 287] and deliver novel haptic sensations [149–151, 510]. The physical
sciences research community has been investigating Epidermal Devices for more
than a decade longer than HCI. The majority of their work focuses on creating
and formulating new materials, advanced fabrication techniques, and developing
sensors and actuators, which typically involve using sophisticated lab equipment.
The learnings and research innovations from those communities have in parts
been taken up by the HCI community, which in turn has led to the development
of new interactive devices, along with more accessible fabrication techniques.
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Receptors Depth Adapting Receptive Frequency Sensing Property

Speed Field (Hz)

Merkel’s discs I Slow Small 5-–15 Pressure, Fine details

Ruffini endings II Slow Large 15–400 Stretch

Meissner’s corpuscles I Fast Small 20-–50 Stroke, Fluttering

Pacinian corpuscles II Fast Large ∼10-–500 Vibration

Table 1: Table with different sensory receptors and their properties such as location,
adapting speed, frequency range, and respective sensing capability[65]. The size
of the receptive field typically relates to the depth of the receptor in the skin
– the closer the cell is to the surface, the smaller the corresponding receptive
field. Fast adapting receptors react to changes in stimulus, while slow adapting
receptors react to the presence of a stimulus. Note: Different sources report minor
differences in the frequency ranges that each receptor responds to. This table
relies on [65, 123, 201, 203]

To synthesize the opportunities and challenges, we performed a literature anal-
ysis across multiple disciplines by analyzing research articles published at top-tier
journals and conferences which include: Nature (Nature, Nature Communications,
Nature Electronics, Nature Nanotechnology, Nature Materials), Science (Science,
Science Advances), Wiley (Advanced Materials, Advanced Functional Materials,
Advanced Healthcare Materials), American Chemical Society (ACS Sensors, ACS
Applied Material Interfaces, ACS Nano), Royal Society of Chemistry and the ACM
Digital Library for research articles in HCI/Computer Science. By performing a
thematic analysis of these research works across disciplines, we present a synthe-
sis of challenges and opportunities for driving research in this area. While this
thesis addresses important contributions across four thematic areas, the following
sections present the broad landscape of research opportunities that can drive the
growth of Epidermal Computing.

• Functional Materials: We analyze the functional materials that commonly are
used for building Epidermal Devices across disciplines. Based on this, we
identify opportunities and challenges for sustainable materials, stretchable
conductors, safety, and handling of materials.

• Fabrication and Design Workflows: By analyzing and understanding the fabri-
cation mechanisms and design workflows used for realizing Epidermal Devices,
we identify potential opportunities and challenges for devising new techniques
that better support rapid prototyping, require only simple lab equipment, and
enable easy fabrication of devices.

• Devices and their functionality: We compare and contrast the devices across
disciplines based on their functionality and the interactions that are supported.
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By understanding and analyzing several device types, we identify future device
functionalities that can be developed by the HCI community.

• Evaluation Methods and Strategies: We compare methods of evaluating tech-
nical aspects, human factors, and user interaction of Epidermal Computing
Devices across disciplines. We identify the next steps with regard to fundamen-
tal empirical experiments for understanding skin-specific interactions, social
acceptability, and in-the-wild studies of Epidermal Computing.

• Applications and Real-World Deployments: By comparing and contrasting the
applications and deployments that have been targeted, we identify opportunities
for potential applications that future Epidermal Devices can target.

In the following sections, we will discuss these thematic areas in turn.

2.3 materials

Epidermal Devices are typically fabricated as a multi-material sandwich. Selection
of materials is critical, as they need to comply with the demanding mechanical
requirements (notably, being soft, stretchable, mechanically robust despite a very
low diameter, and adhering to the skin) and offer the required functional proper-
ties for the embedded electronics. We will now discuss materials for substrates
and functional layers that have been commonly investigated in HCI and Material
sciences communities.

2.3.1 Substrates

Substrates usually form the base material onto which functional materials are
coated for creating the device sandwich.

2.3.1.1 PDMS

PDMS (poly (dimethyl) siloxane) is one of the most commonly used substrate
materials for fabricating epidermal devices. It is optically transparent (240 – 1100

nm wave length) [46, 310, 427], flexible [202, 513], highly stretchable and bio-
compatible [145, 513]. It can be fabricated in a range of thicknesses between ∼
10− 700µm for Epidermal Devices, allowing for trading-off between conformality
and mechanical durability for a given application case.

PDMS offers additional advantages because of its low cost and rapid proto-
typing capability. This makes PDMS not only widely used in physical sciences
research [69, 197, 230, 358], but it has also been used in the HCI community
to create epidermal touch sensors [498], thermochromic displays [491] and for
creating haptic sensations using micro-fluidic channels [151, 490].
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2.3.1.2 Tattoo Decal Paper

Tattoo Decal or Temporary Tattoo paper is another commonly used substrate
material for fabricating ultrathin Epidermal Devices. The main constituents of
tattoos are polymers, having low Young’s modulus [105, 305] and the overall
thickness is submicrometric [105]. These two peculiar characteristics make it
an ideal substrate material for obtaining conformal adhesion to the skin [230].
Temporary Tattoo paper is composed of ultrathin (<1µm) carrier film, water-
soluble polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) layer, and backing paper for ease of handling.
Functional layers can be easily created on the substrate through inkjet printing [225,
289] or screen printing [287]. Once the devices are printed they can be transferred
to the human skin through water transfer: when water is applied to the temporary
tattoo paper, the carrier film separates from the paper leaving behind an ultrathin
layer composed of functional layers that easily adapt to the body surface.

Temporary tattoo paper has been extensively used in physical sciences research
for fabricating various devices such as skin-conforming electrodes for electro-
physiology [27, 105, 206, 289, 450], emotion sensing [190], transistors and edible
electronics [39], wireless communication [466], energy harvesting on skin [199]
and for organic indoor photovoltaics [370]. Temporary tattoo paper has also been
extensively used in the HCI community for creating various devices such as
touch sensors [287], 2D touch matrices[215], battery-less 2D touch input [221],
electro-tactile actuators [510], displays [215, 287], and on-skin PCBs [213].

2.3.1.3 Hydrogels

Hydrogels and ionogels are another promising class of stretchable active materials,
noteworthy because they closely mimic the mechanical, chemical, and optical
properties of biological tissues [529]. Due to the advantages of their 3D structure,
biocompatibility, and biodegradability, hydrogels have been used for a wide
variety of applications such as tissue engineering [277], and highly stretchable
printed electronics [546]. We are seeing first explorations of hydrogels in the
HCI community for epidermal devices which change their texture and stiffness
through joule heating [212].

2.3.1.4 Substrate-Less or Water-Soluble Substrates

Depositing functional materials directly onto the skin has been another way that
has been explored in physical sciences research. This is typically done through a
water-soluble substrate that dissolves during wet transfer [493, 494].

2.3.1.5 Textile Patches

While e-textile research is a substantial research area on its own with multiple
research communities actively exploring the field, a few research works in HCI
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have investigated the use of e-textiles as on-skin interfaces. This includes aug-
menting the skin by adhering soft textile patches [429, 431] as well as using
weaving or machine embroidery for creating patches with unique visual-haptic
properties [183, 200, 439].

2.3.2 Functional Materials

2.3.2.1 Conductors

Epidermal Devices typically require one or more conductive layers on a base
substrate for performing a specific function. Multiple approaches and materials
have been explored for coating conductive layers. The most commonly used
functional materials are:

• Metallic Conductors: Metallic conductors are one of the most commonly used
functional materials because of their high conductivity and ease of processing.
Silver and gold have been used very commonly in the HCI community either in
form of screen-printing pastes [287] or through thin films [215]. These are also
very commonly used materials in physical sciences research [322, 493]. Metallic
conductors in the form of silver nano-particles (AgNp) can also be deposited
through ink-jet printing methods [222]. Additionally, they are also used in the
form of nanowires and nanoparticles [169, 243].

• Intrinsically Stretchable Polymers: By comparison to metallic conductors that
have high Young’s modulus and hence are very brittle, intrinsically stretch-
able polymers have attractive mechanical properties such as high stretch-
ability and deformability. A well-studied conductive polymer is poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrenesulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) [485]. It has been
widely used in the physical sciences research community for creating Epidermal
Devices which measure physiological signals such as EMG, ECG, and EEG [105,
270]. PEDOT:PSS has also been widely used in the HCI community for creating
stretchable interactive devices [131, 503], pressure sensing foils [388] and soft
sensors [333]. Physical sciences research has also explored other stretchable
polymers that offer superior deformability, such as a compound material formed
from the copolymerization of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and polyethylene
(PE) to obtain (P3HT-PE) which offers up to 600% stretchability [328].

• Carbon Composites: Carbon and its composites like graphite, graphene, or acti-
vated charcoal have been successfully used for creating Epidermal Devices [206,
238, 524]. Carbon composites have received lesser attention in the HCI com-
munity, with only a few works using them [498]. A key advantage is that they
are low-cost when compared to metallic conductors which have limited re-
serves and are expensive. Some of the allotropes of carbon used for fabrication
purposes are graphite [387] and graphene [106]. Graphene has received wide
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attention because of its electrical conductivity, mechanical properties [384] and
the“thinnest" known material [106] and as result has been used in realizing
a number of Epidermal Devices [182, 206, 265]. However, since graphene is
expensive [106], Graphite has been viewed as another alternative since it is
a low-cost material, and offers the advantage of bio-compatibility [54]. It has
relatively low conductivity but is also a popular choice to develop devices for
biomedical applications [330].

• Nanowires, Nanomeshes, and Nano-Tubes: Nanoparticles typically in the form of
nanowires (NWs), nano-meshes or nano-tubes are another class of conductive
materials that have been extensively used [47, 533]. Multi-walled carbon nan-
otubes have also been recently introduced in HCI for realizing self-healing
interfaces [335, 379]. A key advantage of using nanomeshes is that they can be
realized in highly thin form factors while being stretchable achieving superior
conformal contact in comparison to the planar polymeric substrates [207, 488].
However, a key challenge for using nanomeshes and nanowires is the complex
fabrication process which often requires sophisticated equipment.

• Liquid Metals: Liquid metals are another class of conductors that offer the bene-
fits of high deformability [560]) and high electrical conductivity [567]. Most prior
research that utilized liquid metals have employed gallium-based liquid metals
to develop epidermal devices that measure strain [359] and pressure [536]. They
have also been used for creating capacitive touch and pressure [9] sensors,
resistive strain sensors [352, 360], for measuring the angle of body joints [313]
and for self-healing robots [303]. Liquid metals are also becoming increasingly
popular in the HCI community [400, 457, 458, 477], however with only very
little work investigating their use in Epidermal Devices [331].

2.3.2.2 Insulators and Dielectrics

Dielectrics and insulating materials are necessary for creating devices that are
composed of multi-material layers and for insulating the device from its en-
vironment. One common approach is to embed silicone elastomers as flat or
textured sheets [498, 533]. Another approach is to print fine layers of dielectric
materials [225, 347] or use multiple layers of the base material as an insulating
material.

2.3.3 Skin Adhesives

Skin adhesives are typically used to achieve stronger adhesion of the device onto
the skin. In some cases, the high stretchability and very low thickness levels of the
devices make them bond to the skin through just van der Waals forces without
the need for external adhesives [230]. Other approaches typically include using
commercially available solutions such as water-soluble tape [196], commercial
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medical grade adhesives [304], tattoo-paper adhesive [215, 287], acrylic [240], spray
bandage [537], and mastic [498].

Contributions in Material Exploration

While the physical sciences research community has explored a wide range of
materials including the substrate, functional and adhesive materials, the material
exploration for fabricating Epidermal Devices in the HCI community is limited
in comparison. The functional materials that have been typically used in HCI
for fabricating Epidermal Devices have been predominantly metallic [215, 287,
373, 491], with a few works using carbon [498] and liquid metals [331]. Metallic
conductors provide high conductivity but it comes at the cost of low stretchability.
This prohibits their usage at highly challenging body locations that can deform
and stretch. Hence, investigating new materials and material compounds that
offer a good balance between high electrical conductivity is of prime importance.
This thesis investigates the use of PEDOT: PSS, an intrinsically stretchable polymer
for realizing Epidermal Devices. To the best of our knowledge, SkinMarks [500]
(Chapter 4) is the first work that introduced this material for touch sensing2. This
enables sensing expressive touch interactions on highly challenging body locations
such as knuckles, and flexure lines of the finger.

In addition to introducing intrinsically stretchable polymers for sensing touch,
this thesis also explores using a compound material sandwich comprising a
metallic conductor and intrinsically stretchable polymer. In Chapters 4, 5, 6, for
enhancing the mechanical robustness of conductive silver traces, we cover the
highly conductive device designs made of silver with a second layer of PEDOT:
PSS containing the same design. This allows the devices to remain functional,
even when the silver connection breaks at a few locations.3.

In addition to functional materials, this thesis also explores skin adhesives
for epidermal devices. Chapter 3 explores commercial medical-grade adhesives
with silicone to create patches of desired stiffness and thickness levels. Chapter
6 examines the compatibility of various off-the-shelf adhesives with different
substrate materials.

2.4 fabrication

The fabrication of Epidermal Devices not only involves identifying the right set of
methods, tools, and equipment for creating the multi-material sandwich. It also

2 While PEDOT: PSS has been used previously in HCI [333, 388] its exploration for sensing touch
on the body has not been explored.

3 A detailed study examining this effect through comprehensive stress and stretch tests has been
conducted by my colleague Dr. Arshad Khan who is a material scientist. I am one of the co-authors
of the journal article which is under preparation (not part of this thesis). These experiments
confirm our hypothesis of PEDOT: PSS particles bridging gaps between broken silver traces.
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involves challenges regarding the design of layouts that are fabricable and comply
with a user’s aesthetic preferences.

2.4.1 Fabrication Methods

2.4.1.1 Additive Methods

Typical additive fabrication methods use printing to pattern a sheet of the sub-
strate material with functional ink. The arguably most commonly used approach
is screen printing, as it allows for convenient deposition of a very wide range of
materials with fine-tuned layer thicknesses and sufficiently good resolution [184,
275, 554]. Due to the simplicity of fabrication, it has been widely used in the HCI
community [287, 347, 503]. However, the approach is manual and requires creating
a negative mask, which makes it slower than alternative techniques. A rapid ap-
proach for creating high-resolution patterns is inkjet printing with functional inks.
Physical sciences research typically uses specialized industrial inkjet printers [105],
which are very expensive and not easily accessible to hobbyists, practitioners, and
many HCI research labs. Recent research in HCI has contributed inkjet printing
and transfer approaches that are simple and can be deployed with inexpensive
commodity inkjet printers [61, 225]. In addition to these, Direct On-Skin Printing

techniques involve directly printing functional layers on the skin [134]. Recent
research in HCI has demonstrated this via pen-based devices which used compu-
tational guides for inking [373] and through wearable plotters that deposit ink
based on the target design provided through a design tool [66].

2.4.1.2 Subtractive Methods

Typical subtractive methods involve cutting a substrate or film of functional
materials into a patterned structure, by cutting out residual materials and leaving
behind the desired pattern on the substrate. Commonly used tools are mechanical
plotter cuts [215] or more advanced laser cutting such as CO2 [291, 498] or UV
laser micromachining [304].

2.4.1.3 Mixed Methods

Another recently introduced technique that uses a mix of additive and subtractive
methods is the “cut-and-paste" method [531] which involves using a mechanical
plotter to cut a specific design on a functional layer. The resultant functional layer
is then transferred onto the desired substrate. This technique has been widely used
in the Materials Science community with variants of this approach being actively
pursued [493]. A similar approach uses a doctor blade to incrementally add
functional layers and use CNC milling to have the device in custom shape [491].

While the HCI community majorly focuses on fabrication techniques that are
easy, rapid, and can be performed with simple lab equipment, the physical sciences
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research community employs various other approaches involving more complex
procedures and equipment such as electrospinning and vacuum depositions [322],
microfabrication, and thermal deposition techniques [168].

2.4.2 Computational Design and Optimization

Optimizing designs for targeting a specific functionality is a common practice
in HCI and physical sciences research communities. This involves optimizing
electrical, physical, and mechanical parameters, for instance for withstanding
high strain [196], or for specific electronic functionality such as the design of
antennas for near-field communication (NFC) [240]. One of the areas, where the
HCI community has made rapid advances in the use of computational design
approaches for creating personalized device designs that are optimized for a
user’s body, often using interactive design tools. This includes, for instance, a
custom design tool for creating non-rectangular touch sensor designs that fit on
desired body parts [341] (presented in Chapter 5), or a design tool for controlling
the aesthetics of an Epidermal Device [304]. Chapter 6 presents a computational
design and optimization approach for creating multi-modal Epidermal Devices
that can sense multiple physiological signals.

2.4.3 Aesthetics

Skin acts as a social display that signals traits related to personality, demographics,
health, and social status [444]. Diverse forms of aesthetic skin decoration, such
as henna, make-up, jewellery and tattoos, are wide-spread across cultures [80,
252, 353]. If worn visibly, Epidermal Devices become an element of social display,
possibly even a fashion item. Therefore, their visual and material aesthetics are
central aspects for user adoption. Research in HCI is considering this aspect
increasingly, while it still remains rarely addressed in materials science and
physical sciences [133].

The current state of the art of fabrication incorporates aesthetics in the following
ways:

• Using Aesthetic Materials: Metallic materials such as gold or silver have been
used for decorative purposes. Using these materials for fabricating Epidermal
Devices has enabled the devices to be intrinsically attractive. A common way to
use them is with temporary tattoos [215] or through interactive cosmetics and
make-up materials [216, 472].

• Art Layers: Art layers are one of the commonly used techniques to add aes-
thetically pleasing graphics on top of the device, which is typically hiding the
device’s internal structure. This is often done by using a dedicated layer of
temporary tattoo [287, 292, 341, 500] or molded onto the device[304].
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• Aesthetic Functional Designs: A third approach does not hide the device’s inner
functional structure, but rather designs it to be visually attractive. Electrical
circuits or functional elements of sensors are laid out in ornamental shapes
that create a desired visual aesthetics [498]. Prior work has achieved this
through laser cutting [498], CNC milling [491], a cutting plotter [215], and free
inking [373].

Recent work in HCI involves interactive computational tools for creating aes-
thetic on-skin devices, such as creating devices decorated with custom Voronoi
patterns [304] or creating functional and aesthetic epidermal circuits with
computer-assisted free-form sketching [373].

Contributions in Fabrication

This thesis explores all the fabrication methods (additive, subtractive, and mixed
methods) that were previously described. Chapter 4 uses screenprinting (additive
method) to print functional layers on top of each other to create a multi-layer de-
vice sandwich. The devices created through this process can sense touch, squeeze,
and bend while also providing visual output through displays. Chapter 5 also
uses an additive fabrication method, it utilizes screenprinting to create functional
layers. Insulating materials are printed or stacked between the functional layers to
create the multi-layer sandwich. Subtractive fabrication is also explored in this
chapter where a cutting plotter creates the individual functional layers made
of gold leaf. To support rapid prototyping, this thesis also explores conductive
inkjet printing to create Epidermal Devices. Chapter 6 explores a mixed-methods
approach to first print the device design on a textile transfer sheet, then a laser
cutter is used to remove the excess material, then the design is transferred through
an iron-on process.

In addition to these techniques, this thesis presents the first computational
design approach for creating Epidermal Device designs.4. Chapter 5, presents a
design tool for creating multi-touch sensor designs in custom shape. Chapter 7

presents a computational design and optimization approach for designing and op-
timizing multi-modal electro-physiological sensors. By employing an optimization-
based approach alongside an integrated predictive model for multiple modalities,
compact sensors can be created which offer an optimal trade-off between high
signal quality and small device size. Both these design tools assist designers in
generating functional sensor designs for desired custom shapes.

2.5 functionality of devices

Epidermal Devices can serve multiple functions: they can act as input devices
through touch, pressure, and gestural input, provide multi-sensory haptic feed-

4 While ElectroDermis [304] presented a design tool for creating Epidermal Devices, Chapter 5

(Multi-Touch Skin [341]) is the first work which investigated using computational design approach
for Epidermal Devices.
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back and visual output, monitor physiological signals, and offer a promising
platform for health monitoring and diagnostics.

2.5.1 Input

2.5.1.1 Tactile Sensing

Recent advances in materials and fabrication techniques have enabled the interac-
tion on the body through thin, flexible, and stretchable epidermal devices which
reside on the human skin [498] (Figure 5 (a)). iSkin [498] is the first Epidermal
Device introduced in the HCI literature. It used stretchable bio-compatible sili-
cone known as PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) as the base material. Carbon-doped
PDMS was used as an elastic conductor enabling touch sensing and also for
sensing pressure. Similarly, AnimSkin [491] (Figure 5 (d)) and Stretchis [503]
used PDMS as the base material along with conductive layers made of ITO and
PEDOT:PSS respectively for implementing touch sensing. Lo et al. [287] (Figure 5

(b)) presented tattoo-based devices that could sense touch input. Building on this,
prior research presented tattoo-based epidermal devices that allow for continuous
2D interpolated touch input [215, 221]. In addition to soft epidermal devices based
on PDMS or tattoo-based substrates, prior work has also explored the use of soft
textile patches [429, 431] as well as using weaving or machine embroidery for
creating patches with unique visuo-haptic properties [183, 200, 439].

While prior work in HCI has explored epidermal devices fabricated through
various substrate materials, the resolution of touch sensing that is enabled through
these devices has been limited. It is restricted to sensing single-touch contact.
However, the current wearable and mobile devices have touch sensing capabilities
that go beyond this. In addition to this, human skin also affords various types
of expressive touch interactions [499] that require high-resolution multi-touch
sensing.

2.5.1.2 Kinematic Sensing

Epidermal Devices that capture dynamic motions of the human body can provide
critical insights across a broad range of applications, from clinical diagnostics
(movement disorders [268, 448], neurological disorders [192]) to athletic perfor-
mance monitoring [526, 550]. Sensing of body motions through Epidermal devices
has also been widely explored in the HCI community [287, 304, 338, 500]. In addi-
tion to precise movement tracking, kinematic sensing also allows for using body
movements for interactive applications such as gesture detection [559]. Typically
epidermal kinematic sensing is deployed through strain sensors, IMUs, or EMG
approaches.
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Figure 5: On-body touch sensing enabled by state-of-the-art Epidermal Devices. (a)
iSkin [498] is a soft stretchable device that uses carbon-doped PDMS to en-
able touch sensing. (b) Skintillates [287] uses screen-printed silver traces on
temporary rub-on tattoos to enable self-capacitance-based touch sensing. (c) Du-
oSkin [215] uses gold-leaf as the conductive material to create a touch matrix for
continuous 2D touch input. (d)AnimSkin [491] uses PDMS as the base material
and conductive layers of ITO to enable touch sensing.

2.5.1.3 Physiological Sensing

Physiological signals are readings or measurements that are produced by the
physiological processes that happen in the human body, e.g., voltage potential
changes that happen during a heartbeat (Electrocardiogram), the voltage generated
during muscle movements (Electromyogram), changes in the skin conductance
levels due to activity of sweat glands (Electro-Dermal activity), or the electrical
signals generated due to the activity of the brain (Electroencephalogram). Elec-
trophysiology is the branch of physiology that studies the electrical properties of
biological processes that happen in the body. It involves measurements of voltage
changes or electric current to capture the physiological state of the body. Typically,
these electro-physiological signals are measured by placing multiple electrodes at
dedicated locations on the body to capture bio-signals. These electrodes need to
have a specific spatial configuration depending on the modality of the bio-signal
measured. An overview of the commonly used electro-physiological modalities is
shown in the table below.

Design and fabrication of sensors for physiological monitoring has been subject
of intense research in the materials and bio-medical engineering communities.
Thin epidermal devices have been presented that monitor various physiological
signals such as ECG [537], EMG [105, 537], pulse oximetry [239], sweat and thermal
characterization [185, 497]. Alternatively, textile sensors have been extensively
explored as well [70], including for ECG [521], EMG [107], and EEG [288].

The HCI community has also explored a number of ways to use bio-signals for
interaction. This involved the use of EMG signals for gesture recognition [8, 404,
405]. Apart from this, various other bio-signals such as electro-dermal activity,
heart-rate activity, electrooculography have also been explored [36, 121]. More
recent research is also looking into the area of continuous health monitoring
by tracking various activities such as blood pressure levels [480]. This involves
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# Modality Measurement Where (Loca-
tion)

How (Spatial Configura-
tion)

1 Electromyography

(EMG)

Muscle activity through

voltage generated from

muscle movements.

Key-Points located along

the muscle [566]

Three electrodes placed on the body. Two for

measuring the potential and the third elec-

trode is a reference electrode.

2 Electro-Dermal

Activity (EDA)

Sweat gland activity

through measurement of

skin resistance

Area with high concentra-

tion of sweat glands (e.g.

palms, fingertips, foot sole,

forehead) [43, 109]

Two electrodes placed on the body with the

same dermatome (area innervated by single

spinal nerve) [109].

3 Electrocardiogram

(ECG)

ECG refers to the recording

of electrical changes that oc-

cur in the heart during a car-

diac cycle.

12-lead ECG electrode

placement near the

heart [198]. However,

other alternate placement

strategies have been ex-

perimented for ambulatory

recording [2, 101, 294, 530]

The configuration varies from a medical-

grade setup with 12 leads/electrodes placed

near the heart to a more simpler setup

with three electrodes. In the three-electrodes

setup, two electrodes act as the measuring

electrodes while the third one is a reference

electrode. The typical placement of these

electrodes follows Einthoven’s triangle [99]

for good signal acquisition.

4 Electroencephalogram

(EEG)

Measures the spontaneous

electrical activity of the

brain

Typically on the scalp The electrodes are placed on the scale accord-

ing to the 10-20 electrode placement stan-

dard [246].

5 Electrooculography

(EOG)

Measures the potential be-

tween front and back of the

human eye

placement is around the eye Many placement configurations are possible.

The minimal configuration is with 4 elec-

trodes with one electrode being a reference

and three electrodes placed near the eye (left,

right and top of eye) to measure left-up and

right-up potentials. For more configurations

refer to [290]

6 Impedance Pneu-

mography

Measures the respira-

tory rate. Implemented

using two electrodes or

four-electrode system, the

technique measures changes

in electrical impedance of

the person’s thorax caused

by respiration or breathing

The location is typically

near chest (Thorax)

The precise placement of electrodes is re-

quired. The placements are described in [293].

The best placement location for the two-

electrode system was to have electrodes

placed symmetrically on the anterior and pos-

terior sides of the thorax. The electrodes

should be on the midpoint between the left

and right second intercostal spaces on the

sternum.

Table 2: Commonly used electro-physiological modalities along with the key parameters
(location and spatial configuration) influencing the signal acquisition.
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either using off-the-shelf devices (e.g. smart-phones) for continuous health mon-
itoring [479, 480] or developing custom-made devices which strategically place
sensors for signal collection [48, 83, 84, 177, 304].

Electro-chemical sensors are another class of devices that convert information
associated with biochemical processes that happen in the body. They can also
be used for detecting viruses and pathogens in the body [462]. A wide range of
electro-chemical Epidermal Devices have been developed which measure blood
glucose levels [237], hemoglobin [239] or characterize sweat [20] with various
compounds such as pH levels [77] or trace metals [236].

2.5.1.4 Environmental Sensing

The interaction of the human body with external environmental signals can
be a good indicator of health. These environmental factors include exposure
to UV light, pollutants, and gases which can be hazardous. Prior research has
contributed Epidermal Devices for sensing various environmental elements such
as UV exposure [117, 301, 463], harmful gases like as ammonia [116], humidity
levels [464], and exposure to explosives and gunshot residues [24]. While there
has been extensive research in physical sciences, environmental sensing so far has
received very limited attention in HCI, with pioneering work investigating the
fabrication of chemical UV sensors [301].

2.5.2 Output

2.5.2.1 Visual Displays

Visual displays on the skin can serve multiple purposes. Firstly they can provide
subtle notifications to the user [215, 500]; second, they can be embedded with
tattoo art to add further aesthetic value to the devices [287]; third, in a medical
context, they can be utilized for healing wounds on the skin [193]. Prior work on
epidermal displays from the physical sciences includes a high-resolution display
matrix made of LEDs [168], electro-luminescent displays [233, 554], stretchable
organic LEDs [193, 194], thermochromic [234], and electrochromic displays [68,
357]. Research in HCI built onto some of these findings to focus on more accessible
fabrication approaches in a simple lab or DIY settings. Approaches comprise the
fabrication of Epidermal Devices that consist of SMD LEDs [287], stretchable
electro-luminescent displays [500, 503] and thermochromic displays [215, 491].

2.5.2.2 Actuation

Stretchable epidermal actuators attached closely to human skin can act as de-
vices that produce haptic output on the body through targeted stimulations. A
large number of epidermal haptic output devices have been presented across
research communities. Various technologies have been successfully employed. The
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approach that allows for the most minimal form factor uses electro-tactile stimula-
tion. Two or more electrodes in direct contact with the skin deliver a controlled
electrical pulse to directly stimulate nerve stems of mechanoreceptors, which can
be perceived as vibrations. These types of actuators have been extensively ex-
plored both in the physical sciences [412] and HCI research communities [220, 510].
Various other approaches have been explored for creating haptic sensations based
on mechanical movement. These include the use of dielectric elastomers [447,
541], magnetic actuation [308, 545], piezoelectric actuation [555], mechanical ac-
tuation with shape memory alloys [62, 149] and actuation through microfluidic
channels [150, 151]. A key observation here is that both the HCI community
and physical sciences research community are very active in designing actuator
devices, with competitive results. However, the communities complement each
other in the evaluation approaches: the HCI community’s focus on psychophysical
studies to validate the actuation principle and corresponding human perception
can go hand-in-hand with the materials and fabrication-centered evaluations that
are typically performed in the physical sciences research community.

2.5.2.3 Drug Delivery

Drug delivery devices are another class of output devices that non-invasively
and transcutaneously inject drugs. This is achieved through multiple approaches
including the use of microneedles [266], electrical methods [520], ultrasound meth-
ods [423] and thermal ablation [17]. A more detailed discussion of various types
of drug delivery mechanisms (not all are compatible with Epidermal Devices) can
be found in [374].

2.5.3 Computation and Communication

In addition to means for input and output, prior research has also investigated
components that are central for on-device computation and communication.

2.5.3.1 Electronic Components and Fully Integrated Devices

Electronic components such as transistors, memory devices that are building
blocks of computing. Prior literature in physical science research community
has developed fully printed capacitors [16], transistors [351], dense transistors
arrays [78, 486], memory and logic devices [420]. In addition to these components,
the design and fabrication of fully-integrated devices is a very active research
topic [115, 265, 393]. Self-contained devices are also being actively pursued in
the HCI community [304, 331], with even computational capability for running
on-device neural network models being imbued into devices via off-the-shelf
FPGAs [19].
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2.5.3.2 Communication Components

Often Epidermal Devices are coupled with wireless communication modules
to send data to a remote computer or a mobile device for further processing.
These strategies typically involve using on-device antennas for wireless commu-
nication [230]. Epidermal devices with wireless transmission capabilities have
been developed for power transfer [186], near-field communication [215, 240],
radiofrequency communication [396] and wireless bluetooth communication [183].

2.5.4 Energy Harvesting

While extensive efforts have been devoted to the development of wearable health
and fitness monitoring systems, limited efforts have focused on developing body-
worn energy harvesting and energy storage for powering these sensing systems.
Most of the work on energy harvesting devices has been contributed in the
physical sciences research community by using electro-chemical approaches [23].
Pioneering work from HCI has been using commercial supercapacitors for energy
harvesting [183].

Triboelectric generators (commonly termed as TENGs) are one of the most
commonly used techniques and utilize the principles of tribocharging to harvest
mechanical energy and convert it into electricity in a simple and low-cost man-
ner [103]. Energy harvesting through triboelectric generators has also received
attention in the HCI community recently. They have been used for powering paper-
based interfaces [55], microphones and acoustic sensing [13] and for interactive
cords and textiles [127, 410]. Moreover, biofuel cells (BFCs) have been explored in
the physical sciences research community. These are devices that convert chemical
energy into electricity through biocatalytic reactions. They are a promising source
for generating sustainable electrical energy [23, 144, 548]. Epidermal BFCs have
been successfully deployed to harvest energy from human sweat [21, 25, 199, 438].
Finally, thin-film alkaline batteries [557] that use water-based electrolytes can be
used for powering on-skin electronics [32, 255].

Contributions in Functionality of Devices

This thesis majorly focuses on the input aspect of Epidermal Devices. Touch
and its contact information have been the most frequently investigated forms
of input for Epidermal Devices in both HCI and physical sciences research.
This thesis contributes to Epidermal Devices with enhanced input capabilities.
SkinMarks (Chapter 4) contributes touch sensors with sub-millimeter electrode
sizes that allow for higher-resolution touch sensing along with enabling touch
input on challenging body geometries. To further enhance touch input, Chapter 5

presents Multi-Touch Skin, a thin and flexible multi-touch sensor that can sense
high-resolution multi-touch input. The device can also detect the touch contact
information enabling the sensing of various tactile input modalities (e.g. touch,
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grab, knuckle, touch pressure, etc.). For kinematic sensing, this thesis contributes
bend sensors (Chapter 4) through strain gauges that can be placed at various
challenging locations on the body. For physiological sensing, Chapter 6 presents
easy and rapid fabrication methods for fabricating multi-modal Epidermal Devices.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work that integrates custom touch
input controls with bio-sensing electrodes within a single device.

In all disciplines, empirical studies are conducted to better understand the
performance and characteristics of Epidermal Devices. Yet, the research questions,
methods, and study designs strongly differ across disciplines. In this section, we
will review what are common evaluation methods and will contrast the typical
methods and strategies used in HCI with those employed in other disciplines.

2.6 evaluation methods and strategies

2.6.1 Technical Evaluations

Technical evaluations typically include experiments designed to understand the
functionality of the device, its mechanical characteristics, and material behavior.

2.6.1.1 Evaluating Device Functionality

For input devices involving tactile sensing and physiological sensing, typical
measurements representing the quality of signal acquisition include measuring
signal-to-noise levels [105, 498]. For displays, these involve optical characteriza-
tion [193]. In the case of actuators, these measurements typically include psy-
chophysical studies to understand the stimulation thresholds and just-noticeable
differences(JNDs). Recent work has also been using psychophysical methods to
characterize the feel-through characteristics, a key property of Epidermal De-
vices [150, 510]. In most cases, the methods for measuring device functionality
have been similar across the HCI community and physical sciences research.

2.6.1.2 Microscopic Analysis

Microscopic analysis usually involves SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) scans
of the device to accurately measure the device thickness [531, 537]. These eval-
uations also show the quality of deposited functional traces and layers in the
device. Microscopic analysis is less common in the HCI literature, with only a
few works reporting this analyses [287]. Microscopic analyses should be more
commonly adopted in HCI work since they can provide insights into various
aspects of real-world usages, such as the initial quality of functional layers and
for measuring the degradation of the material after continued use.
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2.6.2 Empirical Studies and User Experiments

The HCI community has made fundamental contributions to understanding
the use of the human body for interaction. Most of the empirical research and
controlled experiments with users are centered around three themes: (a) User
Strategies and mappings, (b) elicitation Studies, and (c) social acceptability studies.

2.6.2.1 User Strategies and Mappings

Understanding on-body interaction is an active research topic in HCI. Several em-
pirical studies focused on the body-centric interaction space [155, 476], identified
user strategies for creating on-body gestures [346] and revealed that on-skin input
increased the sense of agency [34]. Moreover, previous research has investigated
mapping strategies for input elements on the skin. These include salient features
on the palm [90, 138, 478], targets placed on the forearm [278], visual and tactile
anatomical landmarks [33, 500] as well as mappings between skin and an off-skin
display [35].

2.6.2.2 Elicitation Studies

Several elicitation studies have been conducted to understand gestural interaction
on specific body locations such as ears [59], fingers [50, 411], forearm [42, 499],
nose [378], belly [474], head and shoulders [469]. In addition to gestural input on
body locations, elicitation studies have also been reported for skin-specific input
modalities and user preferences for on-skin input [42, 499].

2.6.2.3 Social Acceptability

In recent years, we witness an increasing focus on social acceptability and social
perception of body-worn devices. Social acceptability studies have initially been
focused on wearable devices [249, 250] and interactive textiles [88, 218]. They have
investigated how e-textiles might alter the wearer’s social image and perception
by others during everyday activities [88, 247, 377, 459]. More recent work has tried
to understand the social perception of using on-skin interfaces in public. You et
al. [543] studies a third person’s perception of a user’s interactions with an on-skin
touch sensor. In their survey, participants had to look at a series of videos of a user
interacting with an epidermal touch sensor placed at seven on-body locations.
The authors examined social perceptions that correspond to the different body
locations, as well as gestural interactions performed on the device. The study was
conducted in the United States and Taiwan to examine cross-cultural attitudes
towards device usage. Similarly, a follow-up study investigated social perceptions
towards interacting with a color-changing on-skin display [210, 542]. In addition
to these these studies, prior work also studied gestural input performed on
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Figure 6: Empirical studies on understanding on-skin gestures and on-skin devices. (a)
More Than Touch [499] used an elicitation study to understand gestural in-
teraction on specific body locations such as the forearm. (b) Kao et al. [210]
used a mixed-methods approach with online surveys and in-lab interviews to
investigate the means by which on-skin notification displays are perceived by
the general public. (c) You et al. [543] investigated the third person perceptions
of a user’s interactions with an on-skin touch sensor.

the body [345, 375], on epidermal interfaces [543] or directly on skin [499] and
evaluated appropriate body locations for on-body computing [542, 543, 547].

This thesis employs the standard technical evaluations that have been reported
in prior literature. To evaluate the device functionality, this thesis reports on
experiments that measure SNR levels of touch sensors (Chapters 4 and 5) and
physiological sensors (Chapter 6). In addition to measuring the SNR of touch
sensing under varying ground conditions, Chapter 5 also presents an evaluation
method for measuring the spatial resolution of the sensor under varying deforma-
tion conditions. Microscopic analysis involving SEM scans is very limited in HCI
literature. This thesis takes a step in this direction by analyzing devices using an
SEM scan (Chapter 4). In addition to these evaluation methods, this thesis takes
the first steps in understanding the psychophysical aspects of Epidermal Devices
which to the best of our knowledge, have not been explored in prior literature.
Investigating the psychophysical aspects of Epidermal Devices is very crucial
as this determines their tactile performance i.e. how well they can transmit the
tactile cues to the mechanoreceptors in our skin. Chapter 3 investigates this aspect
through three psychophysical studies that measure the influence of the stiffness
of a patch on tactile perception capability.

2.7 applications and real-world deployments

Due to their unique form factor, intimate integration with the user’s body, and
low cost, Epidermal Devices open up a range of opportunities for applications
and real-world deployments. These span a wide range of areas, ranging from
general mobile computing and communication to supporting a user’s bodily
activities in sports and fitness, and ranging from health monitoring and diagnosis
for the masses to more specialized areas such as assistive technologies. Exemplary
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application scenarios are one area where the HCI research community trumps
over the physical sciences research community.

2.7.1 Health Monitoring and Diagnosis

A key advantage of Epidermal Devices is that, since they are directly present
in the body, they have direct access to the biophysical and biochemical features
of the body. Using these devices to continuously monitor bio-signals promises
to reduce diagnostic hospital visits and can also facilitate early diagnosis and
prevention of illnesses. Epidermal Devices have been deployed for non-invasive
drug delivery [17, 266, 423, 482] and wound healing [193, 194, 520]. This application
area provides an exciting opportunity, with first interactive physiological devices
already being developed in the HCI community [304, 338].

2.7.2 Assistive Technologies

Assistive technologies and accessibility are key application areas where Epidermal
Devices can be deployed for creating societal impact. Studies have demonstrated
the benefits of body-based interaction for eyes-free and accessible interaction [138,
346]. Wearable accessories have already been developed in the HCI community
for accessible computing on the go [414]. Furthermore, epidermal exoskeletons
promise support for applications such as assisting the physically disabled [212] or
restoring the ability to pinch and grasp objects after having suffered a spinal cord
injury [209].

2.7.3 Sports and Fitness

Epidermal Devices offer new integrated platforms for continuous monitoring
of both biophysical and biochemical signals, which can be of interest in sports
analytics and fitness monitoring. Prior work includes strain sensors that can detect
human motion [526] and precise body movements during athletic training [550].
Furthermore, traditional electronic components such as accelerometers and strain
gauges can be encapsulated within stretchable casings and shells to realize devices
that are more mechanically robust and can be deployed for monitoring during
a workout [263]. In addition to motion sensing, other physiological parameters
such as EMG [531], ECG [269], temperature [465], respiration, and electrochemical
signals such as glucose and sweat composition [23] are essential for evaluating an
individual’s overall physiological state and are thus topics of intense academic
interest in sports science and performance. Epidermal Devices from the HCI
community have also demonstrated body motion sensing [304, 338]. However,
these are typically limited to a single body location or movement.
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2.7.4 Affective Communication

The multisensory nature of human touch makes Epidermal Devices a promising
choice for enhancing affective communication between people over the distance.
Propositions from prior research include remote communication with a partner
using on-skin multi-touch gestures [338, 341] (presented in Chapters 5 and 6) or
sending affective haptic signals to a remote user [545]. Sharing of biosignals as
a means for intimate communication between users [282] is another promising
direction.

2.7.5 Mobile Computing

A vastly explored application area for Epidermal Devices in HCI is mobile com-
puting. Epidermal Devices have been used for designing novel techniques that
enable interaction in demanding mobility conditions. This includes mobile on-
body text entry [498, 525], eyes-free micro gestures control [221], smart control
of IoT devices [242, 341], physical interaction with mobile devices [150], display
of subtle notifications [215, 287, 500, 510], and gestures that can be performed
when hands are busy holding objects [341] (presented in Chapter 5). In addition
to supporting interaction in mobile scenarios, Epidermal Devices have also been
deployed in the context of other interactive applications such as in AR/VR [510,
545].

This thesis makes initial explorations in identifying and deploying Epidermal
Devices in multiple application scenarios. Multi-Touch Skin (Chapter 5) and Phys-
ioSkin (Chapter 6) propose using on-skin touch sensing for remote communication
with a partner. For enhancing interaction in mobile scenarios, Multi-Touch Skin
sensors have been used for enabling eyes-free text entry on a fingertip, performing
gestural input when hands are busy holding objects, and for controlling IoT
devices (presented in Chapter 5). To explore applications in the context of health
monitoring and fitness Chapter 6 presents devices embedded with physiological
sensing electrodes that can sense body motions and heart rate.

2.8 positioning epidermal computing in hci literature

Figure 7 shows the taxonomy of wearable technologies that classifies each technol-
ogy based on its location on the body surface. Technology can be on the body or
on the surface of the skin (such as wearables), inside the body (such as implants
and pacemakers), and carried on the body (such as smartphones and tablets). The
main difference between technology that can be carried and wearables is that
the former often demands full attention from the user, is typically carried and
not worn, and requires using both hands for operating [365]. Wearables can be
worn on the body as devices (e.g. smartwatches, smart glasses) or integrated into
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Body-Based Interaction

Inside the Body On the Body Carried-on

Epidermal Devices Interactive Textiles Accessories

Wearables

e.g.implants e.g. mobile devices

Figure 7: Positioning Epidermal Devices within the broad scope of Body-Based Interaction
in HCI. This taxonomy of on-body technologies is adopted from prior work [285,
380].

textiles. Epidermal Devices, the focus of this thesis, are present on the surface of
the skin.

In the remaining sections of this chapter, we firstly present an overview of the
sensing techniques that have been explored in the HCI community for enabling
interaction on the body. We compare and contrast them with the techniques that
have been explored in this thesis. We then present state-of-the-art in other on-body
technologies that have been investigated in HCI literature.

2.8.1 Overview of Sensing Techniques for On-Body Interaction

Input sensing on the skin has received a lot of attention in the HCI community.
Many technical approaches have been investigated to enable touch input on
the skin including microgestures. This section reviews those various technical
approaches.

2.8.1.1 Optical Approaches

The most common approach employed in the HCI literature to sense input on the
skin is the optical sensing approach. It uses cameras. Prior work sensed input on
the skin using RGB cameras [51, 320, 446], depth cameras [90, 141, 153, 156, 231,
425] or infrared sensors [126, 437, 535] for gesture recognition on or around the
body. The camera is either mounted on the shoulder [153, 419], to the ceiling [156],
on the wrist [425, 535], hand webbings [51], head [320, 446], or on an external
tripod behind the person [90, 141]. This allows for direct interaction on the skin,
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Figure 8: Sensing on the skin using optical approaches using cameras mounted on the
body. (a) Omnitouch [153] uses a depth camera and a projection setup to enable
input on the body. (b) CyclopsRing [51] uses a camera with a fish-eye lens placed
between the finger webbing to enable gestural interaction (c) WatchSense [425]
uses a depth camera mounted on a wrist to enable interaction on and around the
body (d) FingerInput [419] uses a depth camera mounted either on the shoulder
or head to enable a wide range of finger microgestures.

however it requires direct line-of-sight to the camera and can be susceptible to
lighting conditions.

An alternative approach that has been explored is to attach lightweight optical
sensors close to the skin. These optical sensors typically include one or multiple
photo-reflective or IR sensors that can be easily packaged into a wearable form
factor. They also often require less computational processing than typical camera
setups. Ni and Baudisch propose the use of a Phidgets light sensor and an inverted
optical mouse to capture finger scanning and finger movements [336]. Butler et
al. [45] used Infrared (IR) proximity sensors embedded along the sides of a mobile
device to sense touch input around small devices. Similarly, prior work used IR
reflectors and emitters to enable expressive interaction with wearable devices [258,
511, 528]. Nakatsuma et al. [334] built a custom wristwatch-sized device that
consists of IR reflectors and a piezoelectric sensor to track 2D finger movements
on the back of the hand. Similarly, IR sensors and emitters have been incorporated
into HMDs for enabling input on the cheek [527] and on the forearm for sensing
skin deformations [344]. LumiWatch is a custom-made smartwatch that uses an
array of 1-D depth sensors and a pico projector to project the interface onto the
skin. The 1D depth-sensing array is used to track fingers on or very near to the
surface of the arm [517]. Sensors attached to the fingernails have also been utilized
for sensing deformations [307].

2.8.1.2 Wave-Propagation through the Body

The human body in addition to being electrically conductive also serves as an
ideal medium for transmitting acoustic and electromagnetic waves [549]. By using
through-body electrical signals, Capacitive Fingerprinting [157] and Biometric
Touch Sensing [176] can differentiate between users. Passive techniques such as
Humantenna [72, 73] and EM-Sense [259] monitor electromagnetic noise absorbed
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Figure 9: Sensing on skin using optical approaches using IR emitters and reflectors
mounted on the body. (a) Senskin [344] uses an array of IR reflective sensors to
sense skin deformations. (b) Nakatsuma et al. [334] demonstrated a wrist worn
device consisting of IR sensors to sense 2D touch input on the back of the hand
(c) CheekInput [527] uses a depth camera mounted inside HMD device to enable
input on the cheek. (d) LumiWatch [517] uses a an array of 1D depth sensors and
projector housed inside a smart watch casing to enable input and output on the
body.

by the human body for gesture and object recognition. Skinput [159] proposed
bio-acoustic sensing for on-skin touch sensing. Vibrations resulting from firm
touches propagate through the skin. These vibrations can be with an array of
piezo sensors to localize the touch contact. Similarly, EarBuddy [523] senses taps
and touch contact near the face and the ears using commercial wireless earbuds.

Active signal propagation can be used for personal area networks [166, 563]
and to transmit audio signals [113]. Mujibiya et al. [326] showed that touch
and pressure on the skin can be sensed through the transdermal propagation
of ultrasound signals. A transducer placed perpendicular to the skin results in
surface wave propagation which is captured using a finger-worn receiver. Zhang
et al. used a high-frequency AC signal (80MHz) generated by a finger-worn ring
that this transmitted through the body and is sensed using a wristband [553]. The
two electrodes on the wristband measure the received signal and the phase delay
are computed for 2D localization of the finger on the arm. This system had a
mean positional error of 7.6mm. In comparison to camera solutions, they do not
suffer from occlusion problems. However, they do not support the full range of
multi-touch interactions that are enabled through capacitive sensing techniques
employed in smartphones and touchscreens.

2.8.1.3 Magnetic and Electric Field Sensing

Another approach that has been used for input sensing is magnetic field sensing.
Typically, this approach uses magnets in conjunction with magnetometers or
hall-effect sensor grids to track the position of the magnet. Abracadabra provides
an additional input modality to smartwatches through a magnet affixed to the
finger [154]. Nenya provides subtle eyes-free input interaction with smartwatches.
It utilizes the magnetometers that are found in smartphones [14, 356]. Hall-effect
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Figure 10: Body has been used as a medium for the propagation of acoustic and high-
frequency waves. (a) Humantenna [73] uses the human body as an antenna for
sensing whole-body gestures (b) Sound of Touch uses transdermal low-frequency
ultrasound propagation for sensing pressure-aware continuous touch input as
well as arm-grasping hand gestures on the human body. (c) SkinTrack [553] uses
the human body as an electromagnetic waveguide and transmits an 80MHz
wave through the body. (d) EarBuddy [523] uses commodity wireless earbuds
to detect face and cheek gestures. The working principle of this technology
uses acoustic waves propagated through the body while performing the face
gestures.

sensor grids have been used to sense subtle thumb to fingertip gestures [53,
181]. More recent work has also investigated the use of magnets for providing
haptic feedback. Magnetips [312] utilizes a magnetometer array and a copper coil
for enabling continuous finger-tracking and haptic feedback. MagnetIO provides
ubiquitous haptic feedback through soft haptic patches that can be affixed to
any object or surface. The system comprises of a voice-coil worn on the user’s
fingernail and any number of interactive soft patches regions doped with polarized
neodymium powder that can be attached to any surface (everyday objects, user’s
body, appliances, etc.) [309]. All of these approaches use a magnet mounted
onto the fingertip [295, 356] to enable continuous motion tracking of the finger
which in turn results in expanding the interaction space. Magnetic sensing enables
subtle and eyes-free interaction through gestures and continuous finger tracking.
However, one limitation of this sensing approach is the precise tracking of touch-
down and touch-up events. Another limitation is that in all of these research
works, the magnet or an actuation coil has often been affixed to the nail of the
index finger or in the form of a ring [14]. Magnet being a very rigid object is
not skin-conformal and cannot be easily transferred to other challenging body
locations.

Similar to magnetic field sensing, another complementary approach that has
been investigated for on-body input is electric field sensing [565]. EF sensing is a
well-explored technique in HCI and has been previously explored for gestures
[100, 261, 509], motion sensing [71], and even activity tracking [327]. Three con-
figurations are common. In Loading-Mode sensing, an electric signal is injected
into an electrode and the capacitive coupling between the electrode and an object
of interest is measured. In Transmit-mode, a signal is passed through the human
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Figure 11: Magnetic approaches can be used for sensing input and delivering haptic
output on skin. (a) FingerPad [53] uses hall-effect sensors and a magnet attached
to the thumb for sensing subtle thumb to fingertip gestures. (b) Magnetips [312]
uses a magnetometer array and a copper coil for tracking continuous finger
movements and delivering haptic feedback. (c) MagnetIO [309] provide haptic
feedback through soft haptic patches that can be affixed to any object or surface.
(d)Auraring [356] enables continuous motion tracking of the finger.

body; the signal is captured by a receiver electrode touched by the user. Finally,
shunt-mode uses emitting and receiving electrode pairs and measure the distur-
bance when a conductive object (e.g., a finger) interferes with the electric field. All
of these approaches exploit the inherent electrical conductivity of the human body.
A more detailed comparison of these three configurations can be found in [418].

Electric field sensing has been employed for sensing touch input on the skin
for enhancing input on smartwatches and in the context of AR/VR [552, 558].
Taking this concept further, ElectroRing[227] employs electric field sensing through
transmitting and receiving electrodes embedded onto a ring along with a shield
electrode that separates the transmit and receive electrodes. Electric field sens-
ing has also been used for sensing inter-personal touch through a wearable
bracelet [142, 441].

2.8.1.4 Radar and Ultrasound Techniques

Radar-based sensing techniques use high-frequency short-range radio-frequency
signals for sensing fine-grained motions with high temporal resolution [484,
534]. It enables sensing of motion, range, and velocity, which can be used for
detecting gestures with a quick motion, e.g. swiping and rubbing. By employing
machine learning approaches, a wide range of materials can also be classified
including various body parts [534]. A key drawback is that tracking precise
spatial configurations e.g. touch location and type of touch contact is difficult.
Ultrasonic sensors and transducers attached to the skin can also be used for
sensing gestures and interaction on the body [191, 278]. These techniques require
line of sight[278] with the interacting finger and support a set of discrete gestures.
Realizing high-resolution multi-touch interaction is challenging with these sensing
techniques.
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Figure 12: Electric field sensing approaches can be used for sensing input on skin. (a)
ActiTouch [552] uses transmit and receive electrode pairs for sensing touch
input on the skin. (b) AuraSense [558] uses electric field sensing to enable
expressive around-smartwatch interactions .(c) Electroring’s [227] uses active
electrical sensing approach sensing both touch and release events. There is
a step-function-like change in the raw signal which can be easily detected
using only basic signal processing techniques. (d)EnhancedTouchX [142] is
a bracelet-type interpersonal body area network device, which detects and
quantifies interpersonal hand-to-hand touch interactions through electric field
sensing.

2.8.2 Other Technologies from the Taxonomy of On-Body Interaction

Figure 7 shows the taxonomy of the on-body technologies that have been explored
in HCI. This section reviews the state-of-the-art in other alternate technologies
that have been explored in HCI literature. These include (1) implants, (2) wearable
devices and interaction techniques with them, and (3) interactive textiles.

2.8.2.1 Implants

Implants are electronic devices that are placed inside the body (under the surface
of the skin). This technology already exists in the form of medical devices such
as pacemakers, insulin pumps, and cochlear implants. In addition to medical
applications, implants have been used for enabling novel forms of input and
output [430], identification through RFID, to control remote robots [496] and to
permanently augment senses with technology [495]. Holz et al. [175] investigated
implanted user interfaces to study how these devices function through the skin.
The devices implanted include touch, tap, microphone for sensing touch and
audio input, LEDs, vibration motors and speakers for providing output, bluetooth
for evaluating the communication, and inductive charging for energy harvesting.
Another interesting approach is implanting silicon-based devices [229], tattooing
functional inks [37] and using ingestible devices for exploring novel forms of
interactive gameplay [273, 274] . In addition to these technical implementations,
studies have been reported that investigate the use of implants among hobbyist
populations [160]. Overall, implants are a very promising technology and offer a
wide range of opportunities for advancing the capabilities of humans. However,
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these technologies require often require surgery, need medical expertise and
supervision while implanting devices for intrusive modification of the body.
In contrast, the devices proposed in this thesis are all temporarily attached to
the skin and are easy to attach and detach by the user. The fabrication and
design approaches presented in this thesis also enable a wider audience including
hobbyists, practitioners to realize custom devices.

2.8.2.2 Interaction with Wearable Devices

Wearable devices have been an active research topic for a long time. The first
instances of wearable devices appeared in 1966 when Thorp and Shannons built
a timing device to predict roulette [456]. Subsequently, many other devices fol-
lowed that include a wrist-worn calculator [302] and a general-purpose wearable
computer featuring a head-mounted display and chorded keyboard [300]. Recent
advances in low-power processors, wireless communication, and miniaturization
of sensor technologies have enabled the commercialization of wearable computing
devices. However, wearable devices suffer from interaction problems. The HCI
community has explored several technical approaches and interaction techniques
to solve these issues. The following section discusses the approaches that have
been explored in this regard.

Body-Worn Devices for Interaction with Wearables Commercial wearable devices
(e.g. smartwatches, smart glasses, fitness trackers, portable head-mounted dis-
plays) offer superior wearability by sacrificing real-estate for interaction. As a
result, precise touch input is demanding because the size of the touch targets is
diminished to account for smaller screen real-estate. Additionally, there is also the
occlusion problem due to the finger present on the touchscreen.

In addition to designing device-centric interaction techniques such as pan, twist
and click interactions [518], tapping gestures [342, 397], cross-device [58, 409] and
bezel-based interactions [253, 514], prior work addressed this problem through
various body-worn devices [501]. Ashbrook et al. presented a magnetically tracked
finger ring to enable subtle eyes-free mobile input [14]. Xia et al. used a finger-
worn nano-stylus to enhance precise touch input on a small-screen display [516].
Interaction with smartwatches has also been enhanced by embedding them with
miniature projectors and infrared proximity sensors for extending interaction onto
the skin [258, 517]. Finger-worn wearable devices are an active research area in
HCI for supporting rich natural interactions with wearable devices [415]. These
include nail-worn displays [436], nail-worn input devices [180, 214, 264] that have
been developed for enhancing interaction with wearable devices. In addition to
input, body-worn output devices have also been used for augmenting interaction
with wearables. Roumen et al. conducted an empirical investigation of wearable
interactive rings to compare the noticeability of four instantaneous notification
modalities (light, vibration, sound, poke) [398]. Additional output modalities such
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as wind and thermal feedback have also been investigated by integrating them in
a wrist-worn device form factor suitable for smartwatches [364, 416].

Device-centric interactions offer new means of interaction with wearable devices,
however, they do not leverage the natural affordances of human skin. Body-worn
devices that have been explored in the HCI literature fill this gap. However, they
are rigid or bulky restricting (similar to traditional ornaments) them to a few
locations on the body such as nails, wrist, and fingers.

Free-Form Body Gestures Contact-less or gestural interaction is an alternative
method that enables input on and around the devices. Gestural input is performed
by making a motion around the large, 3D space around the device. One of the
early works investigated mid-air swipe gestures for simple number entry for
mobile and wearable devices [316]. Building on this, Kim et al. [241] enabled input
above a smartwatch with multi-directional gestures. Gestural interaction on mobile
devices and smartwatches has been explored through in-air gestures [421, 422]
and wrist gestures [125]. Besides these techniques, magnetic sensing techniques
have also been explored for continuous tracking of a finger around a device [154,
312, 356]. µTrack tracks the 3D position of the thumb using magnetic sensing [56].
Similarly, Finexus [57] tracks precise motions of multiple fingers using magnetic
sensing. Imaginary interfaces allow for spatial and gestural interactions without
a screen. They support in-air gestures expanding the interaction space around a
small device [140]. Radar-based sensing techniques also allow for in-air gestures
around a device [484]. A key limitation of mid-air gestures is that they do not
provide tactile feedback to the user. This is in contrast to on-skin interaction,
where gestural interaction on the skin provides natural tactile feedback of the
finger performing the gesture at a specific location on the body.

In addition to using precise finger motions for gestural input, arms and hands
also afford gestural interaction with mobile and wearable devices. Hand gestures
can be detected through a chest-worn infrared camera [428]. Similarly, Sixth Sense
supports in-air gestures and drawing [319]. Shifting the camera position to the shoe
provides a new perspective to sense body gestures [18]. Armura [156] investigated
the interaction space of hand gestures with and without visual output. Going
beyond the upper limbs, Cyclops [52] uses a fish-eye lens on a chest-mounted
camera to capture full-body gestures.

Data gloves capture the rich dexterity and articulated finger movements that can
be utilized for human-computer interactions [94, 435]. These gloves are typically
worn on the hand to capture hand movements and hand pose [564]. Gloves are
a promising technology for capturing intricate details of hand and finger move-
ments. However, they can be bulky, and not suitable for scenarios demanding
high mobility. As a reason, glove-less systems are being actively investigated
for hand-gesture recognition. Typically this can be done using wrist-worn sen-
sors using capacitive sensing [385], photo reflectors [112], electrical impedance
tomography [551], bio-acoustic sensing [6, 89] and pressure sensors [85]. Tracking
the skin motion of the back of the hand can also provide an estimation of finger
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angles [276]. Optical sensors worn on the finger, wrist, or body can also be used for
sensing hand pose. Finally, bio-signals such as surface electromyography (sEMG)
has also been used for sensing finger and hand gestures [8, 404].

The design and implementation of free-form body gestures is an exciting re-
search area in HCI that opens a wide range of opportunities in various application
domains. While technical approaches such as magnetic sensing, radar-based sens-
ing, and optical sensing allow for mid-air gestural interaction, they are usually
restricted to interaction with specific body sites or need to be re-calibrated to
support interaction at a different body site (for instance, radar-based sensing was
explored for in-air gestures around a mobile device [484] but it remains to be seen
how well it can work for sensing skin-specific gestures). It remains to be seen how
these technologies can be leveraged for interaction on multiple body sites, for
instance, optical approaches may fail to detect an interacting finger behind the ear
because of occlusion problems. Epidermal Devices offer the advantage of quickly
deploying it on different body locations to augment a body site with rich input
capabilities.

2.8.2.3 Interactive Textiles

Clothing and interactive textiles (more broadly termed as e-textiles in other
research communities like Materials, Textile engineering) has been one of the
active research areas in HCI and other disciplines [49, 60, 64]. Recent advances in
conductive yarns allow for weaving of touch sensing electrodes into textiles on a
large scale through industrial manufacturing processes [372]. Multiple interactive
sensing approaches such capacitive touch [171], mutual-capacitive touch [348],
resistive [162], pressure [5, 556], strain [539], body-pose sensing [284] and inductive
sensing [515] have been successfully implemented through interactive textiles.

Interactive textiles also have been deployed on various body locations in form-
factors such as sleeves on the forearm [361], pockets [96, 403, 515], on fingers [539],
socks [111], belt [95], hair extensions [92, 473] and prosthetic limbs [271]. In
addition to augmenting textiles with conductive yarns [362] and embroidery tech-
niques [148], another commonly employed approach in HCI has been to augment
the skin with soft textile patches. For instance, zPatches are e-textile patches
that can sense touch, hover, and pressure input through resistive and capacitive
sensing [429]. Similarly, SkinLace [200] uses free-standing laces fabricated with
machine embroidery. These laces can be embedded with touch sensors, LEDs, and
RFID chips for interactive applications. Strohmeier et al. [431] use pretreated kine-
siology tape, which is made piezo-resistive material for creating textile patches on
the skin that can sense touch, pressure, and stretch.

The HCI community has also explored various fabrication strategies for realiz-
ing customized e-textiles. Klamka et al. [244] use heat-activated adhesive materials
consisting of smart textiles and printed electronics, which can be flexibly ironed
onto the fabric to create custom interface functionality. Honnet et al. [178] use
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in-situ polymerization for enabling arbitrary textiles to sense pressure and defor-
mation. Devendorf et al. used weaving and yarn plying techniques to realize smart
textiles [87]. Sun et al. introduce a weaving-based fabrication approach to create
on-skin patches. They leverage the skin-friendly material of PVA, which enables
on-skin adherence of textile patches [439]. Using embroidery techniques is another
way in which smart textiles have been realized for custom applications [148, 391].

Many interaction techniques with interactive textiles have also been explored.
Olwal et al. explored microinteractions with flick, slide and grasp gestures [349].
Parzer et al. explored deformation gestures with a interactive textile sleeve [361].
Schneegass et al. [406] investigated different gestures such as stroke based gestures
or taps using a touch enabled textile. Many other interaction techniques have been
explored such as eyes-free interaction [218, 540], menu selection [146], contextual
interactions [124],

Compared to Epidermal Devices, e-textiles and smart textiles have been ex-
plored very widely in multiple research communities. The challenges with respect
to sensing and fabrication of devices through textiles are also fundamentally
different from Epidermal Devices. From an interaction design perspective, the
physical and functional affordances provided by the skin are different from tex-
tiles. The haptic cues and surface textures are different and hence the interaction
technique designed for skin does not directly translate to skin and vice-versa.
Textiles also do not offer the same level of tactile transparency as Epidermal
Devices, this is because usually, the thickness levels of textile are very high when
compared to Epidermal Devices. Fabrication-wise, smart clothing, and interac-
tive textiles are mostly based on conductive yarn and thread, which integrate
into the common fabrication processes for which manufacturing equipment and
machinery already exist such as weaving and embroidery [87, 200, 372, 439].
Such techniques and fabrication processes do not directly transfer to Epidermal
Devices. Hence, there is a need for exploring new fabrication techniques and
computational design approaches for Epidermal Devices. While this thesis does
not address and focus on interactive textiles, there is one exploration with respect
to this area. PhysioSkin [338] (Chapter 6) presents a fabrication technique for
embedding physiological sensing electrodes into textiles.

2.9 summary

This chapter presented a detailed literature review on multiple fronts. Firstly, it
provided an overview of the anatomy and physiology of human skin which is es-
sential for the design, development, and deployment of Epidermal Devices. Taking
a multi-disciplinary approach, this chapter reviewed prior work that contributed
to Epidermal Devices across disciplines. Following this, Epidermal Computing
as an emerging area is positioned within the context of technologies that enable
on-body interaction in HCI. A key insight from these broad literature reviews is
that there are several open challenges and research directions for advancing Epi-
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dermal Computing. This thesis majorly focuses on important research challenges
that need to be addressed from an HCI perspective.

2.9.1 Material Exploration

Material exploration is an important step that guides the design of Epidermal
Devices, from an HCI perspective. While there have been advanced materials and
material formulations that have been developed in Materials Science communi-
ties, oftentimes these entail complex fabrication processes and require expertise
prohibiting a wider scale audience to adopt these methods. Hence, a systematic
exploration of materials that are commercially available or can be formulated with
simple lab equipment is essential for enabling rapid prototyping and development
of Epidermal Devices. Material exploration is also important because conventional
materials used in commercial touchscreen devices are not compatible for deploy-
ment on the body. Unlike commercial wearable devices, the human body is soft,
malleable, and supports strong deformations. In addition to identifying material
combinations that are stretchable while possessing high electrical conductivity,
identifying other suitable materials such as insulators and skin adhesives is crucial.
Chapters 4,5, and 6 highlight these aspects. Chapter 5 explores various material
combinations including conductors and insulators suitable for creating the sensor
sandwich for sensing high-resolution multi-touch input. Chapter 6 highlights the
importance of skin adhesives for creating tight electrical contact with the skin
for acquiring bio-signals. Through diverse material explorations, this thesis helps
in better understanding the properties of functional materials that are vital for
fabricating various types of Epidermal Devices.

2.9.2 Enriching Sensing Capabilities of Epidermal Devices

Touch is one of the primary input modalities that we use for interacting with
computing devices. Human skin affords rich touch input modalities [499]. How-
ever, the resolution of touch sensing that is enabled by Epidermal Devices has
thus far been limited to low-resolution single-touch input [215, 287]. One key
research direction this thesis explores is in improving touch resolution. Chapter
4 presents early endeavors in this regard through the design of touch electrodes
that are an order of magnitude thinner than prior work [215, 287]. Chapter 5 then
presents the design and fabrication of Epidermal Devices that can sense high-
resolution multi-touch input. It presents the first non-rectangular multi-touch
Epidermal Devices that can be deployed at various locations on the body. In
addition to enriching sensing through high-resolution touch sensing, this thesis
also contributes Epidermal Devices that can sense multiple bio-signals enriching
the sensing capabilities of Epidermal Devices.
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2.9.3 Easy and Rapid Fabrication Methods couples with Computational Design Ap-

proaches

Creating easy and rapid fabrication techniques is very vital for promoting the
development of custom Epidermal Devices to a wider audience including re-
searchers, practitioners, makers, and hobbyists. The primary goal of fabrication
techniques used in this thesis has been to use off-the-shelf materials and simple
lab equipment that is easily accessible. Screen printing was the technique used in
Chapter 4 for fabricating SkinMarks devices. Chapter 5 explored screen printing
along with the use of other techniques such as vinyl-cutting. It also explored
a hybrid method where conductive ink-jet printing was used for rapid proto-
typing and testing the designs while using screen printing for higher-fidelity
prototypes. Chapter 6 builds on multi-functional ink-jet printing introduced in
prior work [225] to create Epidermal devices for measuring electro-physiological
signals. It explores multiple approaches for creating fully functional devices that
comprise conductive and insulating layers. It also provides diverse fabrication
strategies that are compatible with various types of base substrate materials.

In addition to simple and easy fabrication strategies, this thesis also contributes
computational design approaches for further speed-up the design process. The
computational design approaches also enable the designer to focus on the device
design abstracting her from the lower-level technical details that require experience
and expertise in multiple domains. Chapters 5 and 7 present computational design
tools for creating multi-touch Epidermal Devices in custom shapes and multi-
modal electro-physiological devices respectively.

2.9.4 Empirical Studies to Inform Device Design

An empirical understanding of Epidermal Devices is crucial since this informs
novel device designs. While there have been various types of technical evaluations
on Epidermal Devices and empirical experiments in form of elicitation studies,
social acceptability studies, identifying user strategies, and mappings, there is
very limited work that empirically studies Epidermal Devices. You et al. [542, 543]
present the first investigations in this regard where they evaluate social accept-
ability of Epidermal Devices and Withana et al. [510] present initial explorations
into the psychophysics aspects of Epidermal Devices. However, to the best of our
knowledge, a systematic, comprehensive psychophysical evaluation of Epidermal
Devices measuring their tactile performance and capability to transmit tactile
cues has not been explored. Chapter 3 presents the first such investigation where
firstly, the tactile performance of a device is quantified by proposing the metric of
flexural rigidity - which not takes into account the thickness of the device but also
other properties such as elastic modulus which influence the stretchability of the
device. Subsequently, the chapter presents three psychophysical experiments that
measure the influence of the stiffness of the device on tactile perception capability.
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U N D E R S TA N D I N G H O W E P I D E R M A L D E V I C E S A F F E C T
TA C T I L E P E R C E P T I O N

Epidermal devices open up opportunities for a broad range of important applica-
tions. For use in health and fitness, epidermal sensors can continuously monitor
physiological parameters [104, 185, 537] in a device form factor that is ergonomic
to wear and compatible with demanding body locations [208, 538]. For use in
rehabilitation, electronic skin can add human-like sensory capabilities to flexible
membranes, for instance, to be integrated with prostheses [67, 350]. For appli-
cations in computing, epidermal devices can augment the skin with interactive
input and output capabilities, and hence seamlessly integrate the user interface of
a computer system with the human body [215, 287, 341, 498, 500].

Very promising pioneering work has been presented and first devices have been
made commercially available [296]. This development makes it very plausible
that epidermal devices will soon have more widespread use. At the same time,
materials and fabrication techniques have matured and are now accessible to
interface designers through various rapid prototyping platforms [215, 287, 331,
341, 498]. Moving beyond basic technical studies, interface designers and domain
experts can now start exploring designs of devices that offer high usability and
user experience.

In this context, envisioning that epidermal devices will be ubiquitous in the
near future, one central question that remains is how a skin-worn device affects
the natural tactile perception of the skin. An ideal device would leave the user’s
natural perception undiminished, i.e., the device would be fully transparent to
tactile stimuli. Indeed, very slim sub-micron devices have been presented that may
come close to this property [104, 205, 497]. However, the thin form factor comes at
the cost of more complicated handling and considerably reduced durability of
typically less than one day. This limitation can make thicker devices the preferred
choice in many cases. As a consequence, designers are confronted with complex,
multi-factorial design space. Choosing the best material option is a difficult design
decision made more difficult because so far very little is known about the impact
of epidermal devices on the user’s tactile perception.

This chapter contributes empirical results from the first systematic psychophys-
ical investigation of the effects of epidermal devices on human tactile perception1.

1 This chapter is based on [339]. As the first author, I led the experimental design, created the
classification of epidermal devices across disciplines, conducted the experiments, analyzed the
results, performed the statistical analyses, identified the implications for design and discussion
of results. Klaus Kruttwig helped in the fabrication of soft skin silicone adhesive patches that
were used in the experiment and conducted the experiments for measuring the flexural rigidity
of the patches used in experiments. Roland Bennewitz helped in interpreting the results and
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Based on our findings, we derive recommendations that can guide designers of
epidermal devices and skin-based interfaces in choosing the appropriate device
form factor and materials. We start by proposing the metric of flexural rigidity
for capturing the mechanical properties of an epidermal device that affect tactile
perception. We contribute the first systematic classification of epidermal devices
from the literature in material science, mechanical engineering, nanotechnology,
biomedical engineering, robotics, and HCI based on this metric. Our results allow
us to identify common properties and to draw comparisons between devices. We
also use the classification to inform our experimental conditions.

The main contribution of this chapter are results from three psychophysical
experiments that shed new light on the design of epidermal devices. We investi-
gated the effect of device rigidity (mediated by device thickness and elasticity) on
human tactile sensitivity thresholds, spatial acuity, and roughness discrimination
abilities. We also studied the variations across multiple body locations, on finger-
tip, hand, and forearm. Results from our experiments show a significant effect
of device rigidity on tactile sensitivity and roughness-discrimination abilities;
more rigid devices increased the tactile sensitivity thresholds by up to 390% and
roughness-discrimination thresholds by up to 490% compared with bare skin.
Device rigidity had a considerably less strong effect on spatial acuity. On the
sensitive fingertip, spatial acuity thresholds moderately increased by up to 50%,
whereas the thresholds remained fairly unchanged on the less sensitive body
locations.

Finally, based on the results of our experiments, we contribute recommendations
that can inform the design of future epidermal devices. We also highlight the
important trade-offs between material properties, mechanical robustness, and
tactile perception that designers need to take into consideration when designing
epidermal devices.

3.1 classification of epidermal devices

We propose to use flexural rigidity as a metric for mechanical characterization of
epidermal devices regarding their expected effects on tactile acuity.

This metric allows us to provide the first systematic classification of prior work,
to identify common properties, and to draw comparisons between devices.

3.1.1 Flexural Rigidity

The key metric reported in prior research in HCI is device thickness (e.g. [215, 287,
331, 498, 500]). Rarely do papers report on material properties such as maximum

in connecting them to the underlying theoretical foundations in physics. Jaeyeon Lee helped
in designing the surface discrimination task. My supervisor Jürgen Steimle advised me on the
conceptual design, evaluation, and identifying the design implications for the results we obtained.
He further contributed to the structure and writing of the publication.
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Figure 13: Classification of prior work based on flexural rigidity (ranges shown for devices
made of multiple materials). Vertical axis shows total device thickness.
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stretchability [498] or the elastic modulus [286]. The property of device thickness
alone is not sufficient to characterize or to compare the tactile performance of
devices. For instance, a piece of PET plastic foil is certainly more transmissive
to tactile cues than a metal plate of the same thickness. Rather than the device’s
thickness, it is its resistance to bending that limits how well a tactile cue (i.e.
localized mechanical stress applied on its outer side) is transmitted through
the device. Let us consider a localized force acting from outside on the device.
The thicker the device and the higher the elastic modulus of its material, the
lower is the maximum stress on the skin and the larger is the area of stress
redistribution [471]. For a less rigid device made of a soft material, the localized
force is transmitted as a similarly localized stress on the skin.

The resistance to bending is formalized in solid mechanics as flexural rigidity
and has been previously used for calculating rigidity of thin films [257, 279]

FR =
E ∗ h3

12(1− ν2)
(1)

Flexural rigidity depends on the thickness of the device h, the material’s constant
Young’s modulus E and its Poisson ratio ν. Despite the cubic influence of thickness,
the effect of elastic modulus should not be underestimated, as the differences
in elastic moduli of commonly used materials span more than four orders of
magnitude. This implies that both the thickness and the material properties of a
device are key parameters defining its effects on tactile acuity. We recommend
reporting on these parameters for future work that contributes novel epidermal
devices.

3.1.2 Classification of Prior Work

To provide an overview of the mechanical properties of state-of-the-art epidermal
devices, we use the metric of flexural rigidity to systematically classify prior
work from material science, mechanical engineering, nanotechnology, biomedical
engineering, robotics, and HCI. While presenting a fully exhaustive list would
be beyond the scope of this paper, we consider the most recent devices (last 7

years) from research groups that are pioneers in the field. This focus allows us to
identify common levels of flexural rigidity achieved in prior work and helps us to
compare advances in materials with the state-of-the-art in HCI. Figure 13 presents
the classification of prior work following its approximate flexural rigidity. For
orientation of the reader, we plot in addition the overall thickness of the respective
devices.

An epidermal device typically consists of a multi-material sandwich. These ma-
terials often have largely different elastic moduli. Elastomers, for instance, which
are frequently used as substrate materials, have low elastic moduli (e.g., PDMS: ∼
2-5 MPa), whereas metallic conductors have elastic moduli approximately four
orders of magnitude higher (e.g., Copper: 130 GPa). Calculating the exact flexural
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Figure 14: Overview of the three experiments. (a) Von-Frey monofilaments were applied
to measure sensitivity, (b) tips of the digital calipers for Two-Point Orientation
Discrimination Task, (c) Participants performed the roughness discrimination
experiment by exploring two surfaces with different spacing between "dots"
(the surface on the left is the baseline).

rigidity of an entire multi-layer epidermal device sandwich requires a complex
experimental setup along with FEM (Finite Element Methods) analyses, which
is beyond the scope of this work. Also, oftentimes, the prior research does not
report on all the parameters required for calculating the flexural rigidity, which
makes it even harder to calculate the exact levels of flexural rigidity.

For instance, DuoSkin [215] consists of a layer of tattoo decal substrate covered
with a layer of gold leaf (∼2 µm, 79 GPa). This combination leads to flexural
rigidity ranging from ∼[1 ×10-10 - 6×10-8 ]Nm. Typically, the most rigid layer of
the material sandwich has the strongest influence on the transmission of tactile
stimuli. Hence, it is the upper end of the denoted range that is qualitatively
capturing the behavior expected from a given device.

Figure 13 shows that the flexural rigidity of epidermal devices ranges between
[∼ 10−5–10−15] Nm. The majority of work, including all work from the HCI
community, is situated in the area of [∼ 10−5–10−9] Nm. Some pioneering work
from materials science extends further to extremely soft devices of down to
∼ 10−15 Nm. The total thickness of devices ranges from less than 1 µm up to
∼ 1000µm, while the vast majority of devices are 1 µm – 100µm thick.

By clustering devices using their upper end of flexural rigidity (which has the
strongest effect on tactile acuity), we identified three main clusters:

• Flexible Devices ([10-5, 10-7] Nm): Most of the current day epidermal de-
vices in HCI and some work from material science fall into this category [185,
489, 492, 498]. These devices are made of elastomers of considerable thick-
ness (e.g. ∼240-700 µm in [489, 492, 498]) or contain layers of metallic
conductors that are relatively thick (e.g., 20–30 µm in [287, 341, 500, 510]).

• Highly-Flexible Devices ([10-7, 10-9] Nm): Devices in this region are highly
flexible, conforming well even to smaller wrinkles on the skin. They are
typically thinner than 5 µm. The limitation of these devices comes from
using functional materials of high moduli that are still fairly thick (e.g.,
DuoSkin [215] uses ∼2µm thick gold-leaf) or their use of a substrate material
with a high elastic modulus, e.g., [215, 500], which use a temporary tattoo
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paper substrate with a high elastic modulus (∼ 0.8− 1GPa) that can be a
few microns thick.

• Ultra-Flexible Devices ( ≤ 10-9 Nm): Devices in this category possess very
low flexural rigidity levels and hence are very stretchable and flexible.
Typically, these devices use polymers (e.g. PEDOT: PSS) or very thin metallic
layers (<1µm) as functional materials [104, 205, 537]. It is interesting to
note that though the devices reported by Webb et al. [497] have a high
thickness (∼ 50µm), they have very low flexural rigidity. This is because
they use low-elastic modulus substrate (∼ 30kPa), which is roughly 30 times
less than the elastic modulus of a commercial temporary tattoo paper used
in [215, 287, 500, 510]. The functional materials used in Webb et al. [497]
are also elastomeric (Silicon nanomembranes), due to which the overall
flexural rigidity is very low. This example proves that thickness should
not be the only metric considered when evaluating the overall flexibility
of an epidermal device. The material conditions for our experiments were
informed from these clusters.

3.2 experiment overview

To investigate how epidermal devices affect a user’s natural tactile perception
abilities, we conducted a series of three psychophysical experiments. We designed
the experiments to measure three specific aspects of tactile perception and to
involve both active and passive tasks: (1) tactile sensitivity to a single stimulus
(passive), (2) distance threshold (spatial acuity) between two stimuli (passive), and
(3) tactile roughness discrimination capability (active). We compared the results
from bare skin with skin-worn patches of different flexural rigidity to quantify
the effects of the flexural rigidity of an epidermal device.

3.2.1 Rigidity Levels and Materials

We chose three conditions of flexural rigidity to be tested in our experiments based
on the representative levels of flexural rigidity we identified in the classification
of state-of-the-art epidermal devices shown in Figure 13. These conditions are:
High Rigidity Material: ∼ 10-5 Nm, Medium Rigidity Material: ∼ 10-7 Nm, Low

Rigidity Material: ∼10-9 Nm, and Baseline condition: Bare Skin.

3.2.1.1 Material Choice and Fabrication

To represent epidermal devices of those levels of flexural rigidity, we engineered
passive patches of elastomers to exhibit the respective rigidity levels. As materials,
we chose the most commonly used substrate materials for epidermal devices in
the HCI and materials science communities. These materials are temporary tattoo
decal paper (Silhouette Inkjet Printable Tattoo paper, Young’s modulus of ∼ 1GPa
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and thickness of ∼ 2.5µm) used for electronic rub-on tattoos in [104, 205, 215,
287, 449, 500, 510]) and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), which is a biocompatible,
elastic material actively used for the design of epidermal devices [Nagels2018,
114, 185, 240, 487, 497, 498]. We intentionally opted for using passive patches
rather than functional epidermal devices, as this allowed us to more carefully
control the rigidity properties of the material.

Polymer films were manufactured by a doctor blade technique with an au-
tomatic film applicator (AFA-IV, MTI Corp, USA). For fabricating the Medium

Rigidity patch Sylgard 184 was used (2.7MPa, Dow Corning, USA), and OE-6550

(5.1MPa, Dow Corning) was used for the High Rigidity patch. The silicone layer
was deposited on polyethylenterephthalat (PET) films and cured at 95◦C for 1

hour.
Previous work in HCI [215, 287, 341, 498] used external adhesives such as

mastic or temporary tattoo paper adhesive. Here, we chose to use commercially
available soft-skin adhesive (MG7-1010, Dow Corning), a subclass of PDMS.
It was deposited on top of the first layer and cured again for 1 hour at 95
◦C. The thickness of the patches was determined with an optical microscope
(Olympus). The thickness values were 40± 9µm for the Medium Rigidity patch
and 390± 70µm for the High Rigidity patch. The thickness values for the SSA
layer were 144± 27µm for the Medium Rigidity patch and 177± 58µm for the
High Rigidity patch.

3.2.1.2 Experimental Verification of Flexural Rigidity

The material characteristics of commercially available Temporary Tattoo Paper
have been reported in previous literature [104, 306], giving a flexural rigidity of
∼ 1.7× 10-9Nm. In contrast, as the PDMS-based patches were custom-fabricated
and composed of two different layers for this experiment, we analyzed their
flexural rigidity, experimentally determined by measuring deflection under their
weight. Samples with a constant width have been excised and placed at the edge
of a microscope slide. The length L and deflection angle α of the films were
determined from photographs, as shown in Figure 15. The entire thickness h for
each individual sample has been analyzed with optical microscopy. The flexural
rigidity was then calculated as:

FR =
ρ ∗ g ∗ L3 ∗ h

6(1− v2) tanα
(2)

with density ρ = 1000 kg m-3 (Sylgard 184 = 936 kg m-3; OE6550 = 1109 kg m-3;
MG7-1010 = 994 kg m-3); v(Poisson’s ratio)=0.48; g = 9.81 m s-2. The experimental
values obtained for the Medium Rigidity and High Rigidity version of the
PDMS substrates, including the adhesive SSA layer, were 1.3± 0.62× 10-7 Nm
and 1.2± 0.5× 10-5 Nm respectively.
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3.2.2 Body Locations

For the Two-Point Orientation Discrimination and Tactile Sensitivity experiments
we chose three locations: the tip of the index finger (Fingertip) (Figure 16 (a, b, c)),
the dorsal side of the hand (Hand), and the volar side of the forearm (Forearm), as
shown in Figure 16(d & e). The main reason for choosing three body locations was
to understand how tactile perception with epidermal devices varies depending on
the natural sensitivity and acuity of skin sites. The locations have varying levels of
cutaneous receptors (fingertip > hand > forearm) [299], which allows us to study
epidermal devices for varied inherent sensitivity levels of the human body.

We chose locations on the upper limb because this body part is commonly
used in prior work on epidermal devices [53, 185, 235, 276, 341, 498, 500]. Apart
from this, hand and forearm are very commonly used for various activities where
unimpaired tactile perception is essential. As an input and output space, the hands
and forearm have been considered as promising candidates in HCI. Researchers
used the dorsal side of the hand and the forearm as an extended input space for
smartwatches [517] and explored the potential of expressive input using skin
deformation on the forearm [343, 500]. We expected that not only proprioception
but also the cutaneous sensation generated when tapping at a certain position,
drawing gestures on the skin, or squeezing skin would play an important role in
the usability of epidermal interfaces. As an output space, hands and forearm have
been considered as preferable target locations for wearable interfaces, as they have
a relatively high sensory capacity and provide large and flat surfaces on which a
display can be mounted [187, 369].

For the roughness discrimination task, we chose only one body location, the
Fingertip, because this task is typically performed with the fingertip [245, 256].
We conducted the experiment on the fingertip of the dominant hand.

3.2.3 Participants

We recruited 16 participants (9 female, mean age: 27.4, SD: 3.1) from the local
university. Participation was voluntary. Each participant received compensation of
$30 for completing the three experiments.

3.2.4 Experiment Design

All experiments were performed in a silent room with participants blind-folded
(Figure 16 (f)). To eliminate any potential auditory cues, the participants were
wearing noise-canceling headphones. The patch dimensions (4.5 x 4.5 cm) were
kept constant for all materials. Responses for all the experiments were logged on
a laptop computer.

We randomized the order of three experiments and the body locations across all
participants. For experiments 1 and 2, which were administered on three different
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Figure 15: Experimental determination of the flexural rigidity of composite films: (A)
Schematic representation of the experimental analysis of the flexible rigidity of
composite PDMS films. L indicates the length of the film and h the thickness.
(B) Medium Rigidity and (C) High Rigidity patches were investigated. The
scale bar represents 2.5 mm. N = 3 independent manufactured films with a
total of 9 samples for each condition were analyzed.

skin sites, the order of skin sites was randomized. There were a total of 4 (material)
× 3 (skin sites) = 12 conditions for experiments 1 and 2. For experiment 3, which
was administered only on the Fingertip, there were a total of 4 (material) conditions.
The series of three experiments took 3-3.5 hours in total (∼70-90 minutes each for
experiments 1 and 2 and ∼45-60 minutes for experiment 3). To avoid fatigue, the
experiments were conducted in three independent sessions, on separate days. For
all the experiments, the participants were free to take breaks in between. After
every experiment, we conducted a semi-structured interview to gather qualitative
feedback. The interviews were audio-recorded.

3.2.5 Analysis

To counter the inherent interpersonal variation of tactile perception abilities
between participants, we established the Bare Skin condition as the baseline. For
each participant, we calculated the thresholds of all patch conditions on the same
body site relative to this personal baseline. This resulted in a normalized measure
for the relative increase of tactile thresholds generated by a material condition.

Since our data did not have a normal distribution, we performed the Aligned
Ranked Transform from Wobbrock et al. [512]. For each experiment, the normal-
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Figure 16: Three patch conditions with varying levels of flexural rigidity: (a) Patch with
low rigidity level (∼ 1.7× 10-9), (b) medium rigidity (∼ 1.3× 10-7), (c) high
rigidity (∼ 1.7× 10-5). Patches were applied on (a) the Fingertip, (d) Hand and
(e) Forearm. (f) Participant performing roughness-discrimination task.

ized data were first ranked and aligned by the ART tool [512] followed by a
repeated-measures ANOVA, after which the Tukey HSD (Honestly Significant Dif-
ference) post-hoc test was run, with 95% confidence level. Mauchly’s test showed
no sphericity.

3.3 experiment 1: tactile sensitivity

Experiment 1 identified threshold force detection levels on three skin sites using
patches with three different levels of flexural rigidity and bare skin as a baseline.

3.3.1 Apparatus

The tactile sensitivity measurements are used to get an estimate of how well we
can perceive the minutest of the deformations that the human skin undergoes. Tra-
ditionally, this is done through Von-Frey filaments, which measure the sensitivity
at given skin sites. This method is widely used in the research literature, is easily
reproducible, and is a quick and easy way for measuring tactile sensitivity [3, 30].

To impart constant and known levels of forces we used the Von-Frey Filaments.
Von Frey filaments rely on the principle that an elastic column, in compression,
will buckle elastically at a specific force, dependent on the length, diameter, and
modulus of the material. Once buckled, the force imparted by the column is
fairly constant, irrespective of the degree of buckling [110]. These filaments were
developed by Von-Frey in 1896 are still actively used for testing tactile sensitivity.
The filaments may therefore be used to provide a range of forces on a given body
site.
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Figure 17: Von-Frey Filaments used in the Tactile Sensitivity experiment. Each of the
filaments has a force profile starting with the lowest force of 0.008 grams to 4.0
grams.

Commercially available Von-Frey filaments2 were used for delivering constant
force stimuli [3, 30]. A total of eleven calibrated monofilaments was chosen for
all locations: 0.008g, 0.02g, 0.04g, 0.07g, 0.16g, 0.4, 0.6g, 1g, 1.4 g, 2.0g,and 4.0g (1
gram force = 9.8 mN) (as shown in Figure 17).

3.3.2 Design and Procedure

We used the Method of Limit [30, 119, 204] with Yes/No paradigm. Each condition
consisted of 4 series of trials with alternating ascending or descending forces. The
starting series (ascending or descending) was chosen randomly. Since the partici-
pants are administered very low force levels, before each trial the experimenter
gently tapped with a finger on the test location to indicate the start of the trial.
This helped the participants to focus and accurately count the number of stimuli.

For each trial, a monofilament of the respective force value to be tested was
pressed five times against the selected skin site, for approximately 1 s with a 1

s gap between presses. After administering five stimuli, the experimenter asked
the participant how many presses she had felt. The force level was deemed to be
detected if the participant reported having felt at least four of the five stimuli.

3.3.3 Results

The average Tactile Sensitivity thresholds for all skin locations and rigidity con-
ditions are shown in Figure 18. The results from the Bare Skin condition on the
fingertip are in-line with sensitivity thresholds reported in previous research
(0.06g ±0.09) [44]. As expected, the thresholds increased with increasing rigidity
of the patch, on all skin locations.

Figure 19 depicts the normalized tactile sensitivity for each patch condition.
The results show that the average increase in intensity for all body locations was
34.76% for the Low Rigidity patch, 97.6% for the Medium Rigidity patch and

2 http://www.danmicglobal.com/semmesweinsteinmonofilament.aspx

http://www.danmicglobal.com/semmesweinsteinmonofilament.aspx
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221.6% for the High Rigidity patch. Hand showed the highest and lowest levels
of increase (26.3% for the low rigidity patch and 392% for the high rigidity patch).

One-way repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of Flexural

Rigidity on tactile sensitivity for all skin sites (F3,60 = 26.31, p = 5.48 × 10-11,
F3,60 = 18.85, p = 9.09× 10-9, F3,60 = 13.9, p = 5.45× 10-7 for Fingertip, Hand, Fore-

arm respectively). For the Fingertip, the Tukey HSD post-hoc test showed significant
difference among all the patch pairs (p < 0.012) except for the Bare Skin-Low

Rigidity pair (p = 0.26). For the Hand condition, the Tukey HSD post-hoc test
showed significant difference between all patch pairs (p < 0.006) except for the
Bare Skin-Low Rigidity and the Medium Rigidity-Low Rigidity pairs (p = 0.36
and p = 0.28 respectively). For the Forearm condition, the Tukey HSD post-hoc test
showed significant difference between all patch pairs (p < 0.032) except for the
Medium Rigidity-Low Rigidity and the Medium Rigidity-High Rigidity pairs
(p = 0.46 and p = 0.52 respectively).

On the most sensitive skin site, the Fingertip, the Low Rigidity patch showed
an increase of 30.3% compared to Bare Skin. The relative difference in thresholds
between Low Rigidity and Medium Rigidity conditions was 87.3% while the
difference between the Medium Rigidity and High Rigidity patches was 71.5%.
It is worth noting that the relative difference between the Low Rigidity and the
Medium Rigidity patch is always of the order to 50%, which is acceptable given
that the Medium Rigidity patch has a 100x higher flexural rigidity.

3.3.4 Discussion

Results from Experiment 1 show that epidermal devices of different rigidity
considerably affect tactile sensitivity levels. While the Low Rigidity tattoo patch
had a comparably small effect on tactile thresholds, with less than 50% increase
on all body locations, the most rigid patch showed increases of up to almost
400%. The results further show that the skin site is a major influencing factor. For
example, on the Fingertip, it can be observed that there is significant difference
between the Low Rigidity and both Medium and High Rigidity patches. For
the less sensitive regions, however, our results show a considerably lower relative
increase in thresholds, which was statistically not significant. One of the key
implications of this observation is that on less sensitive body locations, a more
rigid and robust PDMS overlay can be used without overly compromising on
tactile sensitivity. The range of tactile sensitivity between participants varied from
0.011 to 0.07g for the Bare Skin condition. Compared to this, the maximum
difference in intensity thresholds between the Bare Skin and the Low Rigidity

conditions for all the participants was lower (0.02g).
It is very interesting to note that the intensity thresholds we have identified

with our most rigid patch condition ∼ 0.12g (SD=0.032) are more than three times
lower than values reported in prior work for surgical gloves ∼ 0.4g(SD = 0.6) [44].
Those gloves are used by surgeons for high-precision activities during surgeries.
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Figure 18: Tactile Sensitivity thresholds for all skin sites and all the patch conditions, with
95% confidence intervals. Lower thresholds mean higher sensitivity.
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Figure 19: Normalized Tactile Sensitivity levels relative to the Bare Skin condition, with
95% confidence intervals. Lower thresholds mean higher sensitivity.
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We conclude that epidermal devices with flexural rigidity levels corresponding to
our most rigid patch condition retain a superb level of tactile sensitivity sufficient
for high-precision manual activities.

Furthermore, these findings confirm our initial hypothesis that thickness alone
is not a sufficient parameter for predicting an effect on tactile sensation, as the
surgical gloves tested in [44] were considerably thinner (∼ 260µm 3) than our most
rigid patch condition (∼ 390µm). This highlights the relevance of other material
properties. The E modulus of natural rubber latex is [0.01-0.1] GPa, multiple
times higher than our thickest sample. One additional factor contributing to the
inferior behavior of gloves might also be that they enclose small air gaps, whereas
our patches had skin-conformal skin contact.

3.4 experiment 2: two-point orientation

discrimination

This experiment tested spatial acuity levels using a 2-point orientation discrimina-
tion [460] with a two-interval forced-choice (2IFC) paradigm on three skin sites
using patches with three different levels of flexural rigidity and bare skin as a
baseline.

3.4.1 Apparatus

We used a standard, commercially available two-point discriminator (Digital
Vernier Calipers, Mitutoyo Corp). The tactile stimuli were the tips of the two-
point discriminator. The width of each tip was 1 mm and the thickness was
approximately 1 mm. The stimulus was manually applied by the experimenter
[299, 460]. The spacing intervals were adopted from previous literature [460].
Based on pilot tests, we used 10 tip separations from 0 to 5mm (0, 0.5, 1.0, ...) for
the Fingertip. For Hand and Forearm, we used 2.5 mm spacing intervals (0, 2.5mm,
5mm, 7.5mm .. 45mm). The upper limit was determined from literature [299, 460]
and pilot tests.

3.4.2 Design and Procedure

We used the Method of Limits [204] to determine the thresholds. A total of four
alternating ascending or descending series was administered. The starting series
(ascending or descending) was chosen randomly. To reduce the cognitive load
on the participants, the experimenter informed them of the location where the
stimulus was to be applied so that the participant could concentrate on the stimuli
being presented at the specified site.

3 https://www.molnlycke.ca/SysSiteAssets/master-and-local-markets/documents/canada/

biogel-surgeons.pdf

https://www.molnlycke.ca/SysSiteAssets/master-and-local-markets/documents/canada/biogel-surgeons.pdf
https://www.molnlycke.ca/SysSiteAssets/master-and-local-markets/documents/canada/biogel-surgeons.pdf
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For each trial, the stimuli were presented consecutively in randomized order,
once with the two points oriented along the arm and once oriented perpendicular
to the arm. The stimuli were applied for one second; the inter-stimuli interval
between horizontal and vertical stimuli was 3 seconds. Then the participant was
asked to report whether she had perceived the points that were oriented along
the arm before or after the perpendicularly oriented points.

Before the actual experiment, there was a training phase wherein the experi-
menter provided stimuli multiple times against the three skin sites, allowing the
participant to become familiar with the experiment and ensuring that the stimuli
were non-nociceptive.

3.4.3 Results

The average two-point orientation discrimination thresholds for all skin locations
and rigidity conditions are shown in Figure 20. The thresholds from the Bare Skin

condition are in-line with the literature [299, 460]. For the normalized thresholds
(Figure 21), the average increase in spatial acuity thresholds for all body locations
was 2.43% for the Low Rigidity patch, 11.56% for the Medium Rigidity patch
and 21.36% for the High Rigidity patch.

Fingertip (Figure 20 and Figure 21) showed the highest increase in the spatial
acuity thresholds. The Low Rigidity patch showed a relatively small increase of
6.7 %, while the most rigid patch showed the highest difference when compared
to Bare Skin (increase of 53.8 %).

The less sensitive skin sites, Hand and Forearm showed only small increases in
thresholds. Even the most rigid patch (which is four orders of magnitude more
rigid than the Low Rigidity patch) showed only a 4.0% increase for Hand and
6.3% for the Forearm when compared to bare skin.

This is also evidenced by one of the comments from a participant: “It does not
make a difference between the patches, as long the distance between the needles
is the same." [P14].

One-way repeated measures ANOVA showed significant effect of Flexural

Rigidity on tactile acuity for Fingertip (F3,58 = 5.649, p = 0.00187). The Tukey HSD
post-hoc test did not show any significant difference between all patch pairs
(p < 0.36) except for the Bare Skin-High Rigidity pair (p = 0.0008). However, the
difference was noticeable for Bare Skin-Medium Rigidity pair, yet not significant
(p = 0.081). For Hand and Forearm one-way repeated measures ANOVA did not
show any significant effect of Flexural Rigidity on spatial acuity (F3,56 = 1.25, p =
0.3 and F3,56 = 1.269, p = 0.294 respectively).

3.4.4 Discussion

Our results show that the skin site is a key influencing factor for the effect of
epidermal devices on spatial acuity. On the Fingertip, more rigid patches resulted
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in a moderate increase of thresholds by up to 54%. This result is in line with the
previous research, which showed a significant difference in tactile acuity on the
fingertip for surgical gloves with ∼ 100µm thickness. On the less sensitive skin
sites, however, the rigidity of the patch had only a very little effect. This is because,
for tip distances as large as ∼ 20 mm, patches with the rigidities considered here
do not reduce the separation of the stress maxima transferred from the tips to
the skin. For tip distances of ∼ 1.5 mm, which are perceived as separated by bare
skin, the more rigid patches blur the stress maxima such that only larger distances
are perceived as separated. The spatial acuity thresholds varied from 1mm to
5mm among our participants. Considering this large interpersonal variation, the
difference in the thresholds between Bare Skin-Low Rigidity condition are much
smaller (avg=6.7%) with an increase of [0-16.7%].

Since our results for the fingertip showed a significant difference in spatial
acuity between both the PDMS patches and bare skin, we recommended using
Low Rigidity devices on the fingertip if exquisite spatial discrimination abilities
are desired. On less sensitive skin sites with spatial acuity thresholds similar to
the Hand or below, a more rigid and mechanically robust patch of any of our
rigidity levels can be used without generating any practically relevant decrease in
spatial acuity.

3.5 experiment 3: tactile discrimination of textured surfaces

The purpose of Experiment 3 is to analyze how the human sensory information
processing varies with different patch conditions for varying surface textures. This
test is administered only on the fingertip since it has the largest concentration of
cutaneous receptors and is typically used for active tactile perception tasks. We
adopted this task from the classical roughness discrimination experiment [256].

3.5.1 Apparatus

Square surfaces of 4x4cm with grids of raised “dots" were fabricated using a 3D
printer (Objet Connex 260). The baseline surface had a center-to-center spacing of
dots of 1.0mm. The modified surfaces had increasing dot spacing in intervals of
5% up to 100%. These intervals are similar to those used in previous work [256]
while extending to larger intervals to account for the effect of the patch conditions.
The dots were 0.65mm high and the diameter was one-third of the spacing. This
design of surfaces was based on previous work, which showed that spacing of
dots plays a larger role than dot size in the roughness discrimination task [256,
262, 451]. An acrylic plate was laser cut to form a frame for holding both the
surfaces, as shown in Figure 14 (c).
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3.5.2 Design and Procedure

The patches were administered on the Fingertip of the dominant hand. We used
the method of limits [204] to determine the surface offset threshold. Each patch
condition had a total of 4 sets (2 ascending and 2 descending) of trials with
alternating ascending or descending forces. The starting series was randomly
chosen.

For each trial, a two-alternative discrimination paradigm was used. Surfaces
were presented in pairs (one of the baseline) and the participants were asked to
respond whether the surfaces were similar or different after consecutively feeling
the two surfaces with the fingertip of the dominant hand. Participants were free
to explore the surfaces in any pattern (horizontal, vertical, diagonal, random, etc.)
of their choice. There was no time limit for performing each trial.

Since the patches might tear or rip off the skin, visual inspection of the patch
was carried out before each trial. If a patch was damaged, a photo of the torn
patch was captured (Fig.23), a new patch was applied and the trial was repeated.
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3.5.3 Results

The average surface offset threshold that the participants could discriminate
relative to the baseline surface is shown in Figure 22 a. As expected, the threshold
increased with the increasing rigidity of the patch. The relative increase compared
to the bare skin performance, normalized per participant, is shown in Figure 22 b.
The results revealed a 44.3% increase in the surface offset threshold for the Low

Rigidity device and 93.5% increase for the Medium Rigidity patch. The High

Rigidity performed the worst with an average increase of 487.7%. This is the
highest relative increase found in all our experiments.

One-Way repeated measures ANOVA (F3,60 = 36.69, p = 1.35× 10-13) revealed
significant difference between the patch conditions. The Tukey HSD post-hoc
test showed significant differences between all patch-pairs (p < 0.01) except the
Low-Rigidity and Medium-Rigidity pair.

3.5.4 Discussion

One of the key material properties of epidermal devices required for the tactile
roughness discrimination task is high tactile transfer capability, i.e, the capability
of the material to transmit the underlying tactile roughness information to the
cutaneous receptors. This is specifically more important for the roughness dis-
crimination task since there is high-frequency tactile information resulting from
lateral exploration of the surface that needs to be transmitted to the cutaneous
receptors. For devices with high flexural rigidity, the area of stress distribution
is larger [22]. Hence the detailed information of the surface is not transmitted
accurately to the underlying receptors.

Results from the roughness discrimination task indicate that there is a significant
reduction in the tactile roughness perception with both the PDMS patches, while
the Low-Rigidity patch condition only showed a moderate effect. Particularly the
most rigid patch showed a very strong increase with an almost five times higher
offset than bare skin. This suggests that the flexible patch is not an appropriate
choice for performing activities that require high-resolution exploration of surfaces.
As the difference between the Low Rigidity patch and Medium Rigidity patch is
not very large, the latter is a good trade-off between active tactile perception and
mechanical robustness.

3.6 overall discussion and design implications

3.6.1 Effect of Epidermal Devices on Tactile Perception

The results of all three experiments have shown that the rigidity of epidermal
devices has a significant effect on human tactile perception abilities. It is hence a
critical factor that needs to be considered in the design of epidermal devices.
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Figure 23: (a) Patches of the Low Rigidity condition were damaged during the surface
discrimination task for 10 participants. (b) 4 patches of the Medium Rigidity
condition were damaged.

As expected, tactile perception abilities decrease with increasing rigidity of the
epidermal device. The most flexible patch condition resulted in comparably small
effects on tactile sensitivity, tactile acuity, and surface roughness perception on all
skin sites, with a relative increase of thresholds ranging between 6.7–47.7 %. In
contrast, our most rigid device condition resulted in considerably larger increases
of up to almost four times for intensity thresholds and almost five times for
roughness discrimination offsets. In consequence, we can recommend ultra-flexible

devices for all tactile tasks and all body locations if tactile perception abilities are
key.

The results further revealed that skin location is a major influencing factor. On
the highly sensitive fingertip, the Low Rigidity patch performed significantly
better for tactile intensity perception than the more rigid patches. In contrast,
on the less sensitive Hand and Forearm, we identified a less pronounced effect.
On these skin sites, a more rigid device can be chosen, offering a good trade-off
between tactile perception and mechanical robustness. This contrast is even more
pronounced for spatial acuity, where we did not identify any practically relevant
difference between our device conditions on the hand and forearm. This implies
that a device of any rigidity level amongst the ones tested in our experiment can
be used in situations where spatial discrimination abilities are required on less
sensitive skin sites, while tactile intensity is less relevant. For instance, this finding
can be relevant for tactile output devices that spatially encode information, for
instance using a matrix of taxels.

For active tactile perception, more rigid devices should be avoided if possible, as
they considerably increase perception thresholds. However, highly flexible devices
perform almost as well as ultra-flexible ones, presenting an attractive trade-off
between roughness discrimination and mechanical robustness.

It is worth highlighting that our most rigid device condition yields considerably
better results for tactile sensitivity and tactile acuity than thin surgical gloves
studied in related work [44]. This finding suggests that despite the considerable
increase in thresholds identified in our experiment, devices of this rigidity might
still retain superb performance for high-precision manual tasks, such as surgeries.
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3.6.2 Mechanical Robustness of Materials

One of the key observations we made during the roughness discrimination task
was that the mechanical robustness of the patch varied considerably based on its
rigidity. The lateral movements required for the active roughness discrimination
task caused mechanical damage to the patches. The damage was more pronounced
for the Low-Rigidity patch. The tattoo patch ripped off for 10 participants (once
for 8 users and 4 times for 2 users). Figure23 shows the structural damage before
the patch was replaced. It can be seen that the level of damage varied from small
cracks to complete damage of the patch. In contrast, the Medium Rigidity patch,
which had higher flexural rigidity compared to the Low Rigidity patch, showed
considerably higher durability, ripping off for 4 participants. Our most rigid patch
was the most mechanically durable and was not damaged for any participant.

3.6.3 Re-Usability and Adhesion

The flexural rigidity of the device also determines its re-usability. In our case, the
overlay with the highest rigidity was the most re-usable. In contrast, the Low

Rigidity tattoo material is usually a single-use device. Once applied on the skin,
it is very hard to remove from the skin without damaging the patch. Moreover, in
some cases removing the tattoo material caused participants discomfort when it
was applied on a non-glabrous area on the forearm or hand.

Qualitative observations from our experiments further highlight the relevance
of the adhesive. We found that adhesive properties of the epidermal devices
are important criteria for re-usability. In general, silicones are a versatile class
of polymeric materials exhibiting low surface energy, high flexibility of the sili-
cone network and high permeability to water vapor [454, 455]. SSAs differ from
analogous silicone elastomers by the absence of reinforcing silica filler and the
exhibition of a minimal viscous component [455]. After the application of de-
formation pressure, only minimal energy dissipation occurs, resulting in a rapid
debonding process [455]. In conjunction, these properties allow a sensitive, less
traumatic removal of skin adhesives, which is particularly important for the at-
tachment to the sensitive skin of neonates or the skin of elderly people [217, 260].
Hence, it was very easy for the participant to remove the patch without discomfort
even on skin sites with body hair and without any visible residues. Designers
should take these aspects into account while realizing epidermal devices. For
example, for long-term physiological monitoring that might require expensive and
re-usable sensors to be placed on the body, a device with higher flexural rigidity
can be developed. However, for an inexpensive device such as touch sensors [215,
287, 500], which can be easily fabricated with off-the-shelf materials, the flexural
rigidity can be very low and the device dispensable.
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3.7 limitations

Flexural Rigidity Classification: Our classification of epidermal devices from prior
work indicates ranges of flexural rigidity rather than absolute points. Calculating
the latter would require FEM-based modeling of the material sandwich of a device
including the exact coverage of functional material for each layer, which is rarely
reported. We take a conservative approach by assuming that the entire layer is
covered by the functional material. The effective flexural rigidity is hence within
the limits of the range indicated in our classification.

Rigidity Levels: We tested three levels of flexural rigidity representative of today’s
devices. As materials and fabrication techniques have matured, we believe it is safe
to expect that these levels will also be appropriate representatives for devices we
may see in the future. Moreover, even if future devices were to reach considerably
lower levels of flexural rigidity, our results provide some close indication of their
performance, which would be situated between our baseline and low rigidity
conditions.

Cutaneous Stimuli: Our experiments investigated the types of tactile stimuli most
commonly chosen in psychophysical studies. Future work should investigate the
effect of epidermal devices on other cutaneous modalities, such as vibrotactile or
thermal cues.

Participants and Body Location: We have conducted our experiments with healthy
adults in their twenties. It remains to be studied how epidermal devices affect the
tactile perception abilities of people with lower sensitivity, such as the elderly. Our
findings are limited to locations on the upper limb. Future work should address
additional skin sites.

Analytical Model: We have not developed a generalized model of how flexural
rigidity affects human thresholds of perception. While our work provides the
first empirical results that can be used in future work to inform or validate
an analytical model, deriving such a model is beyond the scope of this paper.
Modeling the flexural rigidity of layered patches with no-slip conditions at the
interfaces requires finite-element numerical modeling [471]. Simplified analytical
models would then have to be parameterized based on numerical results.

Flexural Rigidity vs Thickness: In our experiments, we modified thickness and
elastic modulus to fabricate patches of varying rigidity levels. However, it would
also be interesting to explore the independent variation of flexural rigidity at a
constant thickness. For this, the elastic modulus needs to be scaled drastically and
would require the fabrication of multi-layer patches, which in turn risks affecting
other properties (e.g. adhesion, friction coefficient) of the samples.

Duplex Model for Tactile Perception: The perception of textures is duplex in nature,
influenced by two components of stimulation: vibrational and spatial stimuli [172].
For discriminating very fine surfaces (particle sizes <∼ 20µm ) with a lateral
exploration of the surface, vibrational cues resulting from the friction of the
surface play a vital role. The surfaces used in our experiments had larger particle
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sizes (∼ 300µm in radius); hence the experiments focused on the spatial cues,
with vibrational cues having a lesser impact. Future experiments should test the
vibrational component of texture perception, as done for instance by Fagiani et
al. [102].

3.8 conclusion

This chapter contributes the results from the first set of psychophysical experi-
ments conducted on epidermal devices. As mentioned in chapter 1, gaining an
understanding of epidermal devices guides the design of next-generation epi-
dermal devices thereby pushing the boundaries of Epidermal Computing. The
trade-off between superior tactile performance and mechanical robustness is very
crucial for a number of applications and this chapter studies these aspects in
detail.

Firstly, this chapter proposes the use of Flexural Rigidity as the metric charac-
terizing the tactile performance of epidermal devices. Then the first classification
of epidermal devices is presented based on their thickness and flexural rigidity.
Based on this classification, three patches were fabricated with different rigidity
levels: Low Rigidity, Medium Rigidity and High Rigidity each representing the
class of devices derived in the classification system. Through these patches, three
psychophysical experiments were conducted to study the effect of flexural rigidity
level on passive and active tactile perception.

Results from our experiments show a significant effect of device rigidity on tac-
tile sensitivity and roughness-discrimination abilities; more rigid devices increased
the tactile sensitivity thresholds by up to 390% and roughness-discrimination
thresholds by up to 490% compared with bare skin. Device rigidity had a con-
siderably less strong effect on spatial acuity. On the sensitive fingertip, spatial
discrimination thresholds moderately increased by up to 50%, whereas the thresh-
olds remained fairly unchanged on less sensitive body locations. Our results offer
the opportunity for an informed choice of device materials when a compromise
between tactile performance and mechanical durability is to be found.

Future work should investigate how epidermal devices affect other natural
functions of skin (e.g. body movement, thermal management) and their effect
on other cutaneous stimuli. It will also be important to study the usability and
durability of epidermal devices during long-term user deployments.
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4
FA B R I C AT I O N O F S K I N - C O N F O R M A L E L E C T R O N I C S F O R
E X P R E S S I V E I N T E R A C T I O N

Prior research in HCI has contributed Epidermal Devices that augment the human
skin with input and output capabilities. However, one key limitation of these
devices is that they assume the interactive elements to be rather large and only
slightly curved.

However, the human body has several locations that are non-planar and vary
in size curvature and elastic properties. These locations open up unique pos-
sibilities for interaction due to their inherent tactile and visual properties. For
example, protruding bony regions such as knuckles provide physical affordances
for touching and circling them. Prior work in HCI has also explored the use of
such unique body features for interaction. Gustafson et al. [138, 139] propose
using the segments of fingers as distinct input buttons. There is very limited work
that has explored the use of unique body features for interaction. This is due to the
technical challenges and the lack of enabling technology that makes interaction
on such challenging body locations possible.

On-Skin devices that need to conform to complex and challenging body lo-
cations should have high levels of stretchability and flexibility. The fabrication
processes needed for realizing these devices should support customization in
terms of shape and size. This enables the devices to be deployed on a wide variety
of challenging body locations such as knuckles or other bony regions, flexure
lines, birthmarks, elastic regions such as hypothenar eminence near the palm.
Additionally, these devices can be integrated into body-worn accessories such as
rings.

This chapter presents SkinMarks, an enabling technology for interaction on
challenging body locations. SkinMarks are highly conformal interactive tattoos,
which enable precisely localized input and output on the body.

SkinMarks1 are inspired by recent research on slim, skin-worn sensors and
displays [215, 287, 498]. We extend beyond prior work by contributing highly

1 This chapter is based on publication at ACM CHI’17 [500]. This work was done along with
my colleague Dr. Martin Weigel. Dr. Martin Weigel contributed to the classification of the body
landmarks, fabrication of the SkinMarks prototypes, interaction techniques, and design of the
empirical experiments. I assisted Dr. Martin Weigel in performing the literature survey to clas-
sify body landmarks, contributed to the fabrication of SkinMarks prototypes, implemented the
application examples, and performed the technical experiments. Dr. Alex Olwal contributed to the
classification of body landmarks, design of interaction techniques and evaluation methods, helped
in framing the paper, and provided critical inputs that helped improve the paper. My advisor
Jürgen Steimle advised on the conceptual design, fabrication, design of interaction techniques. He
further contributed to the framing and writing of the publication. Chaithin Anil Kumar assisted in
setting up the screen printing pipeline and in running fabrication experiments.
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Figure 24: SkinMarks are conformal on-skin sensors and displays. They enable interaction
on complex and challenging body locations: (a) bony regions with high curva-
ture, (b) skin microstructures that are fine and narrow, (c) elastic locations, (d)
visual elements on the skin such as birthmarks, and (e) body-worn accessories.

conformal skin electronics with co-located input and output, which are compatible
with strongly curved, elastic, and tiny body locations. These make it possible to
use the plethora of tactile and visual cues on the body for direct, eyes-free, and
expressive interaction.

This chapter makes the following contributions:

1. We introduce SkinMarks, novel skin-worn I/O devices with co-located input
and output, which are enabled through highly conformal and precisely localized
skin electronics.

2. We describe the implementation of SkinMarks based on temporary rub-on
tattoos. It allows for custom-shaped, slim, and stretchable devices that conform to
challenging body locations.

3. We demonstrate interaction techniques on body landmarks that leverage Skin-

Marks’ unique touch, squeeze and bend sensing with integrated visual output.

4. We present results from technical evaluations and user studies that validate
conformity (4 µm to 46 µm thin), precise localization, and touch input on sub-
millimeter electrodes.
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4.1 fabrication of skinmarks

In this section we present our implementation of SkinMarks based on temporary
rub-on tattoos. We start by providing an overview of our fabrication approach.
Then we detail our technical contributions to make SkinMarks conformal on
challenging geometries. Finally, we describe the implementation of precisely
localized, co-located input and output surfaces for sensing of touch, bend and
squeeze input and for visual display.

4.1.1 Multi-layer Functional Inks on Tattoo Paper

The human body possesses a large variety of locations with varying physical
properties such as size, curvature, and elasticity. To support these locations, we
base our implementation of SkinMarks on screen-printed electronics. We chose
this fabrication technique since it is a flexible method to create small volumes
of thin-film sensors and displays that feature a custom shape and a high print
resolution [347].

To fabricate an interactive tattoo, we use commercially available temporary
tattoo paper (Tattoo Decal Paper) as the substrate, as proposed in recent work
[215, 287]. We screenprint one or multiple layers of functional inks onto it. After
printing each layer, the ink is heat cured with a heat gun (130◦ Celsius, 3 minutes).
After adding a thin adhesive layer, the tattoo is ready to be transferred onto the
skin.

SkinMarks are powered and controlled using an Arduino microcontroller. We
recommend placing the microcontroller at a body location that offers enough space
and undergoes little mechanical strain, for instance, the wrist. For connecting the
tattoo with this location, we extend the tattoo by printed conductive traces that
each end with a printed connector surface close to the microcontroller. We solder
a conventional wire onto copper tape and adhere the tape to the isolation layer,
under the printed connector.

4.1.2 Conformal Interactive Tattoos: Slim and Stretchable

To ensure that an interactive tattoo is conformal on challenging landmark geome-
tries and robust to stretching, we set out to minimize the thickness of printed
functional layers (as suggested in [196]) and to use intrinsically stretchable ma-
terials. Layer thickness is mainly influenced by two factors: screen density and
ink viscosity. We minimized the layer thickness by printing with a dense screen
(140TT). We further reduced the thickness of conductive structures by printing
a conducting polymer (PEDOT: PSS translucent conductor, Gwent C2100629D1,
500-700 /sq). Compared to silver ink, which was used in prior work [287], the
ink is less viscous and results in considerably thinner layers. The thickness of a
screen-printed layer of PEDOT: PSS conductor is approximately 1 µm, a magni-
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Figure 25: SkinMarks supports: (a) capacitive touch buttons and sliders, (b) squeeze sen-
sors, (c) bend sensors, and (d) electroluminescent displays.

tude slimmer than screen-printed silver in prior work (∼16 µm [287]). A tattoo
with a touch sensor measures approximately 4 µm. A tattoo with visual output
measures 31 µm to 46 µm, including the tattoo paper. This allows us to introduce
temporary tattoos for tactile user input and visual output on highly challenging
locations, such as the knuckles.

PEDOT: PSS conducting polymer has an additional important advantage over
conductors made of metal, such as silver ink [287] or gold leaf [215]: it is intrinsi-
cally stretchable [280]. This does not only make the conductor conform better to
challenging geometries; it also makes it considerably more robust to mechanical
strain [280]. To further improve the robustness, we recommend laying out conduc-
tors in a horse-shoe pattern [170] in locations that are subject to extensive strain
(e.g., knuckles, webbing, or wrist) or route traces around such areas, if possible.
Based on these principles, we show conformal touch, bend and squeeze sensors
and conformal EL displays that allow for interaction on body landmarks (see
Figure 25).

4.1.3 Touch Sensing

Touch has been identified as an important input modality for on-skin electron-
ics [215, 287, 498]. Solutions from prior work used fingertip-sized electrodes [215,
287, 498]. However, these large electrode sizes are not compatible with all the
body locations. For instance, to support precisely localized interaction on flexure
lines of the finger which provide natural tactile cues, smaller electrode sizes are
required.

We use capacitive loading mode sensing (single capacitance) to measure touch
contact and sliding (Figure 25(a)). The touch-sensitive electrodes are printed with
one conductive layer of PEDOT: PSS and are connected to a commercial capacitive
touch controller (Adafruit MPR121). Each tattoo can contain one or multiple
custom-shaped electrodes, which can be printed close to each other. They support
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interpolation and allow for slider sensor designs [79]. Our evaluation of touch
sensors shows that SkinMarks allows for electrodes with a width of 0.25 mm and
hence supports small landmarks. This is by an order of magnitude smaller than
prior on-skin touch sensors [215, 287, 498].

4.1.4 Squeeze and Bend Sensing

Skin allows for deformation input as a further modality for tactile on-body inter-
actions, as recommended in [499]. Deformation interaction can be used on various
landmarks but is especially interesting for elastic landmarks to leverage their
intrinsic deformability. We present an embedded sensor for capturing squeeze
input on the skin, based on a printed strain gauge. Squeezing deforms the skin
and results in compressive strain on the strain gauge. We found that the intrin-
sic stretchability of PEDOT: PSS prevents the strain gauge from giving precise
readings. Therefore, we use silver ink (Flexible Silver Ink, Gwent C2131014D3).
However, our initial tests showed that the brittle silver tends to break easily. To
increase the robustness for high-stress areas on the body, we cover the silver pat-
tern with a second layer of PEDOT: PSS containing the same pattern. This allows
the strain gauge to remain functional, even when the silver connection breaks
at a few locations because the second layer bridges the breaks. We implemented
two squeeze sensor designs. They have a trace width of 0.75 mm. The larger one,
designed for the forearm, has a dimension of 60×21 mm with 13 parallel lines
laid out in a horseshoe pattern. The smaller one (Figure 25(b)) was designed for
the head of the ulna, is dimensioned 21×21 mm, and features 9 parallel lines.

We evaluated the robustness of squeeze input by measuring the signal to noise
ratio [79]. For a sample with a dimension of 60×21 mm, we calculated the average
SNR of six squeeze sensors. They were deployed on six locations on the upper
limb of five participants, chosen to cover a wide range of skinfolds (2–23mm;
measured with an EagleFit Slim Guide Caliper). Each sensor was squeezed 20

times. The squeeze sensors achieved an average SNR of 17.0 (SD=7.97).
Furthermore, SkinMarks supports bend sensing, similar to prior work [287].

We use this principle to detect dynamic pose changes of skeletal locations of
the body to allow for dynamic interface elements. The bend sensor on the finger
measures 72×8 mm and features 6 parallel lines with the horseshoe pattern. Again,
the additional layer of PEDOT: PSS prevents the strain gauge from breaking in
case of tiny cracks in the silver layer. We show this principle on the finger (see
Figure 25(c)).

4.1.5 Conformal Touch-sensitive Displays

We contribute tattoo-embedded active displays to allow for custom-shaped, co-
located input and visual output on SkinMarks. Our displays have a faster response
time than thermochromic displays [215] and are considerably slimmer than prior
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body-worn LEDs [287] and EL displays [503]. They are thin and robust enough
to conform to challenging body locations, such as knuckles or the flexure lines
of the palm. The overall thickness of the display is between 31 µm to 46 µm. It is
deformable and captures touch input (see Figure 1c, 25d, and 4).

We base our implementation on electroluminescent (EL) displays, which feature
high update rates and energy efficiency. The implementation follows the basic
principle introduced by PrintScreen [347]. In contrast, our displays use two elec-
trodes made of a PEDOT-based translucent conductor. As discussed earlier, this
allows for thinner and more robust layers. Between the electrodes is one layer
of phosphor paste that determines the color of the display. We further reduce
the thickness of the display by replacing the dielectric paste used in prior work
with a transparent resin binder (Gwent R2070613P2). The resin binder is used as
a dielectric and allows for printing thinner layers. Furthermore, it is completely
transparent to avoid visible margins, as presented in prior work [347]. The EL
display is driven with a Rogers D355B Electroluminescent Lamp Driver IC (145 V;
max. 1 mA). It allows for integrated touch sensing by time-multiplexing a display
cycle and a capacitive sensing cycle, as introduced in previous work [347].

4.2 expressive on-body interaction with skinmarks

SkinMarks enable new forms of on-body interaction. We present novel interaction
techniques for five different types of body locations that exhibit unique tactile and
visual properties.

4.2.1 Leveraging Tactile Cues on Bony Regions

The inherent skeletal structure of our body creates distinct locations on the
body which have a high degree of curvature. Examples of such locations include
knuckles, elbow, radius bone, etc. These locations create distinct tactile and visual
cues which can be leveraged for expressive on-body interaction. For one, cues
can help the user to memorize mappings; for instance, the user can associate an
input element with a specific knuckle. Second, cues can also help localize the
input element while looking at it or feeling the geometry through the touching
finger. In addition, different geometries afford different interactions. Last but not
least, unique geometries can also be formed by a group of multiple adjacent bony
regions, such as the four knuckles of a hand.

We demonstrate these benefits for on-body interaction by deploying a touch-
sensitive SkinMark sensor on the knuckles (Figure 26). SkinMarks allow for input
on the knuckles (knuckle peaks) and around the knuckles (knuckle valleys), both
areas with high curvature. These can be used to distinguish multiple different
input elements that are associated with either a valley or a peak. We demonstrate
that the knuckles can be used as discreet touch elements (fist) or as a slider that
provides small tactile ticks (flat hand).
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Figure 26: Interaction on challenging, highly curved skeletal landmarks: (a) tapping
the peaks and valleys for discrete input; (b) sliding along the knuckles for
continuous input.

4.2.1.1 Dynamic Interface Elements Using Pose-Based Input

Body movement allows for dynamic interface elements using pose-based input
on skeletal body landmarks. The ability to change the pose on demand enables
various novel interactions. For instance, when the user is making a fist the knuckles
have a high curvature, clearly exposing the knuckle peaks. This allows for precisely
locating discrete touch buttons. In contrast, while doing a flat hand, the knuckles
form a relatively flat surface, which allows for continuous sliding (see Figure 26).

SkinMarks can capture the current body pose and change the interface dynami-
cally. To illustrate this, we implemented a music player control, which is worn on
the side of the index finger (Figure 27). It contains a printed bend sensor overlaid
with touch-sensitive display elements. Those elements change their functionality
based on the pose of the finger. When the index finger is straight, it affords
continuous and linear movement along with the finger (Figure 27 (a)). It then acts
as a volume slider. When it is bent, the flexure lines at the joints become more
prominent; they visually and tactually split the input area into three distinct areas
(Figure 27 (b)).

These afford discrete touch input. Therefore, when bent, the interface switches
to three discrete buttons for play/pause, next song, and previous song. The
integrated displays show which mode is active, either by illuminating the buttons
or the slider. Switching between these modes is fast, easy, and discreet to perform.

4.2.2 Precise Touch Input on Skin Microstructures

To accommodate for joint movement the dermis layer of human skin has folds.
These manifest as flexure lines on the surface of the skin and are present at various
locations on the body such as fingers, toes, palms. These skin microstructures
provide unique tactile cues for interaction. Our temporary tattoos allow for precise
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Figure 27: Using body posture to dynamically change functionality: (a) Straight finger
for linear movements, e.g. to control volume, (b) bent finger for discrete touch
areas.

application on these fine skin microstructures and precise touch elements. This
allows for sensing touch input precisely on the tiny area of a skin microstructure
and exploiting its distinct tactile properties for interaction.

We demonstrate this with a new interaction technique that makes use of tactile
skin surface-structure: The Wrinkle Slide interaction technique. A touch sensor
augments one or multiple flexure lines (the larger wrinkles) on a finger. By sliding
along the flexure line, the user can continuously adjust a value. A selection can
be made by tapping. The precise tactile cues of the flexure line allow for tactile
localization and guide the user during sliding, without requiring visual attention.
The technique also allows for one-handed input using the thumb of the same hand
(thumb-to-finger input). Therefore, it can support interactions in busy mobile
scenarios, e.g., while running. We demonstrate its use as a one-handed remote to
control the volume of a mobile music player.

The wrinkle slider contains two triangular printed electrodes, which together
measure 30×4.5 mm (Figure 28a). They are used for capacitive touch sensing.
Interpolation allows capturing the touch location on the slider. SkinMarks are thin
enough to closely conform to flexure lines and allow the feeling of the wrinkle
through the sensor tattoo.

4.2.3 Expressive Deformation on Elastic Body Locations

The elasticity of skin varies across the body locations, depending on the amount
of elastin in the dermis layer [251]. For example, finger webbing has considerably
higher elasticity than its surrounding. These soft landmarks afford localized skin
deformations, such as shearing, stretching, and squeezing, for continuous and
expressive on-body input.
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Figure 28: SkinMarks allow for precise touch input on skin microstructures: (a) wrinkle
slider and (b) wrinkle toggle. (c) Interacting on an body location that is highly
stretchable.

Localized deformation at such elastic locations can enrich the input vocabulary
enabling expressive on-body interactions. For example, an interface can distin-
guish between touch input and squeeze input to trigger different commands. We
demonstrate deformation input on the circular protrusion on the wrist created by
the head of the ulna bone. This location is easily localizable through its visual and
tactile cues. We implemented a CaptureMark (Figure 28c). The CaptureMark is a cir-
cular ball for capturing virtual objects in augmented reality games, e.g. treasures
or Pokemon. The user is notified about virtual objects with audio feedback. The
user can attempt catching it by squeezing the tattoo. Afterward, the CaptureMark

blinks and finally lights up for a few seconds to notify the user that the virtual
object is caught.

4.2.4 Dynamic Visual Cues Leveraging Visual Variations on Skin

Skin varies in its pigmentation and therefore offers locations that stand out by
their visual properties. For example, birthmarks can form clearly articulated visual
entities. These landmarks are highly personal and differ in their occurrence and
location across users. Their visual cues support spatial mappings, provide cues
for localization, and their shapes afford different touch interactions.

To illustrate interaction on such locations that are visually different from their
surroundings, we implemented a HeartMark (Figure 29b), a touch-sensitive heart-
shaped display to augment a birthmark. The HeartMark notifies the user about
the availability of a loved one. Touching it starts a call with that person.
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Figure 29: SkinMarks can augment personal locations on the skin, e.g. birthmarks (a–b),
and passive accessories, e.g. a ring (c).

4.2.5 Interaction on Passive Accessories

Body-worn passive accessories provide unique tactile and visual cues and can
enable novel forms of interaction. Although accessories are widely used, they
have not been integrated with on-body electronics. SkinMarks enable interaction
with passive objects in two ways: First, it enables skin illumination under and
around the object using on-body displays, similar to ScatterWatch [371]. Second,
it can make accessories touch-sensitive, through capacitance tags [386]. Touch
sensing requires the accessory to be conductive; this holds for a wide variety
of jewelry and other accessories. Neither interaction require modification of the
passive accessory.

We implemented an augmentation for a wedding ring (Figure 29 (c)), to allow
for subtle communication between both partners. Touching the ring creates a glow
around the partner’s ring. This is made possible by affixing an interactive tattoo
at the finger segment where the ring is worn. The tattoo contains a non-exposed
conductor which lies under the ring and capacitively couples with it for touch
sensing. Moreover, it contains a visual display that slightly extends beyond the
ring, for on-demand illumination.

4.3 technical evaluation

This section presents results from technical experiments that investigate the two
key technical contributions of SkinMarks: First, do SkinMarks support interaction
on challenging landmarks by conforming to the skin despite high curvatures and
strong elasticity? Second, do SkinMarks allow for precisely localized interaction
on fine landmarks?
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Figure 30: SkinMarks conform to wrinkles: (a) a tattoo with PEDOT:PSS conductor; (b)
tattoo with EL display. (c) Cross-section of a tattoo with printed EL display,
taken with a scanning electron microscope (SEM).
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4.3.1 Conformal Form Factor

Conformal Form Factor We investigated the two main factors for conformal
electronics: thickness and stretchability. To investigate the layer thickness of
printed inks on a SkinMark, we analyzed cross-sections of printed SkinMark tattoos
on the water-transfer paper with a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Figure 7

shows the various layers of inks. A layer of PEDOT: PSS layers is approximately 1

µm thick (∼4 µm with tattoo paper). A full TFEL display is between 31 µm to 46

µm thick (Figure 30 (c)). These numbers demonstrate the vastly reduced display
thickness compared to prior interactive tattoos [215, 287] and TFEL displays [347,
503]. Figure 30 a&b illustrate how SkinMark tattoos closely conform to wrinkles.
Our results confirm prior research of Jeonget al. [196], which shows that elastomer
membranes of 5 4µm have excellent conformality even to small wrinkles, while
membranes of 36 µm have good conformality on larger wrinkles (e.g. flexure
lines). Our experiments showed that the stretchability of the tattoo substrate
ranges between 25–30%. PEDOT: PSS retains conductivity up to 188% strain and
is reversibly stretchable up to 30% strain [280]. For comparison, the stretchability
of the human epidermis is around 20% [408]. The combination of both makes
SkinMarks intrinsically stretchable and more robust against strain than metals (e.g.
[215, 287]).

4.3.2 Precise Localization: Touch Input and Tattoo Application

We validate the two necessary conditions for precisely localized input. First, can
touch input be accurately sensed on sub-millimeter electrodes? Second, are users
able to apply tattoos with high spatial accuracy on challenging body locations?

4.3.2.1 Touch Input on Sub-Millimeter Electrodes

Methodology: We recruited 12 voluntary participants (2 female, 10 male, 22–32 years,
mean 26.8 years). Electrodes of different widths (1.0, 0.75, 0.5, and 0.25mm) were
screen printed with PEDOT: PSS on tattoo paper and applied to the flexure line of
the index finger of the non-dominant hand. The participants were asked to touch
each line 30 times for 2 seconds to collect enough data points in the touched and
non-touched state. Participants could freely choose how they touch the tattoo. The
electrodes were connected to a commercial capacitive touch controller (Adafruit
MPR121). This interfaced with an Arduino, which was using a serial connection
to a PC for data logging. Each session took approximately 25 minutes, including
5 minutes of training.

Results: We measured the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of capacitive sensing
for each line width. For 1 mm, the average SNR was 56.3 (SD=20.9). It was
41.2 (SD=16.4) for 0.75 mm width and 20.1 (SD=9.5) for 0.5 mm width. For the
smallest electrode of 0.25 mm, the average SNR was 13.1 (SD=5.5). For each single
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Figure 31: Study setup: (a) evaluation of touch on submillimeter electrodes and (b) of
precise tattoo application.

data point, the SNR was above 7.0, which is the required SNR for robust touch
sensing [79].

4.3.2.2 Precise Application of SkinMarks Tattoos

Applying temporary rub-on tattoos on planar areas is a a straightforward task,
but precise alignment on curved geometries of the body can be more challenging.
Hence, the second key requirement for precise and accurate interaction on chal-
lenging body locations is that the user can apply the interactive rub-on tattoo on
the skin with a high degree of spatial accuracy.

Methodology: We recruited six voluntary participants (1 female, 5 male, 25–28

years, mean age 26.3 years). Each participant had to precisely apply four substrates
of tattoo paper at four challenging locations: knuckles (bony location with a
high degree of curvature), head of ulna (bony location), flexure lines on the
finger (location with fine skin microstructures), and birthmark (tiny and highly
personalized location). The order of presentation of tattoos was counter-balanced.
The tattoos had fine target points (see Figure 31). The participants had to align
these target lines precisely with the target points that the experimenter had
marked on the participant’s skin. For the birthmark, the participants were free to
choose any location on the forearm. We instructed the participants how to apply
a temporary rub-on tattoo, before letting them apply all four tattoos on their own.
We took visual surface scans to measure the error offset for each of the tattoo
locations. Each session took approximately 30 minutes.

Results: The results show an inherent ability of users to apply tattoos with a
millimeter or even sub-millimeter accuracy at challenging landmarks. The mean
error of placement was below 1.0 mm for all locations. Most precise were birth-
mark (mean=0.16 mm, max=1.0 mm) and flexure line (mean=0.26 mm, max=0.7
mm), followed by knuckles (mean=0.84 mm, max=1.8 mm) and the head of ulna
(mean=0.74 mm, max=2.2 mm).
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4.4 discussion, limitations and future work

This section discusses practical insights, limitations, and lessons we have learned
during the nine-month-long design and implementation of several iterations of
prototypes.

Printing and Fabrication: Each tattoo is personalized and individually fabricated.
In our experiments, fabrication of a functional tattoo required between 3–3.5 hours.
Preparing the screen printing mask took the longest time (∼ 2.5 h). One mask
can, however, contain designs for multiple tattoo prints. The actual printing and
curing is fast for touch sensor tattoos (∼ 5 min) and takes between 30–60 minutes
for fabricating all layers of a display tattoo. These manual steps can be largely
automated using high-end industrial screen printing tools. We envision that in
the near-term future a personalized interactive tattoo can be printed in less than a
minute on a desktop printer.

Connector and Power: During prototyping, we found that the the connector is
the weakest element in the chain. This is because the connection between printed
conductors, which are slim and flexible, and external conductors, which tend
to be much thicker and more rigid, is subject to strong mechanical forces. Our
final solution connects each connection pad on the tattoo with a slim connector
made of flexible copper tape (∼30µm). Applying the adhesive layer to the entire
tattoo, except the connectors, helps to ensure proper connection. Aligning the
tattoo on the connector can be eased by visually marking the connector areas
on the backside of water-transfer tattoo paper. Future prototypes would benefit
from further miniaturizing of the technology to enable a complete system within
the tattoo layers. As a first step, miniaturized rigid microcontrollers (e.g., Intel
Curie) could be combined with flexible batteries to enable capable, yet less flexible,
areas, with on-skin advanced computation and control. Alternatively, the use of
RFID/NFC [215, 240] could enable remote powering of basic sensors and allow
communication through modulated backscatter. Other approaches include power
harvesting of thermal energy or motion using piezo electronics, where the limited
efficiency and bandwidth might still be sufficient for certain types of sensing and
transmission.

Safety: Electroluminescent displays are driven using high voltage, but low-
current AC [347]. We recommend using a current-limiter circuit. We found that
the adhesion layer does not guarantee sufficient insulation of the current of
electroluminescent (EL) displays from the skin. We recommend two additional
layers of rub-on tattoo under SkinMarks to ensure proper electrical isolation (each
layer is 3µm). This approach also ensures that ink does not contact the user’s skin.
According to prior work [136], PEDOT: PSS does not cause skin irritations and
has no long-term toxicity under direct contact.

Tattoo Application: For close conformality on challenging body locations that
allow for dynamic pose changes, e.g. knuckles, we recommend applying the
temporary tattoo in the flat pose. Otherwise, the tattoo application requires more
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attention to avoid gaps at retracted locations, where the tattoo might not touch the
skin. We also found that tattoos covering a larger area (>5 cm in one dimension)
are challenging to apply on locations with high curvatures, because the water-
transfer paper is relatively stiff before application. If possible, we recommend
having multiple smaller tattoos covering the same area. For example, the electrodes
and wires can be divided into individual tattoos for each knuckle and aligned
separately.

Unintentional Input: is one of the open issues in on-body interaction. From our
experience, we noticed that protruding body locations and the inner areas of
the palm are more susceptible to unintentional input when compared to other
locations. Body locations that retract, such as the area in-between the knuckles,
seem promising to reduce the likelihood of unintentional input. Another approach
consists of using more expressive gestures that are more robust by design, such
as the presented directional toggle gesture or squeeze-based input.

Additional Body Locations: While this chapter presented novel interaction tech-
niques on five different types of body locations, there are other challenging body
locations and features that need to be explored. This includes even finer skin
microstructures (like hair), artificial visual skin texture (like permanent tattoos,
tan lines, and henna art), and a wider range of accessories (including earrings
and piercings). Other skin properties, e.g., the distribution of cutaneous receptors,
could also be beneficial for on-body interaction and should be investigated in
future work.

Empirical Investigations: This work contributed toward enabling interaction
on various challenging body locations. Future work should study SkinMarks in
longitudinal user experiments to see how SkinMarks can fit in users’ everyday
routines. Finally, further empirical investigation needs to be conducted to evaluate
the interaction benefits and user performance on non-planar and challenging body
locations.

4.5 conclusion

In this chapter, we have introduced SkinMarks, a technical enabler for interaction
on small, highly curved, and deformable body locations. It expands the on-body
interaction space toward more detailed interaction on challenging body areas.
SkinMarks are temporary interactive tattoos. They sense touch on sub-millimeter
electrodes, capture squeeze and bend input, and support active visual output.
Through a vastly reduced tattoo thickness and increased stretchability, a SkinMark

is sufficiently thin and flexible to conform to irregular geometry, like flexure
lines and protruding bones, while still allowing the user to reference those body
locations tactually or visually. We demonstrated novel interactions on five different
types of body geometries including body-worn accessories advancing on-body
interaction towards more detailed, highly curved, and challenging body locations.
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E P I D E R M A L D E V I C E S F O R H I G H - R E S O L U T I O N T O U C H
S E N S I N G

The previous chapter presented SkinMarks devices that are highly skin-conformal
and adapt to complex body geometries. However, they were limited to low-
resolution touch input and single touch contact. Empirical studies show that our
body affords a wider variety of touch-based interactions [499]. These interactions
require high-resolution multi-touch input, which is beyond the capabilities of
state-of-the-art touch sensors for the body.

The industry standard for high-resolution multi-touch input is mutual capac-
itance sensing [28]. Such sensors are commonplace inside objects and mobile
devices. However, deploying such sensors on the human body poses several chal-
lenges: First, the human body surface is curved and deformable; hence the sensor
must be very slim and flexible to conform to human skin. Second, the human
body has its electro-capacitive effects, which have to be properly shielded from
the body-worn sensor to acquire reliable touch input. Lastly, input locations on
the body vary in their size and have various (non-rectangular) shapes; hence, the
sensor should support personalization and customization.

This chapter introduces Multi-Touch Skin1, the first high-resolution multi-touch
sensor for on-body interaction. Multi-Touch Skin is thin and flexible to conform
to the user’s skin. In contrast to prior skin-based touch sensors that used self-
capacitance [215, 287, 500], our sensor leverages on mutual-capacitance matrix
sensing tailored for the body. This enables scalability and multi-touch input.
Furthermore, it can be customized to diverse body geometries and is immune to
body capacitance effects. More specifically, our contributions are:

We present a fabrication approach for realizing Multi-Touch Skin sensors with
printed electronics in a simple lab setting. Based on a systematic exploration of
functional inks and substrate materials, this chapter introduces the first solution
to print a high-resolution multi-touch sensor with a desktop inkjet printer. We
also show how to achieve very thin designs using screen printing. Based on

1 This chapter is based on [341]. As the first author, I led the conceptual design, development
of design and fabrication process for realizing the multi-touch sensors, programmed the touch
controller firmware to obtain raw capacitive images, developed the design tool, designed the tactile
input modalities, conducted the technical experiments, and realized the application scenarios.
Dr. Anusha Withana helped in obtaining the raw capacitive images from the touch controller,
performed the statistical analyses, and helped in framing the paper. Narjes Pourjafarian assisted
in testing and evaluating the prototypes. She also helped in recording the mutual capacitance
data for the tactile input modalities. My supervisor Jürgen Steimle advised me on the conceptual
design, fabrication, design of the computational tool, evaluation, and applications. He further
contributed to the structure and writing of the publication.
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Figure 32: The thin and flexible multi-touch sensor can be customized in size and shape
to fit various locations on the body: a) multi-touch input on the forearm for
remote communication (inset shows capacitive image); b) multi-touch-enabled
bracelet with an art-layer for aesthetic customization; c) input behind the ear;
d) input on the palm with busy hands.

the principles from electronic circuit design and previous literature on wearable
sensors [12, 135, 317, 417], we present a solution to effectively shield the slim
sensor sandwich from stray capacitive noise caused by the electro-capacitive
effects of the body, which is a key prerequisite for correct functioning on the body.

Moreover, we contribute a novel approach and design tool to generate multi-

touch sensor designs of custom size and custom shape. We use these to present the first
non-rectangular multi-touch sensor designs for the body.

To validate the feasibility and versatility of the approach, we have realized four
interactive prototypes and application examples. These highlight new opportunities
for on-body interaction and demonstrate that the sensor can be easily customized
for use on various body locations. Empirical results from two technical evaluation
studies confirm that the sensor achieves a high signal-to-noise ratio on the body
under various grounding conditions and has a high spatial accuracy under different
scales and when subject to strong deformation.

Overall, our results demonstrate that high-resolution multi-touch sensors can
be realized in very slim and deformable form factors for the body while offering
many customization options for non-conventional sensor shapes.
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5.1 design requirements for multi-touch skin

Human skin has properties that make it fundamentally distinct from surfaces that
so far have been used for capacitive multi-touch sensors. These generate three
main technical requirements for the design of the sensor:

5.1.1 Compatible with deformable properties of skin

Skin is deformable and has complex geometries. These natural properties vary
across the body, depending on the location and the underlying anatomy (i.e.
tissues, bones, etc. ). They also vary between individuals. A sensor attached to the
skin should be non-invasive, conformal, and compatible with the geometrical and
mechanical behavior of the skin. Planar and rigid capacitive sensors used in com-
mercial multi-touch sensors will not comply with these demands. Furthermore,
mass manufacturing techniques used to make such sensors are not well-suited for
the degree of customization required for a sensor designed for the human body.

5.1.2 Robust to electro-capacitive effects of body

The human body is conductive and hence exhibits inherent electro-capacitive
effects, which interfere with capacitive sensing. These effects are often unpre-
dictable and influenced by a variety of sources, including the movement and
grounding of the body, external objects the body comes in contact with, and other
environmental factors. Capacitive sensors designed to robustly work on the body
should be capable to withstand these electro-capacitive effects.

5.1.3 Leveraging unique affordances of the body

The human body affords a variety of rich and expressive multimodal interactions
[499] that go well beyond the multi-touch interactions available in common touch
devices. These should be captured by a skin-based touch sensor. For instance,
distinguishing between contact of nails and knuckles could capture input such as
scratching and knocking, in addition to normal touch contact. Deformable areas
of the body could be used for touch input of variable pressure. Lastly, tactile cues
sensed by the skin allow for accurate positioning of the touching finger [139],
which implies the sensor should have a high spatial resolution.

5.2 sensor fabrication

In this section, we present a fabrication approach for realizing thin and flexible
multi-touch sensors for use on the body. We start by reviewing the basics of mutual-
capacitance touch sensing and contribute a systematic exploration of materials
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# Conductor Dielectric Substrate Technique Functional Fabrication

Speed

Observations

1 Silver Dielectric

Paste

Tattoo Pa-

per

Screen printing Yes Slow Silver and dielectric paste are brittle

2 Carbon Dielectric

Paste

Tattoo Pa-

per

Screen printing Yes Slow Carbon and dielectric paste are brittle

3 PEDOT Resin

Binder

Tattoo Pa-

per

Screen printing No Slow High resistance of PEDOT

4 Silver PVC film Tattoo Pa-

per

Screen printing Yes Slow Thin sensor (70− 160µm); Silver is brittle

5 Silver +

PEDOT

PVC film Tattoo Pa-

per

Screen printing Yes Slow Thin sensor (70 − 160µm); PEDOT increases

robustness

6 Silver PVC film PET film Inkjet printing Yes Fast Prints within a minute; thicker sensor (∼

400µm)

7 Gold-Leaf PVC film Tattoo Pa-

per

Vinyl Cutting Yes Slow Gold-leaf needs larger electrode size and del-

icate to handle

Table 3: Results from exploration of material combinations. Recommended combinations
are highlighted in bold font.

and their combinations that informed our fabrication technique. We present
novel fabrication techniques for rapid iterations and high-fidelity prototyping.
This includes the first technique for fabricating a mutual-capacitance multi-touch
sensor on a commodity ink-jet printer. The printed sensor readily works with off-
the-shelf multi-touch controllers, without requiring fine-tuning of the controller’s
parameters.

5.2.1 Mutual Capacitance Touch Sensing on Skin

A mutual-capacitance-based touch sensor [28] consists of two overlaid layers of
conductors: one with transmit electrodes, and another with receive electrodes.
Both layers are electrically insulated from each other by a dielectric material.
These electrodes are typically arranged in a 2D row-column matrix pattern creat-
ing overlapping intersections, which creates a mutual-capacitance between each
transmitter (i.e. row) and receiver (i.e. column) pairs (Figure 33(b)). The transmit
layer is driven by a weak alternating current (AC) signal, which is received by
the receive electrodes. This received signal can be used to measure changes to the
mutual-capacitance between the relevant row and column. When a human finger
gets close to one of these intersections, the capacitance between the two electrodes
is reduced as the electric field between them is disturbed by the finger, which can
be detected as a touch-down event [132, 565]. Using a time-division multiplexing
scheme [28, 93], multiple simultaneous touchpoints can be detected.

Thus far, it has been unclear how to fabricate a mutual-capacitance-based multi-
touch touch sensor for use on skin, as the sensor needs to adapt to the mechanical,
geometrical, and electro-capacitive aspects of the body.
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Figure 33: (a) Basic electrode design. (b) Layer-by-layer overview of the Multi-Touch Skin
sensor.

Since the Multi-Touch Skin sensor is very thin and worn directly on human
skin, body capacitance effects of the user will manifest as parasitic noise in the
sensor readings. These are hard to control for, as changing grounding conditions,
skin conductivity, and internal body composition all affect the capacitive response
of the body.

For robust functioning on the body, the sensor layout must be modified. This
can be achieved by adding a shielding layer as the bottom-most layer of the
sensor [12, 135, 317, 417] (see Figure 33(b)). This layer acts as a fixed potential
layer. It is fully covered with a conductor, and connected to the ground potential of
the electrical circuitry. As demonstrated by empirical evaluation results presented
in the evaluation section, this effectively masks body capacitive effects from the
sensor measurements.

Hence, the main functional elements of the sensor film are three layers of
conductors, patterned with electrodes and insulated by layers of dielectric material.
Next, we identify suitable materials and fabrication techniques to realize them in
a slim and flexible substrate.

5.2.2 Material Choices and Sensor Design

For our systematic exploration, we selected materials and fabrication techniques
that have been successfully used in previous research on skin-based interfaces
[215, 287, 498, 500].

Conductors: The most commonly used printable conductor is made of silver
particles, which offer high conductivity at the cost of some brittleness. We used sil-
ver ink for ink-jet printing (Mitsubishi NBSIJ-MU01, 0.2Ω/� sheet resistance) and
screen printing (Gwent C2131014D3, 0.1Ω/�). A polymeric conductor (PEDOT-
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based translucent conductor, Gwent C2100629D1) offers better stretchability and
translucency with a lower conductivity (500− 700kΩ/�). Inspired by prior work,
we also used aesthetic gold leaf and conductive carbon ink (Gwent C2130925D1,
15Ω/�).

Dielectric: Prior work has reported successful use of printable dielectric paste
(Gwent D2070209P6) and the slimmer and transparent Resin Binder (Gwent
R2070613P2). In addition, we tested simple PVC films (∼ 7− 15µm and ∼ 30−
40µm).

Base substrates: Temporary tattoo paper (Tattoo Decal Paper) is the slimmest
material for printing used in prior work. In addition, we used transparent PET
film for conductive ink-jet printing (Mitsubishi Paper Mill).

Fabrication technique: We investigated functional screen printing [347], as it is
compatible with many printable materials. We tested conductive inkjet printing
[222] with a commodity Canon IP100 desktop ink-jet printer, as it supports fast
printing. Finally, we used vinyl cutting with gold leaf [215]. For sandwiching the
layers and adhering the tattoo onto the human skin, we used the adhesive that is
supplied with the temporary rub-on tattoo paper.

Table 3 summarizes our observations on functional material combinations. We
started by screen printing a full stack of functional layers on a single substrate,
as proposed in prior work [347, 500]. However, it became apparent that these
approaches either suffer from limited mechanical robustness due to a brittle
dielectric paste that forms cracks on repeated deformations (#1,2), or insufficient
conductivity of the PEDOT conductor for the mutual-capacitance controller chip
(#3).

We, therefore, investigated an alternative fabrication approach. It uses a separate
PVC film as the dielectric. The transmitting, receiving, and shielding electrode
layers are each realized on a separate tattoo paper substrate, and then bonded to
the dielectric film to create a multi-layer sandwich (illustrated in Figure 33(b)).
For visual customization, the sensor can optionally be covered with a printed art
layer. To ensure robust bonding of layers, we recommend using 2-3 layers of tattoo
paper adhesive, rather than just one. The electrode dimensions with exact spacing
parameters are shown in Figure 33(a).

With this approach, we could realize functional sensors for use on skin, using
all three basic fabrication techniques (approaches #4–7 in Table 3). Overall, we
recommend using approach #5 if a slim sensor design has a high priority, while
#6 is the best approach when the speed of fabrication is key. We used these
approaches to realize all prototypes presented in this work.

5.2.2.1 High-fidelity printing

Screen printing is the preferred technique to realize a high-fidelity sensor that
conforms to the user’s skin, as it achieves very thin designs. We recommend
printing silver overlaid with PEDOT: PSS (#5) to increase the robustness of the
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traces compared to silver only (#4). Prior work has shown this bridges the gaps
when tiny cracks form in the silver conductor [500].

With our approach of printing the transmitter, receiver, and shielding electrodes
on separate substrates (as shown in Figure 34, we were able to realize multiple
variations of Multi-Touch Skin sensors, which vary in their thickness and robust-
ness. By choosing the dielectric PVC films of different thicknesses, the sensor can
either be realized in a thinner form factor, which is more conformal to the skin
while being more delicate to handle; or it can be slightly thicker, and hence offer
more mechanical robustness for rapid prototyping.

For our thinnest version, we used the tattoo paper substrate for the emitter,
receiver, and shielding electrode layers. Between each pair of these layers, we
sandwiched a PVC film of ∼ 30µm thickness as a dielectric and insulator. This
results in an overall sensor thickness of ∼ 70 − 80µm. An alternative version
uses a thicker PET film of ∼ 70µm thickness, resulting in an overall thickness of
∼ 150− 160µm. The increase in thickness also eased sandwiching the layers.

Because thin gold leaf (approach #7) is delicate to handle and to manually
apply onto the substrate, fabricating a sensor made of gold leaf takes longer and
electrodes cannot be as small as with printed silver. This decreases the effective
resolution. Prior work reported a minimum size of ∼ 1.4cm for electrodes made
of gold leaves [215], whereas our printed silver electrodes measure 5mm. We,
therefore, recommend this approach only if the aesthetics of the material is a key
requirement.

5.2.2.2 Rapid fabrication using ink-jet printing

The Multi-Touch Skin sensor can be fabricated using a commodity ink-jet printer
and silver ink (#6 in Table 3). This is by far the fastest technique, allowing to print
all layers of the sensors in less than a minute. The sensor is also very robust, as
the ink-jet-printable base substrate is thick (comparable to photo paper). However,
this results in an overall sensor thickness of ∼ 400µm. Figure 35 shows the Multi-
Touch Skin sensor of different thickness levels fabricated using various substrate
materials.

5.2.3 Scalability

Mutual-capacitance sensing offers the advantage of easy scalability. We fabricated
functional Multi-Touch Skin sensors with varying matrix dimensions (3×3, 4×4,
5×5, 6×3, 6×6, 10×6) that fit commonly used areas on the human body, such
as the wrist and the forearm. Based on the touch-controller specification, we
identified an electrode size of 5mm and a gap spacing of 1 mm between the
receiver and transmitter electrodes (Figure 33(a)) to yield robust results [318]. A
controlled evaluation reported in the Evaluation section investigates the scaling
effects and demonstrates the high accuracy of multi-touch sensing.
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FFC Cable Receiver

Transmitter
Shielding

Layer

Conductive
Z-axis Tape

Figure 34: Overview of all the components required for preparing the interfacing the
multi-touch sensor sandwich. The receiver, transmitter, and shielding layers are
screen-printed onto a tattoo paper substrate. Conductive Z-axis tape is used
for connecting the printed routings to a flat flexible cable (FFC) which is used
for interfacing to the touch controller.
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Figure 35: Multi-Touch Skin sensors with varying thickness and materials: (a) thinnest
version of the sensor with tattoo-paper substrates (∼ 70− 80µm; (b) screen-
printed sensor with a thicker PET film as the substrate (∼ 150− 160µm) (c)
ink-jet printed sensor on transparent PET film (∼ 400µm)

5.3 customized form factors

The human body has varied geometric shapes. Conventional rectangular sensor
designs would not fit on those various locations. A multi-touch sensor for use on
the skin should be customizable to various sizes and (non-rectangular) shapes of
the human body. This is not a trivial task for an interaction designer, since the
intricate electrical parameters, such as electrode sizes, spacing, interconnections,
and distributions of the electrodes between layers, would need assistance from
electrical engineering expertise. To the best of our knowledge, prior work has not
yet addressed the question of how to generate a multi-touch sensor layout for a
given target shape. In this section, we introduce an approach for customizing the
shape of mutual-capacitance touch sensors. We then present an interactive design
tool that assists a designer in generating a functional sensor design for the desired
custom shape.

5.3.1 Generating Custom-Shaped Multi-Touch Sensor Designs

Generating a multi-touch sensor design of a given 2D shape can be divided into
two sub-tasks: first, the set of transmitter and receiver electrodes need to be
generated to fit the shape; next, the interconnections between electrodes and an
external connector should be generated.

Our method takes as input: 1. A polygon S defining the desired shape of the
touch-sensitive area. 2. A polygon O defining the outer shape of the full sensor
sheet (in addition to the touch-sensitive area, this includes additional space for
routings and connector area). 3. The desired location of the connector area C in O,
where a flexible flat cable will be attached for interfacing with the micro-controller
(Figure 36 left).
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Figure 36: Screenshot of the design tool. (left) The designer specifies the touch-sensitive
area S (green), the outer shape O of the full sensor sheet (gray) and the desired
location of the connector C (black). (right) The tool generates the multi-touch
sensor and provides the corresponding receiver, transmitter and shielding
layers.

The method is based on the fact that a minimum of two adjacent electrodes
of different types (one transmitter TX and one receiver RX) are required for
mutual-capacitance changes to be sensed. The algorithmic steps of the electrode
generation process can be summarized as follows:

1. A rectangular bounding box S is generated and filled with a rectangular sen-
sor matrix E, using the classical row-column diamond pattern of transmitter
and receiver electrodes [267].

2. For each electrode e in E: If e is fully or partially outside of S, then it is
removed.

3. Flag each remaining electrode e in E with a flag f for future inspection.

4. For each electrode e in E: If e has flag f , then

– For each neighbor electrode e
′

of e:

– If e
′

has opposite type than e (TX vs. RX), then both e and e
′

are
unflagged and move to next e in step 4.

– If e
′

has same type as e (both RX or both TX), then move to next e
′
.

5. For each electrode e in E: If e has flag f , it is removed. This creates the final
electrode set Ē (Figure 36 right).
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Next, we use the A* algorithm [82] to series-connect the transmitting and
receiving electrodes, to form lines and columns, and to wire them to the connector
area. Routing of traces is restricted to the polygon O, to ensure the maximum
sensor dimensions are not exceeded (Figure 36 right). If there is not enough space
for routing on the polygon O, the method fails and marks those electrodes that
could not be routed to; otherwise, it returns the set of electrodes and the routings
for the transmitting and receiving layers of the circuit.

5.3.2 Design Tool

To assist the designer in the sensor design process, we contribute a simple de-
sign tool that supports iterative design. It is implemented as a standalone web
application using the JavaScript svg.js library2 for reading and manipulating SVG
files.

First, the designer uses a vector graphics application of choice to create an SVG
file. It defines the desired contour of the sensor O, the shape of the functional
sensor area S, and the connector placement C, using color-coded polygons.

The tool reads this input file and implements the method described above. It
outputs an SVG file that contains the print layout for all the printable layers.

Our tool has been designed for “suggesting” functional sensors to the designers
rather than identifying the “best” design. We followed the designer-in-the-loop

philosophy for our tool, in which the user can quickly inspect the outcome of
the algorithm and if needed, slightly modify or tweak the shape. If the algorithm
fails, it marks those electrodes in gray that did not fulfill the pre-conditions or
that the A* algorithm could not route to. The designer can then iteratively modify
the sensor shape (O, S, and C) and re-run the algorithm until the result meets
her expectations. The processing time of the algorithm to generate electrodes and
routing varied between 3–8 secs for electrode numbers between 3×3 – 10×10.
Times were recorded on a portable computer (Intel Core i5).

We have successfully used our tool for generating various sensor designs of
non-rectangular shapes, including the functional prototypes of our application
examples (see Figure 37). None of the sensors needed any calibration of the
touch controller even though the lines have different electrical and capacitive
characteristics. This is because mutual capacitance measures effects at the cross-
section of two electrodes, and hence effects of wire length are less influential for
the sizes on the body we are interested in and are normalized by the controller.
Results from our technical evaluation (see Figure 42) support this argument by
showing less than 1mm change in location accuracy from 1×1 to 6×6 electrodes.
This is below the human touch pointing accuracy reported in the literature (1.6mm
[174]).

2 http://svgjs.com/
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Figure 37: Functional sensor prototypes of custom rectangular and non-rectangular
shapes.

5.4 interfacing and data processing

To enable the reader to replicate a functional sensor system, we now present the
implementation details, including the electrical interfacing and data processing
steps.

5.4.0.1 Electrical Interfacing and Data Capturing

The wearable controlling unit includes a Microchip MTCH6303 mutual capacitance
multi-touch sensing chip with the MTCH652 transmit booster and a Raspberry Pi
Zero. MTCH6303 is connected to the Raspberry through USB. The raw mutual
capacitance values are read from the controller using the libUSB library at 100 Hz
as an array of 10-bit unsigned data points representing each electrode cross-point.
Data is then wirelessly transmitted to a desktop computer for further processing
using a WebSocket through a Wifi connection. The dimensions of the wearable
controlling unit are 7× 4× 4 cm (38(c). Its weight is ∼ 60 grams.

5.4.0.2 Connections

Connecting flexible electronics with rigid circuitry, such as a controlling unit, is
always a challenge. Previous work typically used copper tape and jumper wires
for individual point-to-point connections [500]. While this solution works for
smaller matrix sizes (e.g. 3×3), it is difficult to scale to larger ones because of the
large number of individual wires. To realize a more scalable approach, we used a
thin and flexible flat cable (FFC) and connect it to the sensor with 3M conductive
z-axis tape (see Figure 38)(c).

5.4.0.3 Data Processing Pipeline

We implemented a data processing pipeline to extract touchpoints and their
properties (size, angle, etc.) from mutual capacitance data:
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Step 1: Interpolation: Despite the relatively small number of electrodes, the
sensor supports accurate spatial interpolation between cross-points. Microchip
MTCH6303 senses capacitance changes for individual cross-point as continuous
values spanning from 0 to 1024. By normalizing the capacitance and performing
bi-linear interpolation, we create a 10x upscaled, interpolated capacitive image
with continuous intensity values ranging from 0 to 1. For instance, for a sensor
with 6×6 electrodes, the image has 60×60 pixels.

Step 2: Masking and Scaling: To remove noise, we mask the low-intensity pixels
of the image by setting pixels with intensity less than 0.1 (10%) to 0. Then, the
masked image’s intensity values are linearly scaled, so that the maximum intensity
is 1. This increases the contrast of the image, and highlights touch locations.

Step 3: Blob Extraction: The image is then subjected to thresholding to create
a binary image. A pilot study showed that a threshold of (58%) is the most
appropriate. Connected white pixels in this binary image are grouped to form
blobs. Depending on the number of touch contacts, one or multiple blobs are
extracted.

Figure 38(a and b) shows the results of the intermediate steps of the processing
pipeline for several instances of touch input that were captured with a 6× 6 sensor
on the forearm.

5.5 tactile input modalities

Tactile perception on the skin is inherently multimodal. As investigated in prior
work, it affords multiple modes of touch contact, which enable expressive on-body
gestures [499]. In this section, we present the multi-modal sensing capabilities of
Multi-Touch Skin.

Prior work has shown that raw capacitive images can be used to differentiate
between different forms of touch contact, such as various finger angles [394, 519],
pressure [407], through a textile overlay [403], or stemming from other people [157].
Additional modalities have been demonstrated using other sensing principles,
such as acoustic for body parts (finger pad, nail, knuckle) [158] or FTIR-based
optical sensing for pressure [31], yet it remains unclear how they transfer to
capacitive sensing.

The capacitive response of Multi-Touch Skin is likely to differ from conventional
and rigid touch sensors, not only because of the different conductive and dielectric
materials we use, but also because of the effects of body capacitance and the
different mechanical behavior of a sensor that is deployed on soft skin. Hence, we
had to investigate if and how well our sensor can differentiate between multiple
types of touch contact.

We identified a set of 10 tactile modalities that have particularly high relevance
for touch input on human skin (Fig. 39 leftmost columns). Extending beyond
conventional touch contact, it comprises contact with the nail for scratching gestures
[499]. To account for the softness of skin and its inherent tactile feedback, we
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b

Figure 38: Detecting multi-touch input: a) minimum distance between two fingers which
results in two distinct blobs, and the corresponding interpolated capacitive
image and the extracted blobs; b) full finger placed on the sensor; c) the
wearable hardware setup includes a Raspberry Pi Zero, the touch controller
board and the Multi-Touch Skin Sensor.
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differentiate between low pressure and high pressure input for these modalities.
Moreover, our set includes several further variations of touch contact that extend
the gesture space: contact with the knuckle, such as for knocking, with the thumb,
and the full finger. Motivated by the results of [499] and to leverage interaction on
cylindrical body areas, we furthermore included grabbing input, which consists
of wrapping the fingers around the curved sensor. Because many body areas are
covered by clothing, we also investigated touch input through a textile overlay.
Lastly, for collaborative applications, we sought to differentiate between touch
input that originates from the user who is wearing the sensor and touch input
performed by another person.

5.5.1 Classifying Input Modalities

Our classification system builds on the data processing pipeline which was
introduced before. Following the interpolation, masking, and blob extraction
steps, we perform feature extraction and classification on the identified blobs for
recognition of tactile input modalities.

Previous research has identified the size, shape and intensity distribution of
the touch footprint to be important features for classifying the touch modality
[481]. OpenCV defines blobs as an ellipse, with location (ie, x, y coordinates),
major and minor axes, area and the rotation angle. We use the major and minor axis
length of the blob as two features. The area of the blob is a derivative of axes
lengths and thus not considered as an independent feature. As a third feature,
we use the original intensity of the blob location from the interpolated capacitive
image in step 1. Fig 39 (rightmost column) shows average feature values for the
10 modalities (major and minor axis length is normalized for image dimension).
Values shown are averages from one user performing each modality three times
for 500ms, resulting in 150 data samples for each modality. Given the properties
of the extracted features can be highly user-dependent (e.g., blob size), we utilize
a per-user trained multi-class BayesNet machine learning algorithm to classify
the modalities. We used the Weka machine learning library to implement the
classifier.

In order to explore the unique effects of touch input on the flexible sensor on
soft skin, we conducted a pilot study with one participant who performed the 10

tactile modalities in two conditions: while the sensor is attached on the forearm
and while it is resting on a rigid and planar table surface. Qualitative comparison
of the features indicates that the deformability of the sensor surface on human
skin contributes to observable differences in the shape, size, and intensity of
blobs in the capacitive image. For instance, high-pressure touch on the rigid table
yields an elongated blob; the same modality performed on the body results in a
larger and more circular blob. This can be explained by the mechanical behavior
of the soft surface, where the pressure causes the sensor to deform and wrap
around the finger pad. Similarly, we observe a comparatively larger blob from
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nail input on the body compared to the rigid surface. This is also a result of the
sensor wrapping around the nail, as opposed to the smaller nail contact surface
on the rigid table. Another observable effect was apparent in the grab modality.
Geometrical variations of palm and finger joints do not conform to the flat and
rigid table surface, resulting in multiple blobs of smaller sizes. However, the soft
body surface can deform to conform with these geometrical variations and create
one larger blob.

5.6 evaluation

Three key aspects make Multi-Touch Skin different from conventional mutual-
capacitance touch sensors: 1) The sensor is designed to be in constant contact with
the body, 2) the sensor is deformable to fit different geometries on the body, and
3) the sensor needs to be scaled for different body locations. To formally evaluate
the sensor’s functionality with regard to these key differences, we conducted two
controlled technical evaluations. In addition to these two technical evaluations, we
conducted a third evaluation to investigate how well the tactile input modalities
scale across multiple different users.

5.6.1 Study 1: Guarding Against Body Capacitance

Multi-Touch Skin is very thin and worn directly on the body. The body capacitance
of a person can change rapidly and in an unpredictable way. Therefore, it must be
investigated if the shielding layer can effectively guard sensor readings from such
changes.

5.6.1.1 Methodology

We collected mutual-capacitance data for 10 voluntary participants (avg. age : 26.9,
SD = 2.1), with two sensor samples: one with the shielding layer (S1) and one
without (S2). All other electrical and physical properties of S1 and S2 are kept
the same. The sensors were consecutively placed at the same location on the non-
dominant forearm of the participant. To test representative real-world situations,
we collected touch data from each sensor in six different activity conditions that
modified the grounding conditions, external electro-magnetic fields, and involved
various types of physical movement: C1: sitting with forearm resting on the table,
and legs resting on the floor; C2: same as C1 but lifting legs from the floor by ∼20

cm for 10 seconds; C3: same as C1 but with a wooden plank of 10 cm thickness
between the feet and the floor: C4: same as C1 with touching the outside of an
insulated active AC wire with the non-dominant hand; C5: standing on the floor
and walking at a fix location; C6: same as C1 with freely moving the non-dominant
arm to the front and side of the torso. The order of all conditions and the sensors
was counterbalanced.
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Figure 39: Tactile input modalities supported by Multi-Touch Skin. For each input modal-
ity, the interpolated, masked images are generated followed by blob extraction.
Higher-level features such as major axis, minor axis, and intensity levels are
extracted from the blobs and fed to a BayesNet machine learning classifier.
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Figure 40: Signal-to-noise ratio of touch sensing on the body with and without the shield-
ing layer.

For a given sensor and activity condition, the task consisted of repeatedly
touching (5 trials) the sensor with the dominant hand’s index finger for a 1s

interval and releasing it for 1s, as accurately as possible. Audio guidance for touch
events was given by our study software. The participants were free to touch at any
location on the sensor. The mutual capacitance values were recorded for all touch
and no-touch conditions, and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for touch events were
calculated following the method presented in [79].

5.6.1.2 Results

Figure 40 shows the signal-to-noise ratio of the sensors with and without ground
layer for the various activity conditions. In all conditions, the sensor with the
shielding layer achieved a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), with average values
ranging between 52.6 and 31.6. While the results show a decrease in SNR in the
case of body movement (C5 and C6) and external EM noise (C4), all values are
considerably higher than 15, which is the minimum requirement for having robust
touch sensing [79]. In contrast, the sensor without shielding layer had insufficient
SNRs, ranging between 2.4 and 5. A two-way ANOVA confirmed a significant
main effect of shielding (p < 0.001, F = 639.1). Overall, these results show that the
shielding layer effectively shields the influence of body capacitance and ensures
accurate functioning of the body.

5.6.2 Study 2: Flexibility and Scalability

Multi-Touch Skin will be deployed on different curvature conditions on the body
and will need different scales to fit body locations. We set out to investigate how
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Flat (Baseline)

~forearm
Curved (d= 45)

~ wrist
Curved (d= 15)

~ finger

Figure 41: Illustration of the three different curvature conditions evaluated for investi-
gating the flexibility of the sensor. Each of the curvature condition reflects
placement on forearm, wrist and finger respectively.

these conditions affect the spatial accuracy of touch input.

5.6.2.1 Methodology

We conducted a technical evaluation with three curvature conditions and three
sensor sizes (3×3 factorial design) to evaluate the flexibility and scalability of the
sensor. The curvature conditions are informed by the curvature of body locations
that are commonly used for skin interfaces: fully flat state (C1); curved with a
diameter of 45mm to reflect the typical curvature of a human wrist (C2); and
curved with a diameter of 15mm to reflect the typical curvature of a human finger
(as shown in Figure 41. The scalability conditions were chosen to reflect placement
of the sensor on the fingertip (2×2 electrodes with 15×15 mm size), on the wrist
(4×4 electrodes, 30×30 mm), and on the forearm (6×6 electrodes, 45×45 mm).
The flat condition (C1) was chosen as the ground condition to comparatively
assess the potential detrimental effects of curvature.

Testing the sensor with the human body would have created multiple sources
of strong bias that would have been impossible to control: First, prior work has
shown that the human error of touch targeting is 1.6mm [174]. As the expected
accuracy of our sensor is higher, we would have studied human accuracy rather
than the sensor’s accuracy. Second, affixing the sensor on a natural body location
would have made it impossible to control the curvature and angle of contact,
because of continuous variations of curvature and underlying tissue at a given
body location as well as involuntary body movements.

To ensure a controlled experiment setup and to be able to test the sensor’s
accuracy at an mm-scale, we, therefore, opted for a technical study. The sensor
was affixed to a 3D printed flat (C1) or cylindrical object (C2 and C3), while touch
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Figure 42: (a) Spatial accuracy of touch contact for different sensor sizes and curvatures.
(b) The green dots show the locations on the sensor matrix which were used
for evaluating the spatial accuracy.

input was performed with a conductive stylus (diameter 6mm). We verified the
capacitive signal generated by the stylus is similar in intensity to a typical touch
contact of a human finger. To ensure precise and reproducible measurements, we
laser-cut stencils made of transparent acrylic (thickness 3mm) with holes on the
target locations. Touch input was performed inside the holes with the stylus. The
sensor was marked with visual markers for precisely aligning the stencil.

For each curvature condition, we measured the spatial accuracy on the sensor
which reflect scale conditions 2×2, 4×4 and 6×6. We opted for locations that are
farthest from the signal driving lines because this is the location on the sensor that
has the lowest spatial accuracy. For each scale × curvature condition, we tested
three locations that were placed with 2mm distance. The locations are shown in
Figure 42(b). At each of these locations, we captured three trials of two-second-
long touch contact. The touch controller IC samples at 100 fps, resulting in 200

data points per trial.
Overall, this resulted in 3 (curvature conditions) × 3 (scale conditions) × 3

(locations) × 3 (trials) × 2 (seconds) × 100 (fps) = 16,200 data points for our
analysis. For each sample, we calculated the distance between the actual location
and the interpolated location that was calculated from capacitive sensor data.

5.6.2.2 Results

The results are depicted in Figure 42. An ANOVA identified a significant main
effect of curvature (p < 0.001, F = 15.53 ) and of sensor size (p < 0.001, F = 48.39
). Not surprisingly, accuracy is highest in the flat state (avg=0.91mm, SD=0.41)
and lowest in the most deformed state (avg=1.35mm, SD=0.45). Likewise, accuracy
decreases with increasing sensor sizes, averaging between 0.72mm (SD=0.28) for
the 2×2 sensor and 1.49mm (SD=0.29) for the 6×6 sensor. The lowest accuracy we
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measured was 1.83mm, for the largest sensor in the most deformed state. This
demonstrates that the sensors support high-resolution input in all curvature and
scaling conditions. As shown in Figure 42, the smallest sensor has a sub-millimeter
accuracy in all deformation states. This implies it can be used for highly precise
micro-gestures, e.g., when placed on the fingertip or the finger’s side.

To test whether these findings generalize to multi-touch input, we performed an
additional small experiment. We compared the change in the reported locations of
a touch contact when no other finger was touching the sensor and when another
finger was touching the sensor on the same transmitter line or the same receiver
line. We did not see any significant change. This was expected, considering
the sensor is using time-division multiplexing and sequentially measuring the
mutual capacitance at each cross-section. Contrary to self-capacitance sensing, the
effect of a second finger on mutual-capacitance is much lower and thus can be
easily discarded in the filtering phase of processing. Minimum spacing between
touchpoints is hard to formally evaluate (effects of angle, pressure, etc.), but we
can anecdotally report that the sensor detects two distinct blobs at a distance of
∼ 7mm between their centers (shown in Figure 38(a)).

5.6.3 Study 3: Evaluating Tactile Input Modalities

Multi-Touch Skin is very thin and worn directly on the body. The body capacitance
of a person can change rapidly and in an unpredictable way. Therefore, it must be
investigated if the shielding layer can effectively guard sensor readings from such
changes.

5.6.3.1 Methodology

In a third evaluation study, we investigated the classification accuracy of the tactile
modalities. To account for varying body capacitances across users and possible
influences that stem from individual body geometries and skin properties, we
performed a controlled experiment in which the sensor was deployed on human
users.

We recruited 10 participants (5 female, mean age 27.4, SD = 3.5). We used a
6x6 matrix with 45x45 mm dimensions and a 5mm electrode size. The sensor
was affixed using a skin-safe adhesive onto the non-dominant forearm of the
participant. The participants were seated in a chair with their forearm rested
on the desk. The sensor was connected to the Microchip MTCH6303 mutual-
capacitance touch controller with Transmit Booster (MTCH652). For data logging,
the controller was connected to a desktop computer via USB.

Initially, the experimenter calibrated the sensor by adjusting the mutual capaci-
tance threshold values for the user to account for the varying body capacitance
for each user. The participant was informed about the functionality of the sensor
and was asked to try using the sensor by performing some multi-touch input.
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Figure 43: Confusion matrix showing the accuracy of all the input modalities.

For each of the input modalities, there was a training phase and the test phase.
During the training phase, the participant tried performing the input modality.
When s/he felt comfortable performing the input modality, s/he advanced to
the test phase where the data was logged. For each of the input modalities, the
participant performed three trials of 2 seconds long each. The participants could
perform the input at any location on the sensor.

The data was recorded at 100 frames per second, resulting in overall 100 (frames)
x 2 (sec.) x 3 (trials) x 12 (input modalities) x 10 (participants) = 72,000 data points.
The entire study was done with a single sensor. To investigate the effects of
changing body capacitance over time, two of the participants were asked to be
present for a second evaluation after three days, in which they performed the
same tasks. Each session took approximately 30 minutes.

5.6.3.2 Results

Results of our modality classification are shown in Fig. 43. All modalities could
be classified with high accuracy of 97.0% or above.

In order to evaluate the robustness of our classification method over time, we
selected two subjects from the original data set and collected data for all the
modalities after three days from the initial study date. We tested the classification
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forearm wrist

ear palm

Figure 44: Multi-Touch Skin can be customized to multiple body locations. Four different
body locations which were used for deploying Multi-Touch Skin

accuracies of new data against the initial training data set. The results were
comparable and did not produce any significant difference to the initial accuracies.

5.7 application examples

To validate the fabrication approach for customized multi-touch sensor skins and
to illustrate practical application scenarios, we have implemented four interactive
application examples. These demonstrate the flexibility of the fabrication approach
to realize various sensor sizes and shapes that are tailored for use on multiple
body locations.

5.7.1 Multi-Touch Input on the Forearm

The forearm is one of the most prominent body locations which has been explored
in HCI research. We realized a Multi-Touch Skin sensor with a 6×6 matrix of
45×45mm size that can be worn on the forearm (Figure 32(a)). It is used for
expressive gestural input for remote communication. Prior work has identified
expressive ways of skin input for remote communication [499]. The rich mutual-
capacitance data of our sensor matrix now allows for the first time to detect
such expressive gestures in a functional system. In addition to high-resolution
single and multi-contact input, we can make use of the different blob signatures
depending on the way the user touches the sensor. In our application, gestures are
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Remote Communication with Multi-Touch Input on Forearm

Figure 45: Multi-Touch Skin deployed on the forearm can be utilized for expressive remote
communication. In this specific example, a remote user wearing a multi-touch
sensor on his forearm performs a “grasp" gesture (covering his entire sensors
with his hand) to send an invite to his friend for a party.

mapped to meaningful messages at the remote end. For instance, a grab gesture
can be performed by covering the entire sensor with the hand to send a party
invite to a friend as shown in Figure 45.

5.7.2 Multi-Touch EarStrap

Inspired from previous research on ear-based interfaces [281, 498], we fabricated
a Multi-Touch Skin sensor in a non-rectangular form factor that fits behind the
ear. The sensor features a 5×7 grid and has a tapered shape to match the body
location (Figure 32(c)). Extending beyond prior work, it can detect continuous
input along two dimensions and different types of touch contact: The user can
swipe up or down to continuously set the volume. Swiping left and right switches
between tracks as shown in Figure 46. Placing the entire finger flat on the sensor
can pause the music track.

5.7.3 One-Handed Input while Holding an Object

The bottom area of the hand’s inner side is a promising, yet under-explored area
for body-based interaction. It is accessible for multiple fingers, even while holding
a thin object, such as a bag’s handle or a pen. We realized a non-rectangular
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Music Control with Multi-Touch Ear Strap

Figure 46: Multi-Touch Skin deployed on the ear to support quick access to music control.
In this specific scenario, the user can perform a simple vertical and horizontal
swipes to control volume or to switch music tracks.

One-Handed Input with Busy Hands

Figure 47: Multi-Touch Skin deployed on the palm to support quick and always available
input while the hands are busy. In this specific scenario, the user can perform
a multi-finger tap to accept or reject calls.
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Smart Home Control Using Multi-Touch Bracelet

Figure 48: Multi-Touch Skin deployed on the wrist as a bracelet can be deployed in Smart
Home applications. Through the Multi-Touch Bracelet, the user can control the
brightness of the lamp through expressive multi-touch gestures (inset).

Multi-Touch Skin sensor for this body location, designed such that it does not
occlude the palm’s area. It features a 10×6 matrix with 101×65mm in size (Figure
32(d)). In our application, the user can easily accept or reject calls when the hand
is occupied, by tapping with one or two fingers on the sensor (see Figure 47. This
extends the set of interactions for palm-based input [90, 141, 478].

5.7.4 Multi-Touch Bracelet

Previous research realizes touch buttons and single-touch sliders on a watch strap
[367]. We improve by realizing a Multi-Touch Skin sensor for the wrist. The sensor
features a 8×3 matrix and is 77×25mm in size (Fig. 32(b)). In our application,
the user to controls a smart lamp (Philips Hue), interfaced via wifi. The user
can place two fingers around the wrist and rotate to change the color of a light
bulb. Swiping alongside the bracelet with two fingers controls the brightness of
the lamp. Using two contacts instead of only one reduces the likelihood of false
activation.

5.7.5 Eyes-Free Text-Entry on a Fingertip Keyboard

One-handed micro thumb-tip gestures offer new opportunities for fast, subtle,
and always-available interactions especially on devices with limited input space
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(e.g., wearables). Using the thumb-tip for text entry on the index finger has
several unique benefits. First, the text input can be carried out using one hand,
which is important in mobile scenarios, as the other hand can be occupied by a
primary task. Second, the text input can be carried out unobtrusively, which can
be useful in social scenarios, such as in a meeting, where alternative solutions, like
texting on a device (e.g., smartphone or watch) or using speech may be socially
inappropriate or prone to exposing the users’ privacy. Third, the text input can be
carried out without looking at the keyboard (referred to as “eyes-free”). This can
lead to better performance than eyes-on input [561] and save screen real estate for
devices with limited screen space. TipText3 is a one-handed text entry technique
designed for enabling thumb-tip tapping on a miniature fingertip keyboard on
the index finger. TipText features a QWERTY keyboard, familiar to most of today’s
computer users, in a 2×3 grid layout residing invisibly on the first segment of
the index finger. The design of the grid layout was optimized for eyes-free input
by utilizing a spatial model reflecting the users’ natural spatial awareness of key
locations on the index finger. The efforts of learning to type with eyes-free is
largely minimized.

The design of the miniature keyboard was obtained following a series of user
studies and simulations. In the first study, data was collected to understand eyes-
free typing using a thumb-tip keyboard with 26 keys to inform the final keyboard
design. In the next step, we explored the second option, where a keyboard design
incorporates a grid layout. In this layout, keys are larger to facilitate tapping but
smaller in quantity to fit themselves into the same rectangular input space of
the QWERTY keyboard. T9 is an example of this approach. The major challenge
of this approach is to find a keyboard layout that provides an optimal balance
between tapping precision and input ambiguation. Since there are a large number
of possibilities (1,146,484) of dividing the keyboard into a grid and assigning
26 letters to each of the keys in the grid, a software simulation approach was
utilized in which the performance of all the possibilities was compared based on
their theoretical performance. Once this was done, the top three best candidates
were chosen. A second study was conducted to derive a general spatial model
per grid layout. It was then used along with the language model to form a
statistical decoder, which was used in the next simulation test to identify the
most suitable keyboard design. Once the most suitable layout was identified, the
TipText hardware was suitably fabricated for implementing the keyboard layout.
Finally, we conducted another text-entry user study to evaluate the performance
of TipText. We were also interested in measuring how well our keyboard design
worked on a current state-of-the-art micro thumb-tip gesture sensor. The average
speed of TipText was 11.9 WPM but participants were able to achieve 13.3 WPM in

3 This work is based on UIST’19 publication TipText [525] led by Zheer Xu and Pui Chung Wong
from Dartmouth College, USA. I collaborated with HCI researchers from Dartmouth College led
by Prof. Xing-Dong Yang to design and build the minimalistic epidermal touch sensor which was
subsequently used for data collection in the publication.
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the last block during the user study. This is faster than the existing finger-based
one-handed text-entry technique, FingerT9 (5.42 WPM), which uses the entire
body of all four fingers as the input space for a keypad. The performance of
TipText is also comparable with DigiTouch [507], a bimanual text entry technique
using the fingers of both hands (avg. 13 WPM). In the context of mobile scenarios,
TipText has the advantage of freeing the other hand of the user for other tasks, such
as carrying shopping bags. Note that our observation suggested that participants
were able to pick up TipText fast even without seeing a keyboard. This is promising
in the sense that TipText might be a good option for ultra-small devices without
a screen. Our result shows a trend for this speed to continue growing, which
suggests that expert performance could be even higher, warranting a longer-term
study

In the next section, we detail the fabrication and hardware implementation of
TipText.

5.7.5.1 TipText Hardware

We developed an interactive skin overlay for TipText. The thin and flexible device
measures 2.2 ×2.2cm. It contains a printed 3×3 capacitive touch sensor matrix. The
sensor features diamond-shaped electrodes of 5 mm diameter and 6.5mm center-
to-center spacing. Our sensor development went through an iterative approach.
We first developed a prototype using conductive inkjet printing on PET film using
a Canon IP100 desktop ink-jet printer filled with conductive silver nanoparticle
ink (Mitsubishi NBSIJ–MU01) [222]. Once the design was tested and its principled
functionality on the finger pad confirmed, we created a second prototype with
a flexible printed circuit (FPC), which gave us a more reliable reading on sensor
data (Figure 8b). It is 0.025 – 0.125 mm thick and 21.5mm × 27mm wide. Finally,
we developed a highly conformal version on temporary tattoo paper ( 30-50 µm
thick). We screen printed conductive traces using silver ink (Gwent C2130809D5)
overlaid with PEDOT: PSS (Gwent C2100629D1). A layer of resin binder (Gwent
R2070613P2) was printed between the electrode layers to isolate them from each
other. Two layers of temporary tattoos were added to insulate the sensor from the
skin.

The finished sensors were controlled using an Arduino Nano with an MPR121

touch sensing chip. The raw capacitive data from each channel was transmitted at a
frequency of 100Hz. Software that interpolates the electrode data was implemented
in C# based on the algorithm described in the touch controller spec sheet. The
sensor fabricated on the FPC (flexible printed circuit) was used for collecting the
We tested TipText on the FPC and tattoo version and decided to use the FPC
version for our user study due to its mechanical robustness and durability.
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Figure 49: (a) first prototype with PET film; (b) second prototype with FPC (flexible
printed circuit); (c) third prototype on temporary tattoo paper.

Figure 50: (a) first prototype with PET film; (b) second prototype with FPC (flexible
printed circuit); (c) third prototype on temporary tattoo paper.
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5.8 discussion, limitations and future work

Extreme deformations: The evaluation results showed that the sensor accurately
captures touch input despite strong curvature, as it occurs for example on the
finger. If worn on a joint, such as the wrist, local maxima of curvature can extend
beyond this. It remains to be formally investigated to what extent the sensor
can withstand such strong and repeated deformations, and if the functionality
is affected. Anecdotally we can report that we tested the sensor when placed on
the wrist. Despite strong bending, which created a fold on the sensor, it correctly
detected touch input at all areas, except on the fold itself. The fold showed
a unique capacitive signature, which lets us believe that future generations of
sensors might be able to detect their deformation.

Scalability: We have formally evaluated sensor scalability up to a size of 6×6.
This reflects a typical size on many body locations. We have also realized a
functional 10×6 sensor prototype. This is hinting at higher scalability but needs
to be formally evaluated. Technically, the controller we used can support up to
27×18 electrodes. An important limitation of all today’s skin electronics is the
connection between the flexible sensor and the rigid controller. This provides a
practical barrier to upscaling to significantly larger sizes. With the FFC-based
connector, we have presented a novel solution that makes it easier for the HCI
community to connect larger sensors.

Design tool: The design tool is limited in that it only considers full electrodes.
Future versions could also consider placing partial electrodes or having non-
uniform electrode sizes to more closely match the desired sensor’s shape. More-
over, they could optimize the shape of the sensor and the controller placement
to realize a high-quality result without design iterations. Moreover, future imple-
mentations could realize the tool as a plug-in for a vector graphics application, or
even include body scanning [340], to ease design and iterative refinement.

Extended Usage: Our preliminary observations show that Multi-Touch Skin
is robust and is functional over multiple days. This is supported by the fact that
for study 1, we used the same sensor sample for all users; furthermore, in an
informal study, three users wore the sensor on the forearm for half a workday (4-6
h) in an office setting. At the end of the experiment, we also gathered feedback
on the ergonomics of the sensor. The user feedback was positive in general,
highlighting the minimal invasiveness of Multi-Touch Skin. For instance, one of
the participants stated: "The sensor is really thin, fits onto the skin and I cannot
feel it doing my everyday tasks (P1)". These anecdotal findings show the potential
of Multi-Touch Skin for using it on a daily basis. However, a more extensive
"in-the-wild" investigation is required to properly understand the usability and
functionality of the sensor under extended physical activities.

Accidental Input: One of the common problems of the on-skin touch input
is accidental input which creates false activations. This can be a problem for
Multi-Touch Skin as well. From our tests and evaluation, Multi-Touch Skin does
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not get activated when there is a thick textile overlay, e.g. the sleeve of a sweater.
Apart from this, the higher resolution of the sensor enables the designers to
design advanced unlocking gestures which can resist false activation, which is not
possible with a single electrode, self-capacitance-based touch buttons. Another
approach to reduce or eliminate accidental input is to perform a longitudinal
study to investigate the commonly occurring gestures in daily life and design a
gesture set that avoids those.

5.9 conclusion

This chapter presented Multi-Touch Skin, the first high-resolution multi-touch
sensor for the body based on the principle of mutual capacitance sensing. Multi-
Touch Skin is thin, flexible, and adapts to the deformable geometries of the
body. A fixed potential layer added to the Multi-Touch Skin sensor makes it
robust to the electro-capacitive effects of the body and makes it functional when
applied to the body. Through systematic material exploration, we present multiple
fabrication techniques for realizing multi-touch sensor matrices that function on
the human body. To support the unique interaction affordances provided by the
body, Multi-Touch Skin enables a wide range of tactile input modalities such as
multi-touch, nail input, knuckle, thumb, pressure input, full-finger, and grasp
input. We also presented the first computational design approach for fabricating
epidermal devices. The design tool presented in this chapter assists the designer
to generate multi-touch sensor designs of non-rectangular shapes. The design tool
abstracts the lower-level electrode design from the higher-level design objectives
reducing the expertise required for designing custom multi-touch sensors.

Three evaluation studies have been conducted to investigate the performance
aspects of Multi-Touch Skin: 1) Evaluate the performance of the shielding layer in
filtering the electro-capacitive effects of the body. This experiment was performed
under six different grounding conditions 2) A second experiment was conducted
to investigate the scaling and the flexibility aspects of the sensor. The spatial
accuracy of the sensor was measured in three different curvature conditions, and
3) In the third experiment, the recognition of tactile input modalities was studied
with ten participants. Results from these experiments show that Multi-Touch Skin
sensors can achieve high-touch SNRs in varying grounding conditions. The spatial
accuracy of the sensors is also very high indicating that these can be utilized for
high-resolution touch input. Finally, with a high recognition accuracy of ∼97%,
the sensor can successfully sensor ten different tactile modalities.

Taken together, Part 2 (Chapters 4 and 5) of this thesis has shown that Epidermal
Devices can enable rich on-body interaction. The fabrication techniques presented
in these chapters rely on simple lab equipment. Through a systematic exploration
of functional materials, we provide fabrication recommendations for realizing
these devices. These chapters also highlight the balance and trade-offs that need to
be maintained between a high degree of skin conformality, mechanical robustness,
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and the requirements of the desired application. SkinMarks devices are highly skin-
conformal but do not possess a high level of mechanical robustness, while Multi-
Touch Skin can be fabricated with multiple levels of mechanical robustness. The
devices also possess higher levels of flexural rigidity in comparison to SkinMarks
devices owing to the multiple layers of sensor sandwich(transmitter, receiver, and
dielectric layers) that need to be fabricated. These observations are inline with
the recommendations from Chapter 3 which highlights the trade-offs that are
influenced by multiple factors such as the device type, desired skin conformality,
and mechanical robustness.

One crucial advantage of epidermal devices is that they are in close contact with
the body. Hence apart from serving as rich media for interaction, they can also be
utilized for sensing vital bio-signals from our body. The next part of this thesis
(Chapters 6 and 7) shows how epidermal devices can be designed and fabricated
for sensing bio-signals from our bodies.



Part III

Part Three - Epidermal Devices for

Physiological Sensing
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6
R A P I D FA B R I C AT I O N O F S K I N - C O N F O R M A L
P H Y S I O L O G I C A L I N T E R FA C E S

Physiological sensors are recently receiving increasing attention in the broad field
of computing. While long used in areas related to health and rehabilitation [363],
we are now witnessing an impressive array of new applications in interactive
computing [36, 83, 121]. For instance, surface electromyography (sEMG) allows
for detecting gestural input using unobtrusive wearable hardware [329, 405]. Con-
tinuous monitoring of electrocardiogram (ECG) signals informs athletes about
their performance [167] and monitoring of electrodermal activity (EDA) enhances
computer-mediated emotional communication [29, 36, 121, 402]. In parallel, ac-
cessible hardware platforms and toolkits make it easier than ever to implement
interactive systems that include physiological sensing [1, 11, 325, 424, 434].

Despite these advances, designers seeking to develop new applications are
confronted with serious restrictions at the level of the computer-body interface:
commercial gel-based electrodes are non-conformal, problematic at locations that
deform, and neither ergonomic nor aesthetic to wear during everyday activities.
The materials community has contributed several devices that are ultra-thin and
can sense multiple physiological modalities [105, 239]. However, these devices
require complex fabrication processes and advanced lab equipment, which are
typically inaccessible outside of specialized labs. These advanced fabrication
techniques also require expertise and domain knowledge in multiple disciplines
(materials science, biomedical engineering) which can make it even harder for
designers, practitioners, and makers in realizing custom physiological sensing
solutions.

To address this problem, we present PhysioSkin1. We demonstrate that es-
tablished digital fabrication techniques support printing customized electro-
physiological sensor patches with advanced material properties that allow for
accurately capturing EMG, ECG, and EDA signals. These patches readily work
with off-the-shelf commodity physiological sensing toolkits (e.g. Sparkfun, Olimex,

1 This chapter is based on [338]. As the first author, I led the conceptual design, development
of design, and fabrication process for realizing the electro-physiological sensors, performed the
literature survey to identify the design recommendations, conducted the technical experiments,
and realized the application scenarios. Dr. Arshad Khan helped in setting up the conductive
inkjet printer, helped in fabricating the devices, and in shooting the video along with student
assistant Muhammad Hamid. Dr. Klaus Kruttwig prepared the soft skin adhesives that were
used in the experiments and the application scenarios. My advisor Jürgen Steimle advised me
on the conceptual design, fabrication, evaluation, and applications. He further contributed to the
structure and writing of the publication.
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Figure 51: (a) PhysioSkin enables digital fabrication of custom electro-physiological sens-
ing patches for monitoring EMG, ECG and EDA. (b) A custom made skin-
conformal sensor. (c) A fitness tracking sportswear tracks heart rate and muscle
movements. (d) Raw signal of the heart rate recorded from a temporary tattoo.

Seeed Studio), eliminating the need for building custom PCBs and offering a rapid
end-to-end pipeline for electro-physiological sensing.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

1. We show that the digital fabrication of skin-conformal physiological sensing
patches with advanced material properties is possible within 5-20 minutes, us-
ing a desktop inkjet printer and simple lab equipment. Through a systematic
exploration of materials, functional inks, and skin adhesive materials, we present
multiple fabrication approaches for sensors of customized thickness, stretchability,
durability, and reusability. These realized sensors are integrated into ultra-thin
temporary tattoos (∼ 1µm), in stretchable TPU and PDMS materials, and textiles.
Our sensors contain dry electrodes and are orders of magnitude thinner than
current off-the-shelf gel-based electrodes.

2. Technical evaluation results demonstrate that sensors fabricated using these
techniques achieve high a signal-to-noise ratio for EMG and ECG signals and a
high Pearson correlation coefficient(with respect to commercial gel-based elec-
trodes) for EDA signals.

3. We show how sensing of multiple electro-physiological modalities (sEMG, ECG
and EDA) can be integrated in a single patch. We furthermore demonstrate how
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to integrate electro-physiological sensing with user interface controls for touch
input.

4. Informed from the literature in biomedical engineering, we compile coherent
design recommendations for the design of electrodes for each of the modalities to
pick up high-quality signals.

5. We demonstrate the practical feasibility and versatility of our approach by
implementing three example applications: a textile vest for fitness tracking, a
temporary tattoo for heart rate monitoring, and a PDMS-based patch for arousal
logging in virtual reality environments.

6.1 recommendations for digital design

The electro-physiological sensors investigated in this chapter work by capturing
electrical biosignals with electrodes on the human skin. A prerequisite for cap-
turing high-quality biosignals is to place electrodes at carefully chosen locations.
Our approach allows the designer to define these in a digital design, made in any
2D vector graphics application. In contrast to manually placing electrodes on the
body, the digital design offers both precise control and replicability.

Surface electromyography (sEMG) records muscle activity by reading the elec-
trical potential generated by muscle cells, using two electrodes per muscle and an
additional reference electrode. Electrocardiography (ECG) records the electrical
activity of the heart which, amongst others, allows to identify heart rate. While
it commonly involves 12 electrodes, a smaller number (3 in our implementation)
is viable. Electrodermal activity (EDA) captures skin conductance, which varies
with the state of sweat glands, and uses at least two electrodes.

Here we present a set of coherent design guidelines for the electrode design
that we have compiled from the body of literature. Critical design choices relate
to the size, location, and arrangement of electrodes:

6.1.0.1 Electrode Size

The contact area of the electrode influences the quality of the signal. For EMG
signal acquisition, the electrodes should have a minimum surface area of 50mm2

and a diameter of less than 10 mm [163, 315, 566]. For ECG, most prior research
has typically designed electrodes in the range of 5–10 mm diameter [381, 382, 389].
For EDA signal acquisition, the recommended surface area is 1.0 cm2 [109]. We
therefore select our electrodes sizes to be 10 mm diameter for EMG and ECG, and
12 mm diameter (∼1.08cm2 area) for EDA electrodes.

6.1.0.2 Location of Electrodes

For EMG signals, the electrodes need to be placed on the muscle whose movement
is to be captured.
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For ECG measurements, electrodes are typically placed using the standard
12-electrode placement [198] or based on Einthoven’s triangle arrangement [99].
However, alternate placement strategies near both wrists and the forearm have
also been suggested [74, 101, 530]. Our approach is based on prior work which
designed 3-electrode ECG devices on the forearm [2, 101, 152, 530]. This involves
placing two electrodes on the forearm and the third electrode away from these
measurement electrodes.

Since EDA electrodes measure the activity of sweat glands, they should be
placed at locations that have a high density of sweat glands. The typical recom-
mended locations are fingertips, palm (thenar and hypo-thenar eminence), foot
sole and forehead [43, 109]. However, prior work has also investigated the EDA
response at various other locations on the body [97], which suggests that other
locations such as the forearm and wrist can deliver satisfactory performance, too.

6.1.0.3 Inter-Electrode Distance

The distance between the measuring electrodes plays a vital role in signal acquisi-
tion. For EMG, the two measuring electrodes should be placed along the direction
of the muscle. Their recommended distance depends on how deep the muscle is
present beneath the skin. For muscles present on the surface, the recommended
inter-electrode distance is 25 mm; for deeper muscles, the distance is 40-50 mm
[26, 314, 566]. For ECG measurements, we used inter-electrode distances from
prior work [530], where the electrodes were placed around the arm with a distance
interval of 3cm. For EDA measurements an inter-electrode distance of 5–6 cm has
been successfully used in the previous literature [10, 97].

6.2 fabrication

The unique requirement for the fabrication of electro-physiological sensors is the
need for low-impedance skin-contacting electrodes. This is in contrast with prior
work which contributed on-skin touch sensors [215, 341, 500]. To elaborate, for
on-skin touch sensing, the touch electrodes need to be well insulated and shielded
from the human skin. This ensures that there is lesser noise resulting from the
human body’s electro-capacitive effects. On the contrary, for physiological sensing,
the electrode needs to have tight low-impedance contact to pick up the bio-signals.
This adds challenges, most centrally at the level of electrode materials and skin
adhesives, requiring different fabrication strategies.

Commercial solutions typically use electrodes covered by conductive wet gel to
improve the electrical contact; however, this makes the practical handling difficult
and increases a device’s thickness. Our solution uses more practical dry electrodes
that we print in custom arrangements using conductive silver ink. The conformal
nature of the substrates coupled with ultra-thin conductive traces ensures that the
electrodes can successfully capture various bio-signals.
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Substrate Conductor Insulation Skin-Contact Thickness Time

PET Silver 
Nanoparticle

Transparent 
Scotch Tape

SSA [250-300] μm [5-10] 
mins

Substrate Conductor Insulation Skin-Contact Thickness Time

Tattoo Paper Silver + 
PEDOT:PSS

PVP Tattoo 
Adhesive

~1 μm [10-15] 
mins

TPU Silver + 
PEDOT:PSS

PVP SSA [50-300] μm [10-15] 
mins

PDMS Silver + 
PEDOT:PSS

PVP SSA Custom 
Thickness
[50-300] μm

[10-15] 
mins

Textile Transfer 
Film

Silver PVP Form-Fitting 
Garment

[1-3] μm [25-35] 
mins

Instant Inkjet Printing

Soft Inkjet Printing

Figure 52: Overview of fabrication options with Soft inkjet and Instant inkjet printing.

Leveraging on the ease and rapidity of inkjet printing, our fabrication approach
builds on printing conductive traces with a desktop inkjet printer, as previously
presented by Kawahara et al. [222] and Khan et al. [225]. We contribute a systematic
exploration of substrate materials, insulation mechanisms, and adhesion schemes,
demonstrating for the first time that desktop inkjet fabrication can realize sensors
for various electro-physiological modalities using various materials. This opens
up a design space of customized levels of device thickness, elasticity, robustness,
and fabrication speed. Figure 52 shows a comparative overview of all substrates
and the associated compatible materials. We now present these different options.

Ultra-thin temporary tattoo sensor: Ultra-thin devices (∼3–4µm) are realized
by printing on commercial tattoo decal paper (SUNNYSCOPA, Printable Tempo-
rary Tattoo Paper for Laser Printer). Using the technique presented by Khan et
al. [225], a layer with electrodes and connecting traces is printed using silver nano-
particle ink and heat cured. Optionally, three layers of PEDOT: PSS conductive
polymer using the same design can be printed first to enhance the mechanical
robustness of the brittle metallic layer. Silver traces, but not electrodes, are then
insulated by printing 5 layers of PVP (Polyvinylphenol, Mw = 11,000 g/mol) on
top. The layers are thermally cured, as indicated in [225]. A sheet of skin adhesive
film (SUNNYSCOPA) is laser cut to leave electrode locations uncovered and then
bonded onto the printed tattoo sheet. The sandwich can then be transferred onto
the skin.
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Stretchable re-usable sensor using TPU or PDMS: While a tattoo device offers
prime skin compatibility, it only supports one-time use. By using thicker elastic
materials, superior robustness can be achieved while allowing for removing and
reapplying the device. TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane) substrate (∼50µm thick,
6.5 MPa) has high elasticity. Using the technique from [225], we print silver
nanoparticle ink on TPU with added 5 layers of PVP providing the insulation. The
patch can be bonded to the skin using skin adhesive film. Alternatively, one can
use Soft Skin Adhesive (SSA) (MG-7-1010, Dow Corning), offering the benefit of
applying and re-applying the patches multiple times.

Alternatively, PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) offers similar mechanical
properties. It is a substrate that has been extensively used for developing a wide
range of epidermal devices, across disciplines. It offers great skin compatibility
and can be commercially acquired or self-fabricated in custom thickness and
stretchability [332]. We cast a custom PDMS film (∼40µm thick, ∼2.7 MPa) using
a doctor blade. Similar to TPU, the designs can be printed with conductive inks
and applied to the skin. However, as PDMS is hydrophobic a plasma treatment
is required before printing on the substrate. For bonding to the skin, we used a
layer of SSA as a border dressing. PVP is used for insulation.

Textile-integrated sensor: We demonstrate that printing can realize functional
skin-contacting electrodes that are seamlessly integrated on a textile. Informed
by [225], we use commercial textile transfer film (SKULLPAPER, Premium Textile
Transfer Film) and print electrodes and electrical connections using silver. The
electrical connections are insulated by printing 5-6 layers of PVP. We create a
negative mask of the design and laser-cut the textile transfer film after printing.
This ensures that only the electrodes and traces are transferred onto the textile,
leaving all other parts of the textile unaltered. Using an iron, the film is then
heat-transferred onto the textile. We recommend this fabrication approach for
tight-fitting garments (e.g., bodysuits, sportswear), which ensure tight contact of
the electrode with the skin.

Ultra-rapid fabrication with PET film: The last approach supports very rapid
fabrication while sacrificing thin and elastic properties. This can be an acceptable
trade-off for low-fidelity prototypes during early design stages. The technique uses
sinter-free silver-nanoparticle ink, avoiding the need to thermally cure samples,
as introduced in [222]. We print on PET film (∼250µm, 2.5 GPa). For electrically
insulating conductive traces from the skin, we cover them using transparent scotch
tape (∼50 µm), while leaving the printed electrodes exposed. The printed sheet is
adhered to the skin using SSA.

6.2.1 Hardware and Interfacing

We used-off-the shelf commercially available prototyping hardware for controlling
our sensors. Olimex EMG/ECG Arduino shields [413] were used for EMG sensing.
However, we can anecdotally report that our sensors worked with EMG boards
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Figure 53: Conformal skin contact made by the electrodes fabricated on all the substrates.
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from other manufacturers as well (Seeed Studio, Groove EMG detector [433]).
Sparkfun single lead hardware monitor [424] was used for heart rate/ECG signal
acquisition. For EDA monitoring, we used Grove GSR sensor [434]. Data is
transmitted wirelessly from the Arduino to a laptop computer using Bluetooth
low energy. A python script reads the data and offers a web server streaming
interface. While our overall hardware setup can be miniaturized using a custom
PCB, our goal was to ensure that the PhysioSkin overlays work with off-the-shelf
hardware which is easily accessible.

Connections between the sensor patch and the controller hardware are realized
using FPC connectors, to ensure a slim and compact design. The FPC connector is
bonded to the printed circuit using conductive z-axis tape (Adafruit). Alternatively,
connections can be realized using simple copper tape in prototypes that use only
a few electrodes.

6.3 accuracy of electro-physiological sensing

To understand how well each of these substrate materials monitors bio-signals, we
conducted a detailed technical evaluation, with commercial gel-based electrodes
as the baseline.

6.3.1 Method

Fabrication approach: We realized one device for each of the fabrication approaches:
Tattoo decal paper, PVP, PDMS, textile, PET. The device was bonded to the
participant’s skin using the respective type of adhesive described above. For
the baseline measurements, we used commercial gel-based electrodes (H124SG
Covidien).

Sensing modalities: We tested all three modalities: sEMG, ECG, and EDA. For
sEMG, the electrodes were placed on the Flexor Carpi Radialis muscle of the dom-
inant arm. We chose this muscle since it aids in the wrist movement (flexion) [120].
ECG was measured with electrodes on the chest following Einthoven’s triangle
schematic [99]. The EDA electrodes were placed on the thenar and hypothenar
eminence of the dominant hand since this region has a high density of sweat
glands [109]. For each combination of modality and substrate, we fabricated sepa-
rate devices. A device contained 3 electrodes for EMG and ECG sensing and 2

electrodes for EDA. The two measuring electrodes for EMG were on the muscle
line, while the third reference electrode was placed on the posterior side of the
forearm.

Task: The participants were seated in a comfortable position throughout the
entire experiment. For EMG signal acquisition, the participant was asked to
perform wrist flexion movement (bending the hand at the wrist such that the palm
faces the arm) in a comfortable manner, like in prior work [404]. The movement
was repeated five times. For ECG signal acquisition, the participant was at rest,
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with the hands on the table, while a desktop computer logged the data for 300

seconds. For EDA, the participant underwent a Stroop Color Test [432, 442]. This
test has been used in prior work for assessing EDA response. In brief, cognitive
stimuli are presented to the subject through the use of words of different colors
which are either conflicting (word and color of text are different, i.e., "blue" is
written in green color) and non-conflicting (word and color of text are the same).
The participant is required to state the color of the word and not read the text.
The task consisted of three cycles of 1 min. rest period followed by a Stroop test.
This was followed by a final 1 min. rest period. The overall experiment for EDA
data collection took 9-12 minutes.

We recruited 8 participants (3 f., mean: 28.5y). The experiment took 90–120

minutes per participant. The order of Fabrication approach and Sensing modal-
ities were counterbalanced. The data for each of the modalities was sampled
at 250Hz. Overall we had 8 (participants) × 6 (fabrication approach) × 3

(sensing modalities) = 144 sets of measurements.

6.3.2 Analysis

For EMG signals, we calculated the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) using a double-
threshold detector as stated in prior work [4]:

SNR = 10 ∗ log(
σ2

s

σ2
n
− 1) (3)

where σ2
s and σ2

n are the variances of the ON and OFF states, respectively. The ON
state refers to the window where the muscle activity has happened while the OFF
state refers to the window where there was no activity.

The signal-to-noise ratio for ECG can be calculated as follows [101]:

SNR =
(QRS)ECGp−p

(T − P)noisep−p
(4)

where ECGp−p is peak-to-peak ECG QRS amplitude and noisep−p is peak-to-peak
noise amplitude from T-P interval.

For the EDA response, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient of
each fabrication approach with respect to the baseline condition, based on prior
work [143].

6.3.3 Results

Overall, our results show that all fabrication approaches realized devices that can
reliably capture bio-signals, with tattoo paper substrates performing the best of
all fabrication approaches for all modalities. This can be explained by the fact that
it has the lowest flexural rigidity of all materials used (∼ 10-9Nm).
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6.3.4 SNR of EMG Signals

It is interesting to note that all devices can accurately capture EMG signals. The
minimum required SNR for obtaining good EMG measurements was reported to
be 20 dB [40]. All our devices achieve SNRs that are considerably higher. PET is
lowest (mean:15.36, SD = 1.81), while Tattoo and TPU come close to commercial
wet-gel electrodes. This is impressive considering our devices use dry electrodes.
The raw signals for each of the substrate conditions are shown in Figure 54(a).
The calculated SNR levels for all the participants are shown in Figure 54(b).

6.3.5 SNR of EDA Signals

For EDA signals, the tattoo substrate achieves a high correlation and lowest devia-
tion (mean: 0.95, SD: 0.01), again coming close to commercial wet-gel electrodes.
TPU, PDMS and Textile follow with means close to 0.9, while PET shows the least
good result (mean: 0.76, sd=0.03) as shown in Figure 55(b).

6.3.6 SNR of ECG Signals

For ECG signals, the mean average SNR for commercial wet-gel electrodes was
7.45 dB while tattoo-based electrodes had a mean SNR of 6.31 dB. Figure 56(a)
shows the smoothed ECG signal after applying Hanning window (n =11). This
result is comparable to prior work contributed in the materials community [105].
This suggests that PhysioSkin electrodes can produce meaningful ECG recordings.
TPU, Textile, and PDMS follow shortly after, with mean average SNRs between 5.5
and 5.8 dB. As can be seen in Figure 56(b), the captured signal allows to clearly
identify heart rate variability. PET has a considerably lower SNR. As evidenced in
the plot, the signal cannot be accurately captured with PET. It is to be noted that
all these measurements, including those taken with commercial wet-gel electrodes,
are not suitable for clinical recordings, since the minimum required SNR for
clinical ECG recordings is 20 dB [164]. This would require clinical-grade electrode
placement and measuring equipment, which is outside the scope of this work.

6.4 example applications

6.4.1 Fitness Tracking Sportswear

To demonstrate rapid integration of multi-modal sensing in textiles, we imple-
mented a custom sports vest that can track muscle movements and heart rate
during exercising (see Fig. 57 and Figure 51 (c) ). It uses embedded, conformal tex-
tile electrodes and circuitry that is printed and iron-transferred using the method
presented above. Locations on the vest were selected such that the electrodes
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Figure 54: (a) Raw EMG signals for each of the six substrate conditions. (b) SNR levels
for each of the conditions calculated for all the participants. Error bars indicate
standard deviation.
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ECG

EMG

EMG

Figure 57: A fitness tracking vest with electrodes for EMG and ECG sensing.

can have good electrical contact with the body. We chose two muscles for EMG
monitoring: Biceps Brachii and the anterior part of the Deltoid muscle. The elec-
trodes were placed based on the recommendations from prior work [163]. Three
electrodes for ECG monitoring were placed near the chest. They are connected to
an Arduino using standard copper cables. Once the digital design was made, the
overall fabrication took approximately 15–20 minutes.

6.4.2 Interactive Heart Rate Sensing Tattoo

To demonstrate ultra-thin form factors and the ease of integrating input controls,
we designed and fabricated a temporary tattoo that can monitor the heart rate
activity (Fig. 51 (d)). It further offers two embedded touch sensors for user input.
One button is used for emotional communication purposes, allowing one to send
one’s live heartbeat to a remote loved one. A second button offers privacy options,
for turning the sensor on or off. Fabrication took approximately 25-30 minutes
(including ∼ 20mins of heat curing).

6.4.3 Arousal Logging in Virtual Reality Interaction

Prior work [36] suggested using ECG and EDA to sense emotional arousal and
identify the magnitude of the emotional response in immersive VR environments.
To realize this approach in a skin-conformal form factor, we implemented a PDMS-
based device that can track ECG and the EDA on the forearm. A PDMS-based
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device was fabricated based on the method described previously. The entire
procedure took approximately 30–35 minutes. In our application, we developed
a 360°video viewer which logs the ECG and EDA data while participants are
watching the video. This could be utilized for analyzing the arousal patterns.

6.5 discussion, limitations and future work

EMG Signal Interpretation: The SNR gives a direct correlation with how well
the electrodes can pick up muscle activity. From practicality aspect, prior work
in biomedical engineering has recommended [40, 283] that a SNR > 20dB is
recommended for detecting precise muscle activations while machine-learning
based techniques need to be utilized for signals with lower SNRs( >8 dB) [283].
These findings have been confirmed for hand gesture classification, showing a
96% accuracy with 20dB SNR for 7 gestures (1 rest and 6 gestures) using only 4

features[368]. The much higher SNRs identified in our evaluation for all substrate
materials (except PET) show that the EMG signals carry enough information for
reliable use, e.g., in gesture recognition.

Body Locations: The quality of the signals is dependent on the body locations.
In our applications examples, we have deployed the sensors at different body
locations. However, the location should be chosen based on the quality of the
desired signal. For example, the forearm and wrist are not the most ideal locations
for ECG monitoring which results in a noisy ECG signal, however, the heart
rate variability can still be detected from the signal due to the QRS peak. For a
clean ECG signal with distinguishable PQRST wave, we recommend placing the
electrodes near the chest, as in our textile application case.

No clinical-grade monitoring: We use hardware from commercial rapid proto-
typing kits for acquiring bio-signals, rather than clinical-grade hardware and
materials. Our approach should not be used for clinical-grade monitoring. How-
ever, our sensors can be useful for interface designers and hobbyists for quickly
prototyping custom physiological sensing solutions for entertainment computing,
gesture sensing, or fitness tracking. Additionally, switching to medical-grade
PDMS, can enable further designs and improve bio-compatibility. Future work
could address the replacement of plasma treatment since it can alter the properties
of the material and is not easily available.

Scalability: The scalability of our approach depends on the number of analog
pins on the microcontroller and the size available for electrodes on the patch. We
used a maximum of 5 channels and an A4-size printer.

Durability: All our substrates (except Tattoo) support usage multiple times.
If the SSA adhesive is used, the patches can be easily applied and re-applied
without causing pain or remove of body hairs. SSA is water-proof and can provide
good adhesion for long periods. Of note, the patches used during our evaluation
remained functional even after multiple days and repeated use on multiple users.
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We can anecdotally report that the textile sensors can withstand multiple washing
cycles; a formal study is left for future work.

Extending to other Modalities: Our results show that the electrodes can capture
bio-signals when in contact with the body. We, therefore, believe that our approach
should be scalable to further electro-physiological modalities e.g. EOG and EEG,
which should be investigated in future work.

6.6 conclusion

This chapter presented a digital fabrication approach for realizing electro physio-
logical sensors. With a systematic exploration of materials, functional inks, and
adhesives, we demonstrated that custom physiological sensors can be rapidly
realized. Informed from the literature we presented a set of design recommenda-
tions that can guide designers to realize functional physiological sensing patches.
We contributed a comprehensive evaluation across various material substrates,
which shows that PhysioSkin devices can capture high-quality bio-signals,and
demonstrate working implementations.

While the design recommendations that this chapter provides inform the design
of multi-modal electro-physiological sensors, it is still not a trivial task to de-
sign sensor layouts encapsulating electrodes that can capture multiple bio-signal
modalities. One key requirement for high-quality signal acquisition is the precise
placement of measurement electrodes on the body. Precisely placing the electrodes
is not trivial and is challenging for novice designers and for experts who have to
rely on multiple years of experience. This chapter majorly discussed the design
recommendations and the fabrication strategies for realizing electro-physiological
sensors. In the next chapter, we will present a computational design and optimiza-
tion approach to automatically create electro-physiological sensor layouts that can
capture multiple bio-signal modalities.
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C O M P U TAT I O N A L D E S I G N A N D O P T I M I Z AT I O N O F
E L E C T R O - P H Y S I O L O G I C A L S E N S O R S

The Previous chapter presented PhysioSkin, a rapid fabrication technique for real-
izing skin-conformal electro-physiological sensors. In addition to these techniques,
electro-physiological sensing has received a lot of attention in multiple disciplines
such as materials science [105, 195, 297], biomedical engineering [494, 538], and
more recently in HCI [36, 48, 338].

However, designing sensor layouts for optimal acquisition of electro-physiological
signals remains a hard problem, which currently limits a more widespread de-
ployment of this technology. The exact placement of the sensing electrodes on
the user’s body is critically important for acquiring high-quality signals [522], as
the quality of these signals often changes drastically even with small variations
in the placement. Moreover, each bio-signal poses unique requirements on valid
body locations and electrode arrangements. These locations can further depend
on an individual’s anatomical proportions and hence differ across users [566].
This task is even more demanding if multiple bio-signals are to be captured using
one device. The current state-of-the-art is designing an electrode layout manually,
using iterative trial-and-error by following a set of heuristic guidelines [163, 566].
This manual approach is time-consuming and requires extensive domain expertise.
Even with expert skills, electrode placements are known to be error prone [502].
Moreover, one of the key requirements for ergonomic wearability is a compact
device form factor. At the same time, the device should be capable of acquiring
signals with high quality. A good design solution should optimally trade-off be-
tween such conflicting design goals. Yet, manually finding such optimal trade-offs
is typically not feasible, due to the complex interplay of many parameters.

We propose a computational design approach to tackle this problem (see
Figure 58)1. It automates the design of electrode layouts for epidermal electro-
physiological sensors that can sense bio-signals of one or multiple modalities.

1 This chapter is based on a recent journal article that has been accepted for publication at Nature
Communications [337]. As the lead author, I contributed to the development of the concept,
development of the integrated model, designed and implemented the interactive optimizer,
designed, conducted, and analyzed the empirical experiments, fabricated the sensor samples,
designed and developed the applications, and wrote the manuscript. Andreas Karrenbauer
contributed to designing and formalizing the integrated model, the optimizer algorithm, and
in writing the manuscript. Arshad Khan contributed to the fabrication of sensor samples and
helped in data collection while running the application examples. Tobias Kraus contributed to
the development of the concept and structure of the paper, contributed to the development
of the empirical experiments and fabrication methods and to the empirical analysis, provided
critical input to the project, and contributed to writing the manuscript. My advisor Jürgen Steimle
conceived the overall concept, advised me in conceptualizing and designing the software tool,
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It achieves two main goals: firstly, optimized sensor designs in compact form
factors can be designed for supporting wearability and mobility, secondly, designs
encapsulating electrodes that can measure multiple bio-signal modalities can be
rapidly realized taking into account multiple constraints. Based on the desired
application, designs can be optimized not only for an individual user’s body
but also for conflicting parameters such as signal quality and device footprint.
An interactive design tool assists the user in easily specifying desired proper-
ties and aids in the rapid iterative design of multi-modal electrode layouts. To
validate this approach, an optimization scheme has been designed and imple-
mented for generating multi-modal electrode layouts, comprising three modalities:
electromyography (EMG), electro-dermal activity (EDA), and electrocardiogram
(ECG). The optimizer has been conceived by formulating the electrode layout
design process as a geometrical optimization problem.

Optimization techniques using physics-based models have been successfully
employed for optimizing device designs in prior work, such as the design of
actuators [440], mechanical robots [76], and optimized meta-materials [41]. The
problem investigated here poses a new class of problems since bio-signals depend
on anatomical features of the human body. Therefore, an integrated predictive
model has been devised that takes human anatomy into account to predict the
sensing quality of multi-modal electro-physiological sensor designs. It comprises
three bio-signal modalities and can be operationalized for computational op-
timization. The main contribution here not only lies in applying geometrical
optimization for tackling the problem of electrode placement but also in identi-
fying, formalizing, and integrating the set of rules that are inherent to electrode
placement for sensing multiple modalities. We show that an optimization ap-
proach can be employed for creating compact wearable devices that can measure
multiple bio-signal modalities.

The results presented here show that by using a computational design ap-
proach, multi-modal electro-physiological sensing layouts can be designed with
considerably reduced device footprint while achieving high signal acquisition
capability. The approach can rapidly identify optimal solutions for designs of
complex combinations of electrodes for multiple modalities that comply with a
desired device form factor—a task that so far was tedious and impractical even
for experts. In the following, we use the placement of electrodes on the anterior
side of the forearm as an example in order to demonstrate our approach and
test its applicability by comparing it to conventionally obtained designs. First, we
introduce an integrated predictive model for the three modalities EMG, EDA, and
ECG that covers the anterior side of the forearm. The optimization problem is
then formally introduced based on the model, and the algorithm is outlined. An
optimizer was implemented with an interactive real-time graphical design tool
that shields the user from lower-level details and exposes easy-to-use parameters

contributed to the design and analysis of the experiments, application examples. He further
contributed to the structure and writing of the publication.
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Figure 58: Overview of the concept of computational design and optimization of electro-
physiological sensors. An integrated predictive model is presented which
encapsulates three bio-signal modalities (EMG, EDA, and ECG). This model
along with inputs from the user is fed to an optimizer which generates an
optimized layout that optimally trades off between desired device size and
sensing quality. An interactive software tool assists the user in specifying
desired properties and inspecting the generated design in real-time. The design
can be further fine-tuned by an expert while interactively inspecting its quality,
allowing for a “human-in-the-loop" optimization process. The optimized device
can then be realized using commercial gel electrodes or through dry electrodes
fabricated on a temporary tattoo.
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for the design of sensors. Designs generated by the optimizer outperform the
designs created by experts using conventional placement methods. Results from
an experimental validation further show that a high quantitative agreement was
found between experimentally collected physiological data from multiple subjects
and the prediction of the optimizer. Finally, by unifying this optimization-based
design strategy with multi-material ink-jet printing, we demonstrate two applica-
tion scenarios that provide a promising route towards a fully automated pipeline
for the design and creation of complex multi-modal electro-physiological sensing
devices.

In the next sections of this chapter, we detail the informal study which we
initially conducted to understand the need for computational design tools for elec-
trode placement. We then present the optimization principle with the underlying
integrated predictive models, our evaluation studies, and application scenarios.

7.1 informal study to understand electrode placement

To better understand the standard practices employed for placing electrodes to
capture bio-signals, we conducted semi-structured interviews with experts from
Sports Science and Rehabilitation studies.

7.1.1 Participants

The experts from these domains extensively use commercial gel-electrodes to
capture vital bio-signals such as EMG to capture, record, monitor, and analyze
muscle movements for various applications such as rehabilitation studies, improv-
ing athletic performance, and motor training. We had a total of 5 experts (1 female,
4 male, avg age:40.6, sd: 8.95). All of them have over 10+ years of experience in
the field of sports and rehabilitation studies, with two persons having over 20+
years of experience in the area of sports, rehabilitation, and therapeutic medicine.

7.1.2 Method

We conducted semi-structured interviews with each of the participants. Initially,
each expert was interviewed about their expertise, the standard methods they
employ for placement of electrodes, and the typical challenges that exist with
respect to electrode placement. We then asked them to design uni-modal and
multi-modal electrode layouts on the forearm of the experimenter. Multi-modal
electrode layouts comprised of EMG, EDA, and ECG electrodes that need to be
placed on the anterior side of the forearm. Once the ideal placement locations were
identified, resulting in a Baseline solution, the next task was to shrink the size
of the layout while keeping the quality of the layout reasonable. The participants
were allowed to skip the task if it was deemed too challenging.
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7.1.3 Observations

The semi-structured interviews revealed very interesting insights from the per-
spective of electrode placement.

7.1.3.1 Electrode Placement is still Manual

One of the surprising findings is that despite all the technological advancements
in wearable, sensing, and software technologies, electrode placement still relies on
the traditional manual placement methods. All of our participants used traditional
tools such as anatomy textbooks, physical props, and models of human muscle
anatomy to identify the given muscle and place the electrodes appropriately on
the muscle line.

7.1.3.2 Electrode Placement is Error-Prone

Another limitation of the manual placement methods is that it is very error-prone,
especially for novice users and practitioners with limited expertise or exposure.
All our experts highlighted the need for having multiple years of experience and
professional practice that enabled them to hone their electrode placement skills.
This is also in line with literature that suggests that the manual placements can be
error-prone [502].

7.1.3.3 Designing Multi-Modal Electrode Layouts is Challenging

Electrode placement for capturing bio-signals of a specific modality poses unique
requirements on valid body locations and electrode arrangements. For instance,
placing electrodes for acquiring EMG signals requires the electrodes to be placed
on the muscles line with a specific inter-electrode distance. Our experts revealed
that the complexity of this task is increased when electrodes are to be placed on
multiple muscles for higher-resolution EMG sensing. When additional electrodes
are included for sensing other bio-signals modalities such as EDA and ECG, the
challenge is amplified. Most of our experts found it very hard to design such
optimized electrode layouts.

7.1.4 Design Implications and Requirements for Design Tools

Based on the limitations of the manual placement strategies, and the feedback
from our experts, we derive design requirements for software tools that employ
computational approaches for electrode placement. We believe these recommenda-
tions can inform the design of future design tools that enable the computational
placement of sensors.
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Figure 59: Physical muscular models with annotated landmarks and textbooks with
placement guides used by experts in the study for placing electrodes.
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7.1.4.1 Real-Time Placement Recommendation and Quality Feedback

The first design recommendation is the need for quickly identifying and recom-
mending the ideal locations for electrode placement. For EMG signal acquisition,
this involves placing the electrodes at specific locations on the muscle line which
are often called “keypoints". These keypoints have been well documented in the
literature [566] and depend on the physical dimensions of the body location. Ideal
placement recommendations by a software tool can be beneficial for teaching and
training practitioners in locating the best possible areas on the body for electrode
placement.

7.1.4.2 Personal Customization

The placement of electro-physiological sensors is dependent on the physical
dimensions of the body. Hence a single placement will not fit all users. The
design tools should allow for personal customization by taking into account the
body dimensions. Secondly, for epidermal devices, the design tools should allow
designers to customize the sensor shape to fit multiple body locations.

7.1.4.3 Support for Multiple Modalities

Wearable health monitoring systems should incorporate multiple physiological
sensing modalities to provide a holistic understanding of the user’s health. To
this end, multiple electrodes or sensing equipment must be encapsulated within a
single device design. In our observations, all our experts found the task of opti-
mized placement challenging where they had to place 14 measurement electrodes
(10 EMG measuring five muscles, 2 EDA, and 2 ECG) within a single patch. This
is attributed to the fact that the task required expertise in multiple bio-signal
modalities.

7.1.4.4 Re-Usability and Replication of a Design

One of the limitations in the current manual electrode placement strategies is
the lack of support for reusing or replicating a specific electrode placement. For
instance, an expert revealed through his experience that a placement combination
he experiments with his patient for rehabilitation monitoring cannot be easily
replicated after a few days due to the lack of digital tools that support this
workflow. This prohibits taking multiple measurements of a given electrode
placement configuration in two different sessions or over multiple days because
of the inherent human errors in precisely placing the electrodes at designated
locations. Based on this observation, we recommend digital systems supporting
electrode placement to have a mechanism for storing and retrieving the designs.
These designs can then be overlaid precisely on the body to replicate the electrode
placement.
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7.1.4.5 Support for Multiple Body Locations

In our current study, we focused on the anterior side of the forearm for creat-
ing compact electrode layout designs. However, future tools should incorporate
support for multiple body locations.

Based on these observations and design requirements, we contribute a com-
putational design approach for realizing compact patches that have electrodes
optimally placed for capturing bio-signals of multiple modalities. In the next sec-
tions, we firstly describe our Integrated predictive model that forms the basis for
the computational optimization problem that we have formulated. Based on these,
we contribute an interactive optimizer implemented as a web-based software tool.

7.2 integrated predictive model

Traditional manual placement of electro-physiological sensing electrodes relies on
placing electrodes at specific locations, usually called key points, following a set
of heuristic rules and placement guides presented in literature [26, 97, 101, 198,
566]. For multi-modal sensing, this typically results in either placing a dedicated
device per modality at separate body locations or having large sensor sizes for
sensing multiple modalities [338, 354]. For improved wearability and mobility,
we demonstrate a method based on computational optimization. The optimizer
produces a single device that encapsulates electrodes that can measure multiple
modalities and can be worn on the forearm. The forearm has been chosen as the
location for this first study since it allows to capture multiple bio-signals, supports
ergonomic wearability [2, 97, 101, 405, 530] and is one of the most promising areas
for human-machine interaction [118, 498, 537]. However, this approach can also
be applied to other modalities and body locations.

Computational design requires a formal model of electrode performance that
can be operationalized for computational optimization. Furthermore, as the opti-
mization approach searches for a globally optimal design of multi-modal sensors,
this model needs to be compatible with multiple modalities. However, the current
state of the art considers different modalities separately and uses incompatible
metrics. For instance, the quality of an EMG signal is commonly measured in
ARV (Average Rectified Value) or RMS (Root Mean Square) value of the signal,
whereas EDA signals are measured through skin conductance levels denoted in
MicroSiemens (µS). This limitation is overcome with an integrated model that for-
malizes individual objective functions for each modality and defines cost functions
for each, such that they can be combined in the overall objective function. The
objective functions were formalized based on empirical findings reported from
the literature for each modality. Here, we discuss our approach for constructing
the models.
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7.2.1 Predictive Model for EMG Electrodes

Electromyography (EMG) measures the MUAP (Motor Unit Action Potential) as
an electrical potential between a ground electrode and sensing electrodes. The
Surface-EMG (sEMG) measurement is a typical non-invasive method to capture
MUAP by placing electrodes on the surface of the skin. For a given muscle, the
EMG signal is captured by a pair of electrodes with respect to a reference electrode.
The signal quality depends on a number of factors such as the electrode size, its
placement with respect to the muscle line, and the distance between electrodes.
From an optimization perspective, the overall optimizer score for a given muscle
is normalized in the range [0,1] with 0 denoting the best and 1 denoting the worst
sensing quality. Our current implementation supports five muscles on the anterior
side of the forearm: Flexor Carpi Radialis (FCR), Brachioradialis (BR), Palmaris
Longus (PL), Pronator Quadratus (PQ), and Flexor Carpi Ulnaris (FCU).

7.2.1.1 Modelling and Identification of Muscle Lines

Given the four measurements of the forearm, the entire space of the anterior side
of the forearm can be modeled as a trapezoid. From this, the muscle lines for
Brachioradialis (BR), Flexor Carpi Radialis (FCR), Palmaris Longus (PL), Pronator
Quadratus (PQ), and Flexor Carpi Ulnaris (FCR) can be reconstructed. The FCR
muscle line can be identified as the line from the medial epicondyle to the radial
styloid process [26] (which forms the diagonal of the trapezoid as shown in
Figure 60). The BR muscle line can be identified as the line from the styloid
process to a midpoint on the line between the lateral and medial epicondyles [26]
(which is represented by the side d of the trapezoid a shown in Figure 60). The
PL muscle line is the line between the medial epicondyle and the distal end of
the flexor retinaculum [26] (which is represented by the line joining one corner of
trapezoid a and the mid-point of b as shown in Figure 60). The PQ muscle line is
identified as the horizontal muscle line situated at 2.5 cm from the wrist (Sulcus
Distal Carpi) [566]. The muscle line runs parallel to the measurements a and b as
shown in Figure 60. The FCU muscle line can be identified as a muscle line from
the medial epicondyle and ends near the other end of the styloid process [81]
(which is represented by the side c of the trapezoid as shown in Figure 60).

Given a set of forearm measurements (see Figure 60) F = { f1, f2, f3, f4}, the
five muscle lines can be reconstructed based on the guides from prior work [26,
366, 566]. Based on this, a set of key points is calculated which is represented
by KEMG = {k1,k2,k3 . . . ,kℓ}. These key points consist of ideal locations for EMG
electrode placement. For EMG acquisition, the electrodes should have a minimum
surface area of 50mm2 and the diameter should not exceed 10mm [163, 315, 566].
To ensure good signal acquisition, the model incorporates electrodes which have
a surface area of 50mm2.
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Flexor Carpi Ulnaris Flexor Carpi Radialis Palmaris Longus Pronator Quadratus Brachioradialis

Figure 60: Key points generated for each of the muscles on the anterior side of the
forearm. The electrodes need to be placed symmetrically along this key point.
("x" denotes the length of the muscle line). The four measurements a , b, c, d for
the forearm form the basis for the calculation of the muscle keypoints on the
anterior side of the forearm.

For a given pair of electrodes that measure the potential of a specific muscle,
a series of pre-checks are made. Firstly, both electrodes need to be within a
distance of 1 cm from the muscle line. This is based on the recommendation
from prior work which suggests that more than 1 cm offset from the muscle line
could result in a considerable decrease in signal and recognition accuracy [544].
If at least one of the electrodes is farther away, then a score of 1 is assigned.
Otherwise, an additional check is made to ensure that both electrodes are not
present within innervation zones. Based on the recommendations from Barbero et
al. [26], Innervation Zones (IZ) are unsuitable locations to place electrodes. Hence
if either of the electrodes falls within these regions, then a score of 1 is assigned.
The innervation zones for muscles are well documented in the literature [26, 401].

Following successful checks for these conditions, a normalized score is cal-
culated based on the electrode orientation with respect to the muscle line and
the inter-electrode distance. The orientation of the electrodes with respect to the
muscle line is calculated as follows:

θ = arccos

(

~ki · ~e

|~k| · |~e|

)

(5)

where~k is the vector connecting the two keypoints for the specific muscle m in
the set KEMG (this is the vector representing the muscle line) and ~e is the vector
connecting the two measuring EMG electrodes e′ and e′′.
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Once the angle between the muscle line and the electrodes is determined, data
from the literature is used to inform the model. Merletti et al. [314] showed how
the quality of the EMG signal is affected by the orientation between the muscle line
and the electrodes and showed that the signal drastically drops with misalignment
greater than 60 degrees. The least-squares curve-fitting method has been used
to derive the closest curve (R2 = 0.9971) which fits the data presented in prior
work [314]. Based on this, the energy function for the orientation of the electrodes
is defined by:

ω(θ) =







0.0057θ + 0.000181θ2 if θ ≤ 60◦

1, otherwise
(6)

If the electrode orientation is less than 60◦, then the inter-electrode distance |~e|
is calculated for the electrode pair. The model is informed from prior literature
which shows how the signal varies with respect to changes in the inter-electrode
distance [314]. The data was normalized and a best fitting curve was calculated
using the method of least squares (R2 = 0.9986). The energy function for the
inter-electrode distance |~e| for an electrode pair is as follows:

ν(|~e|) =



















max(0,1.0125− 0.0586|~e|+ 0.0007|~e|2) if 5 < |~e| ≤ 25

0 if 25 < |~e| ≤ 60

1 if 60 < |~e|

(7)

Prior literature [163, 392] suggests that large inter-electrode distances (>60 mm)
can create a drastic drop in the signal quality. Hence a limit of 6 cm was applied
to ensure that large inter-electrode distances are not generated.

For calculating the overall score of the EMG electrodes, the inter-electrode
distance and electrode orientation are taken into account. Combining equation 6

and 7, the overall energy function for a muscle m is calculated as a weighted
average of the angle orientation score and the inter-electrode distance score, which
is defined as:

O1i =







α ·ω(θi) + (1− α) · ν(|~ei|) if e′i, e
′′
i 6∈ Ri

1 otherwise
(8)

where α and 1− α are the priorities assigned for both parameters and serve as
the calibration parameter for EMG measurement hardware. Rm corresponds to
the innervation zones which are not suitable locations for the electrode placement.
In the current model, equal priorities (α = 0.5) are given for both these factors.

For n selected muscles, the overall EMG score is then calculated as the product
of the EMG weight assigned and the average of the overall muscle scores of each
of the selected muscles, which can be formulated as:
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d

2r

Area: πr² + (d*2r)
Figure 61: Total area covered between and under two EDA electrodes.

O1(F, E1,w1,S) = w1 ·
1
m

m

∑
i=1

O1i (9)

where F = { f1, f2, f3, f4} is the set of forearm measurements, E1 is the electrode
set for EMG, w1 is the weight determining the priority for EMG in the overall
objective function and S is the optional input shape.

7.2.2 Predictive Model for EDA Electrodes

Electrodermal activity (EDA) measures the changes in electrical conductance of
the skin and has been used as an indicator for detecting emotional responses [467].
The EDA response is influenced by the sweat gland activity which is directly
proportional to the number of sweat glands (higher the number of sweat glands,
higher the skin conductance levels). Hence the EDA model predicts the number
of sweat glands covered between the electrodes, which determines the quality of
the EDA response.

A sensor for measuring EDA typically consists of two electrodes placed on the
body between which the conductance is measured. Based on the recommendations
from the literature [321], the surface area of electrodes were set to 0.78 cm2. The
quality of a given layout of electrodes for sensing EDA is based on two factors:
the density of the sweat glands at a given body location and the inter-electrode
distance.

Electrode location on the body: The electrodes for EDA response can be placed on
various locations on the body as long as a required minimum number of sweat
glands are captured. The density of sweat glands varies across the body, with
higher concentrations present at fingertips, palms, and forehead. The density of
sweat glands is rather a discrete function, and the forearm is reported to have
about ≈108/cm2 [323]. The sweat gland concentration for various other locations
is reported in the literature [323, 452]. Prior work has shown that a minimum
number of sweat glands that need to be covered between EDA electrodes for
maintaining functionality is 140 [143].

Estimating the Count of Sweat Glands: For two given circular electrodes, the area
covered by and between the electrodes can be calculated as shown in Figure 61.
Hence, if Ds is the density of sweat glands at a specific location, the number of
sweat glands covered by the electrodes is given by: Ns = (πr2 + (d× 2r))× Ds.

Inter-Electrode Distance: The skin conductance level is linearly proportional to
the number of sweat glands between the electrodes. This is because the glands
act as resistors connected in parallel, thus bringing the skin resistance down [43].
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The recommended distance between the electrodes is 5–6cm [43, 97]. For larger
distances, the two electrodes risk not being on the same dermatome, which can
lead to invalid readings [43]. Assuming an ideal inter-electrode distance of 6 cm,
the maximum number of sweat glands that can be covered the on forearm is
Nmax = (π0.52 + (6× 2× 0.5))× 108 ≈ 733 sweat glands.

The energy function is as follows:

O2(E2, Ds) =







1 if Ns ≤ 140 or ds > D

1− Ns/Nmax otherwise
(10)

where ds is the inter-electrode distance and D is the recommended distance
of 6 cm. Ns is the number of sweat glands covered by the electrodes for a given
inter-electrode distance ds and Nmax is the maximum number of sweat glands
that can be covered on the forearm for a recommended distance of 6cm (which is
≈ 733). For inter-electrode distances larger than 6cm, a score of 1 is assigned since
larger inter-electrode distances are not recommended.

7.2.3 Predictive Model for ECG Electrodes

Electrocardiogram (ECG) measures the electrical activity that occurs during a
cardiac cycle. Clinically, the measurements are obtained by placing 12 electrodes
near the chest [198]. More recently, 3-electrode ECG configurations on the forearm
have been designed to support ambulatory and wearable devices [2, 101, 152, 530].
Our model is derived based on the mapping of ECG signals at various locations
on the forearm as described in prior work [101].

To the best of our knowledge, there exist no continuous models which predict
the strength of ECG signals based on the spatial configuration of the measuring
electrodes on the forearm. Therefore, we adopted a discrete model based on prior
work [101]. ECG measurements were taken for a set of discrete locations on the
forearm. These locations were chosen from prior work [101]. Figure 62 shows
the key point locations incorporated into the model and the SNRs measured with
a portable ECG device for combinations of key points. The SNR measurements
were highest at the upper end of the forearm since the electrodes are closer to the
heart. The signals drop drastically as the electrodes are placed farther down on
the forearm.

7.2.4 Predictive Model for Area

To ensure that devices with small form factors are created, an additional weight
w4 for Small Area is incorporated into the model. This Small Area weight w4

determines the priority given to the size of the device.
For a given layout, the area of the convex hull of all electrodes is calculated

based on the Graham Scan algorithm [128]. This area is then normalized with
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Figure 62: Key points for ECG electrode placement on the forearm and empirically mea-
sured signal quality for combinations of key points.

respect to the area of the Baseline Solution for a given combination of modalities.
While we have assigned a linear cost penalty for the Area, a quadratic cost penalty
can be assigned alternatively to more aggressively shrink the sensor size. The
energy function is as follows:

O4(E) =
A(E)

A(Eb)
(11)

where A(E) is the area of a given layout and A(Eb) is the area of the Baseline
solution.

7.3 computational optimization

The predictive model provides the basis of a computational design tool that can
generate a sensor design that packs a set of electrodes for measuring one or more
electro-physiological signals. Each pair of electrodes have a specific functionality;
for instance, two electrodes placed on the muscle measure electric potential
generated from muscle movements, while another electrode pair measures electro-
dermal activity, etc. The spatial configuration of the electrodes affects the quality
of the bio-signals which are to be acquired. The aim of the optimizer is to find a
globally optimal solution that provides a good trade-off between signal quality
and the overall size of the sensor.

7.3.1 Weight-Based Optimization

The model allows for specifying which bio-signals the sensor should be able to
capture. Any combination of EMG, EDA, and ECG can be selected, the choice
of EMG involves specifying the set of individual muscles for sensing. The de-
signer can further specify weights for prioritizing or de-prioritizing bio-signals
in global optimization. A higher priority implies that this bio-signal is given
more weight, increasing the likelihood the corresponding electrodes are placed
such that high-quality sensing is ensured. Similarly, the designer can specify
a weight indicating how aggressively the optimizer seeks to create small form
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factor solutions. Furthermore, if desired, the designer can specify the exact outline
and position on the body that any valid design must not exceed. In this case of
constrained optimization, the optimizer searches for optimal solutions only within
the given input shape S which is a closed polygon.

The optimization problem was formulated as follows. Given a set of forearm
measurements F = { f1, f2, f3, f4} (see Supplementary Figure 1), an input shape
S, and a set of weights W = {w1,w2,w3,w4} which represent the priorities for
EMG, EDA, ECG and Small Area respectively (w1 + w2 + w3 = 1), an electrode set
E = {e1, e2, .., en} is generated. The overall global objective function of the electrode
set E is:

O(F,W,S) =
4

∑
k=1

wk ·Ok (12)

which is minimized over all non-overlapping placements of the electrodes in E
within the input shape S, where O1,O2,O3,O4 are the objective functions for EMG,
EDA, ECG, and Small Area, respectively.

Considering the challenge of dealing with a large search space, a large number
of potential solutions are possible. Monte-Carlo approaches are well suited for
these kinds of problems, where sampling the entire solution space is not feasible.
Here, efficient sampling of new configurations with an objective function that can
be evaluated quickly can result in well-optimized solutions. Hence, Simulated
Annealing (SA) [468] was used for implementing the optimization scheme. It
is a probabilistic technique for approximating the global optimum of a given
energy function. The annealing procedure starts with a random initial layout that
is generated within the shape S. After every iteration, a neighboring layout is
generated by picking a random electrode and translating it with a vector ~v. The
new solution is accepted if it either lowers the objective or raises it based on a
randomized probability function which is given as follows:

c← rand(0,1)
if c ≤ e

−∆O
T then

accept solution

else

reject solution

end if

where ∆O = O(t)−O(t− 1) is the difference in the objective function at suc-
cessive annealing temperatures and T is the annealing temperature.

7.3.2 Lower-Bound Based Optimization

In addition to the weight-based optimization approach in which the user provides
relative priorities through weights, an additional optimization scheme has been
incorporated.
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In this Lower-Bound based optimization, the user specifies a required reference
signal value for each of the modalities. The optimizer then strives for higher
quality scores than the respective lower bounds for each modality. To this end,
we increase the objective function by a penalty for each modality that grows
exponentially with the extent of the violation of the corresponding lower bound.

That is, we define

Pk := p · (emax(Ok−ℓk,0) − 1) (13)

where ℓk is the specified lower bound for modality k and p is a parameter to
control the softness of the lower-bound constraints. The higher the value of p is,
the harder the lower bound is enforced by the optimizer. Observe that a penalty
only occurs if a lower bound is violated, i.e., Pk = 0 whenever Ok ≥ ℓk.

In this scheme, the relative weights of the modalities can be disabled such that
only the area weight is used for calculating the objective function. Hence, each
modality receives equal priority for achieving a quality above the corresponding
lower bound. However, the user can also activate lower bounds and modality
weights at the same time in a hybrid scheme.

7.4 conception of an interactive optimizer with a web-based soft-
ware tool

A computational predictive model and optimizer are necessary but not sufficient
for the rapid design of electrode layouts. To make the optimization approach
accessible to a wide audience of practitioners and researchers and to ease visual
analysis and rapid iterations of custom designs, an interactive software tool has
been designed and implemented (see Figure 63).

7.4.1 Inputs and Contraints

The graphical tool abstracts low-level details of the model, electrode design, and
optimization scheme (e.g. electrode sizes, spacing, placement, etc.), while exposing
relevant parameters in an intuitive and user-friendly interface. It offers a Web-
based interface that encapsulates the predictive model and automatically sets
low-level parameters of the design. For instance, the size of electrodes is preset
with appropriate dimensions for ensuring maximum performance, and their
spacing is automatically adjusted by the optimizer. High-level parameters that
allow for customizing the sensor can be adjusted through intuitive checkboxes and
sliders. This offers a direct, fast, and user-friendly way of setting body dimensions,
selecting the modalities the sensor will be able to capture (EMG, ECG, and/or
EDA), and selecting specific muscles for EMG sensing. The sensing quality of
one or multiple modalities can be easily prioritized by moving a slider. Similarly,
the priority of a compact sensor vs. highest possible sensing quality can be
continuously adjusted. In our current implementation, the interface was designed
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Interactive Optimizer for Electro-Physiological Sensors
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Figure 63: Screenshot of the graphical design tool for interactively generating and inspect-
ing optimized results. (a) Input panel for selecting the modalities and muscles,
setting forearm dimensions, and setting the lower bounds. (b) The canvas
area where the generated designs are visualized. Designs can be fine-tuned by
drawing a desired location and shape or dragging individual electrodes. (c)
Panel for choosing the optimization type, weights for each of the modalities,
and overall sensor area. (d) Shape customization panel for fine-tuning the
properties related to the sensor shape. Additionally, this panel also allows for
uploading existing designs and exporting the current designs. (e) Buttons for
one-click automatic generation of the layout. The result is displayed in real-time
in the canvas area. (f) Panel visualizing quality metrics for the generated layout.
Advanced functionality for use by experts can be accessed through drop-down
panels. This includes functions for adjusting and editing the electrodes in the
generated solution, adjusting the internal parameters of the model, tweaking
the optimization parameters, and adjusting the appearance of the forearm
polygon. The workflow for using the tool is shown in Supplementary Video 1.
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for the anterior side of the forearm. However, it can be extended to support other
body sites as well based on the underlying anatomical properties (e.g. muscles
lines, types, and their directions, sweat gland concentration, etc.).

7.4.1.1 User Inputs

The inputs to the model which are provided through the software tool are formal-
ized as follows:

• Dimensions of the Location: The dimensions refer to the body site (the
forearm in our implementation).

• Modalities: These involve the selection of desired modalities.

• Individual Muscles: These involve the set of muscles for EMG sensing.

• Area Weight or Outline of Sensor Shape: The shape of the sensor layout
can be sketched by the user. Alternatively, if no shape is specified, the tool
automatically generates the appropriate sensor layout based on the weight
provided for the Small Area.

• Weights: These include the weights for each of the modalities. These weights
can be represented as W = {w1,w2,w3,w4} where w1 + w2 + w3 = 1 and
correspond to the weights of EMG, EDA and ECG respectively. w4 refers to
the weight for the Small Area of the sensor layout.

7.4.1.2 Derived Parameters

Based on the user inputs, the following parameters are derived:

• Key Point Set: Given the dimensions, modalities and the muscle selection,
the keypoints set K = {k1,k2,k3 . . . ,kn} is calculated. These keypoints consist
of ideal locations for EMG and ECG electrode placement.

• Electrode Sizes: Based on the selected modalities, the optimizer selects the
size of electrodes for high-quality signal acquisition. The electrode sizes
were fixed as follows: 50 mm2 for EMG and ECG electrodes and 80 mm2

for EDA electrodes. These sizes were chosen such that they match with the
dimensions of electrodes that are commercially available.

Finally, prior literature also suggests that increasing the electrode surface
area does not necessarily result in better signal quality [163, 321].

• Electrode Set: Based on the above three parameters, a measuring electrode set
E = {e1, e2 . . . , eℓ} is generated, which contains disjoint subsets of electrodes
E1 = {e

′
1, e′′1 , . . . , e′m, e′′m} for EMG, E2 = {e2,1, e2,2} for EDA, and E3 = {e3,1, e3,2}

for ECG, i.e., E1∪̇E2∪̇E3 ⊂ E. For all these electrodes, a maximum of two
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reference electrodes are required: one electrode which acts as a common
reference for the EMG and one electrode which is required for the ECG.
Both these electrodes need to be placed away from the forearm (preferably
near the shoulder/chest) for having a high quality ECG signal.

For ensuring the validity of the generated electrode layout, the following set of
constraints have been imposed:

• Overlapping Electrodes: To ensure that no electrodes overlap with each other,
the center-to-center distance between each pair of electrodes with radii r1

and r2 must be greater than r1 + r2. For ensuring a safe distance between
all the electrodes, the pair-wise inter-electrode distance between all pairs of
electrodes was set to atleast 12mm.

To ensure that all the electrodes within a layout are inside the input region
sketched by the user, the Point-in-Polygon (PIP) algorithm [108] was imple-
mented. For all the solutions that are generated, this constraint is checked
and only if it is met, the energy of the layout is calculated.

7.4.2 Selection of Search Space

By default, the search space of the optimization scheme spans the entire surface
of the body site. In cases when a more precise control over the location and shape
of the sensor is required, the search space can be constrained interactively. As
shown in Figure 63 (b) (user sketched shape outline represented in pink color), the
location and shape can be quickly specified by sketching a free-form polygonal
outline on the canvas, using a mouse or a touchscreen. This defines a region that
the sensor design must not exceed. Lastly, more detailed settings can be adjusted
in dropdown panels, if experts wish to do so. Then, with the click of a button, the
sensor design is generated and optimized for the given parameters.

7.4.3 Optimizer Results

To allow for real-time visual analysis of the result’s quality, the design is im-
mediately visualized within a few seconds, alongside metrics for the predicted
quality of the sensor (see Figure 63 (b) and (f)). If the design is not fully satisfac-
tory yet, parameters can be fine-tuned and the design re-optimized. Moreover,
a basic electrode layout editor has been incorporated which enables the user to
directly adjust the electrode positions if desired. The resultant quality metrics are
immediately updated. These features are vital to enable a designer in-the-loop
optimization [86, 341] approach: rather than simply accepting the solutions gen-
erated by the optimizer, the designer interacts in real-time with the optimizer;
this allows for combining the strengths of algorithmic optimization with human
creativity and knowledge of the application domain.
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7.4.4 Electrode-Agnostic Design

Finally, to ease sensor fabrication and to ease replication, the generated design
can be exported to a standard scalable vector graphics (SVG) file. This can be
directly used for printing the electrode layout using conductive ink on a flexible
substrate [105, 225]. Alternatively, if off-the-shelf wet-gel electrodes are going to
be used, the SVG file defines a stencil for electrode placement that is printed on a
transparent PET. Holes can be punched through the PET film at electrode locations,
and once overlaid onto the forearm, a marker can be used for marking electrode
locations on the forearm. Electrodes can then be placed on these locations on
the forearm. In addition, design solutions can be saved as a JSON formatted
file for later use in the design tool. These functionalities help overcome a major
drawback of the classic manual placement approach by making it possible to
precisely replicate a specific electrode placement.

7.5 comparison of optimizer results with conventional designs

The performance of the optimizer was experimentally validated for tasks of vari-
ous complexity. The experiment had two objectives. Firstly, understand how well
a computationally optimized design performs in comparison to the standard
placement techniques and an expert generated solution. The second objective
was to assess the efficiency and scalability of the optimizer for more complex de-
vice configurations encapsulating electrodes that measure multiple physiological
modalities.

To address the first objective, electrode layouts were optimized that capture one
modality only. Electromyography was selected as the most demanding modality
due to its strong requirements for precise electrode placement. A combination
comprising three muscles was chosen, which together support a variety of arm
movements [506]: Flexor Carpi Radialis (FCR), BrachioRadiali (BR), and Palmaris
Longus (PL). The following electrode layouts were compared:

• Baseline Solution: This is a non-optimized rule-based solution generated
following the existing placement guides for EMG electrodes presented in the
literature [26, 226, 401, 566]. Electrodes are placed at the respective muscle’s
key points, which ensures highest quality.

• Quality Optimized: The optimizer has traded-off size for achieving high-
quality sensing. The following section details how this solution was gener-
ated.

• Area Optimized: The optimizer has aggressively tried to reduce the size of
the layout while trading-off sensing quality. The following section details
how this solution was generated.
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• Expert Generated: This solution was manually created by a human expert
(a sports scientist, male, 31 years old, specializing in placing EMG electrodes
for rehabilitation and performance monitoring with 6 years of professional
experience). The expert was tasked to design a sensor layout for use near the
wrist ensuring the smallest possible size. The expert stressed the challenging
nature of creating the design for multiple muscles, in a compact form factor.
The heuristic approach used by the expert was to first identify for each of the
three muscles the muscle line and place the electrodes close to the wrist while
ensuring the electrodes are approximately aligned with the muscle. Then,
the expert aggressively reduced the inter-electrode distance, while ensuring
that there was at least a 10mm distance between electrodes. He considered
this minimum distance as absolutely essential to keep sensing quality at a
reasonable level, which is in-line with recommendations presented in the
literature [163].

7.5.1 Validation of Optimizer

The key goal of the experiment is to demonstrate that the optimizer generates
valid and functional solutions. We were also interested in the broad spectrum
of solutions that could be generated. Therefore the entire forearm space was
sampled, allowing for 1) informing about the influence of the search space on the
quality of the generated solutions, and 2) providing a wide range of solutions
with varying levels of quality and sizes sampled across the entire forearm search
space. Note that in typical usage scenarios it is not required to sample the entire
forearm space; instead, an optimal solution can be directly generated by setting
the desired priority for a small area, or by providing a desired shape of the sensor.

Figure 64(a) shows the sampling of the forearm space used for generating
optimized solutions. Figure 64(b) shows the scatter plot of all solutions generated
for the uni-modal case, plotted against their respective area.

The entire forearm was sampled at high-resolution, starting at the wrist. Two
configurations were chosen: a multi-modal configuration where all the modalities
were included (5 muscles, EDA and ECG), and a uni-modal configuration with
EMG only (3 muscles). Starting at the wrist, the search space for the optimizer
was incrementally increased by providing a bounding box as shown in Figure 4

in Supplementary Information. The height of the bounding box was increased
in 1 mm increments until the box covered the entire forearm. Figure 64(a) shows
the sampling of the forearm space used for generating optimized solutions. Fig-
ure 64(b) shows the scatter plot of all solutions generated for the uni-modal case,
plotted against their respective area. For each 1mm increment, a solution was
generated through the optimizer. The Area Optimized solution was identified
as the first solution that gives an optimizer score lower than 1. For obtaining the
Quality Optimized solution, the search space was incrementally decreased in
1mm intervals, starting at the top of the forearm until the predicted signal quality
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dropped below 0.9. The Quality Optimized solution was then identified as the
solution which had the smallest size out of all solutions that have predicted quality
of >=0.95, or <=0.05 optimizer score. The annealing parameters were kept constant
for all iterations. Each iteration generated a design file that contained information
about the electrode layout, quality, area, and other configuration information. For
the multi-modal configuration containing EMG, EDA, and ECG modalities, there
were a total of 193 iterations with each iteration picking an optimal solution from
a set for 15,490 randomly generated solutions, resulting in a total of 2,989,570

solutions. For the uni-modal combination involving three muscles, a total of 122

iterations were generated, resulting in a total of 1,889,780 solutions.
The smallest possible solution (Area Optimized) for the uni-modal configu-

ration was generated at a window of height 3cm. No solution was generated
below this height since there was not enough space for the optimizer to fill all the
electrodes. The solution generated by the optimizer was slightly larger in size than
the Expert Generated Solution because of the constraint imposed which limits
too small inter-electrode distances (the inter-electrode distances between all pairs
of electrodes is kept at least 12mm). It is noteworthy that despite this constraint
the optimizer was able to shrink the device size to a level that is comparable to
the expert-generated design. Conversely, for identifying the solution with the best
quality while having a small size, the search space was decreased in increments,
until the predicted signal quality dropped below 90%. The Quality Optimized

solution can then be easily recognized as the solution with smallest area out of all
solutions that have >=95% predicted quality, or <=0.05 optimizer score as shown
in Figure 64(b).

The window height was 7.8cm for the multi-modal combination. The relatively
large window height was required due to the fact that the multi-modal case
requires a larger number of electrodes (14 electrodes) than compared to the uni-
modal configuration (6 electrodes). It should be noted that these window heights
depend on factors such as the configuration chosen, the number of electrodes to
fit in, and the individual forearm dimensions.

7.5.2 Results

Figure 65(a) depicts the generated designs alongside their area and quality score
predicted by the model.2

The Baseline Solution (predicted quality: 1.0) was taken as reference and
the scores for other solutions were normalized with respect to this condition.
The Quality Optimized solution achieves a signal quality almost on-par with
the Baseline Solution (average quality of 0.979 [max: 0.99, min: 0.96 ]), while

2 The optimizer score, i.e. the result of the cost function, represents the sensing quality predicted
by the model. It is in the range [0,1] with 1 being worst and 0 being the best. For better clarity,
we report the quality score, which is the complement (1 – Optimizer Score), with higher values
denoting higher predicted quality.
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Figure 64: (a) High resolution sampling of the anterior side of the forearm in 1 mm
increments starting near the wrist. (b) Scatter plot showing the entire spectrum
of solutions generated by varying the search space on the forearm. The solutions
have been plotted with respect to their size.

considerably shrinking the sensor area by an average of 44% across the three
participants(max: 56%, min: 33%). The Area Optimized solution yielded a lower
predicted sensor quality with an average of 0.60 (max: 0.72, min: 0.54), while
however being able to shrink the sensor’s footprint to almost one-third of the
baseline’s footprint (max: 65%, min: 48%). Noteworthy, it clearly outperforms the
Expert Generated solution, by offering a considerably higher predicted sensing
quality (18% more) with only a minimally larger footprint (2% larger).

For achieving our second objective we were interested in how the optimizer
would perform for more complex combinations involving a larger number of
muscles and additional physiological modalities (EDA and ECG) resulting in a
multi-modal sensor. To investigate the optimization of a multi-modal sensor, a
complex combination was chosen, involving EDA and ECG modalities as well as
EMG sensing for five muscles: Flexor Carpi Radialis (FCR), Brachiradialis (BR),
Palmaris Longus (PL), Pronator Quadratus (PQ) and Flexor Carpi Radialis (FCU).
It involves the placement of 14 measurement electrodes for acquiring signals.
Arranging all these electrodes while ensuring a minimum size is a very taxing
task, even for experts.

Similar to the uni-modal case described above, four electrode layouts were
compared: a Baseline solutions that is not optimized and follows the existing
placement guides for EMG [26, 366, 566], EDA [97] and ECG [101] electrodes
presented in the literature; a Quality Optimized design; an Area Optimized

design; and an Expert Generated design.
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Figure 65: Comparison of the optimizer results with conventional designs and the experi-
mentally collected physiological data. (a) Visual representation of the generated
designs for the uni-modal combination, involving EMG with three muscles,
alongside their area and quality score predicated by the optimizer (values
are normalized w.r.t. the baseline solution). (b) Comparison of model predic-
tion with empirically measured quality scores of EMG sensing. The model is
able to accurately predict the sensing quality (values are normalized w.r.t the
baseline solution). (c) Visual representation of the generated designs for the
multi-modal combination, involving EMG with five muscles, EDA and ECG. (d,
e, f) Modality-wise comparison of model prediction with empirically measured
quality scores, for EMG, EDA, and ECG sensing, showing the model accurately
predicts the sensing quality. Note: The optimizer score ranges between 0 and 1

with 0 being the best. For better clarity, the graphs plot the complement value
(1 - Optimizer Score) which gives a direct measure of the quality predicted.
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Figure 65(c) depicts the generated designs alongside their area and quality score
predicted by the model. The average reduction in the area for Quality Optimized

solution was 10% (max: 14.4%, min: 4.8%) with an average drop in quality of only
0.5%. This reduction is smaller compared to the uni-modal case presented above
due to specifics of ECG sensing: the ECG keypoints located closer to the elbow on
the upper forearm produce higher signal quality, whereas the quality decreases
drastically closer to the wrist. Therefore the optimizer favors designs that span
a larger area up to the forearm. The average reduction in area for the Area

Optimized solution was 75.9% (max: 79.1%, min: 68%) with an average reduction
in quality of 26.2% (min: 25.6%, max: 26.7%). The Area Optimized solution again
clearly outperformed the Expert Generated design (75% reduction in size with
38% drop in quality), yielding a comparably smaller footprint while offering
considerably higher predicted sensing quality than the Expert Generated design.
The quality for EMG was high for all the solutions since there was enough space for
electrodes to be aligned to their respective muscle lines while maintaining a good
inter-electrode distance. For EDA, the key takeaway here is that the optimizer
scores were very similar between Area Optimized and Quality Optimized

solutions, owing to the fact that a similar number of sweat glands were covered
in both the Area Optimized and Quality Optimized solutions. For ECG, the
position of the electrodes was the same for the Baseline Solution and the
Quality Optimized solution; therefore the difference in the SNR levels across
the designs was minimal. However, for the Area Optimized solution, the quality
drops drastically since the electrode locations are located further below on the
forearm.

7.6 experimental validation of optimizer’s results

To experimentally validate the optimizer’s prediction quality for uni-modal op-
timization, EMG data were recorded for each muscle on each design. Three
volunteer participants (2 female, 1 male, mean age: 28y, SD: 2.9) were recruited
for the experiment. The physical measurements of the forearm were procured
from the participants. Quality Optimized and Area Optimized designs were
generated for the participants’ arm dimensions through the software tool. The
Expert Generated design was manually generated for only one participant. Wet-
gel electrodes (KendallTM Covidien, H135SG, Sensor Area: 50mm2) were placed
on the participants’ right forearm at the locations specified in the design. Wet-gel
electrodes are the experimental standard for measuring physiological signals
and provide a stable baseline for evaluating the predicted signal quality of the
optimizer. As discussed in the later sections, our anecdotal results indicate that the
quality prediction of the optimizer also generalizes to dry electrodes fabricated
through conductive ink-jet printing, demonstrating a close agreement between
the predicted and measured signal quality.
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Muscle Voluntary Muscle Contractions

Flexor Carpi Radialis (FCR) The forearm was rested on a table; elbow slightly turned inward; palm upward.

Wrist flexion was performed at maximal contraction level [506].

Brachioradialis (BR) The elbow was flexed to 90 degrees.

Then movement was performed from full pronation to neutral [38].

Palmaris Longus (PL) The forearm was rested on a table with the wrist in a neutral position.

Standard hypothenar abduction (maximal contraction) was performed [324].

Pronator Quadratus (PQ) The elbow was flexed to 90 degrees in mid-air; the wrist was closed to form a fist.

The movement was performed from full pronation to neutral [505].

Flexor Carpi Ulnaris (FCU) The forearm was rested on a table; elbow slightly turned inward; palm upward.

Wrist adduction was performed at maximal contraction level [504].

Table 4: Five muscles used for the experimental condition and their corresponding volun-
tary contraction identified from literature [506]

7.6.1 Experimental Data Collection

Commercial gel-based electrodes (KendallTM Covidien H135SG, Sensor Area:
50mm2 for EMG and ECG[224], KendallTM Covidien H124SG, Sensor Area: 80mm2

for EDA [223]) were used to experimentally evaluate the performance of the
optimization technique.

7.6.1.1 EMG Data Collection

The primary functions of each of the muscles were identified from the litera-
ture. For each of the muscles, participants were instructed to perform maximal
voluntary contractions, with five repetitions. Before the start of the experiment,
the participants were free to perform and practice the contractions. EMG record-
ings were recorded using a custom hardware acquisition unit (see the section on
Hardware Interfacing). Digitized signals were full-wave rectified and integrated,
to calculate the Average Rectified Value (ARV). For each of the muscles, the
movements performed for EMG signal capturing are described in Table 1.

7.6.1.2 EDA Data Collection

For EDA, the participant underwent a Stroop Color Test [443]. This test has been
used in prior work for assessing EDA response [338]. In brief, cognitive stimuli
were presented to the subject through the use of words of different colors which
were either conflicting (word and color of text were different, e.g., "blue" was
written in green color) and non-conflicting (word and color of text were the same).
The participant was instructed to state the color of the word and not read the
text. The task consisted of an initial 1 min rest period followed by a 2-3 minute
long Stroop test. This was followed by a final 1 min. rest period. The reference
skin conductance level was also measured for each of the conditions by placing
a commercial EDA sensor consisting of dry metallic electrodes (Seeed Studio
Groove [434]) on the fingers. One electrode was placed on the index finger while
the other electrode was placed on the middle finger.
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7.6.1.3 ECG Data Collection

For ECG signal acquisition, the participant was at rest, with the hands on a table,
while a commercial portable ECG device (MD100, ChoiceMed) logged the data
for 30 seconds.

7.6.1.4 Hardware and Interfacing

Custom hardware setups were implemented for recording EMG and EDA signals
based on existing open-source hardware specifications. For EMG, our hardware
setup is based on prior work which presented solutions for recording high-quality
EMG data [1, 433, 461]. The sEMG acquisition board consists of one differen-
tial amplifier (INA331IDGKT, Texas Instruments) and two zero drift amplifiers
(OPA333, Texas Instruments) and can measure the EMG signal of one muscle
through three electrodes (2 measurement and one reference). The acquisition
board converts the analog differential signal (the EMG bio-potentials generated by
muscles) attached to its inputs through a Disposable Surface Electrodes connector
into a single stream of data as output. The output signal is analog and has to be
discretized for digital processing. The signal is passed through an instrumentation
amplifier (Gain=10) followed by a high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of
0.2Hz. Finally, an operational amplifier with a regulated gain (in the range [5.76,
101]) was used for producing a filtered amplified signal. The electrodes (measure-
ment and reference) are connected to the board through an audio jack (aux cable).
For supporting multiple muscles, multiple sEMG boards were connected with one
common reference electrode. For EDA signal acquisition an open-source hardware
platform was used [434]. The hardware units were externally grounded.

7.6.2 Accuracy of Optimizer Prediction with Gel Electrodes

The EMG signals were average rectified. The peaks correspond to the signal when
there was a muscle movement. For each muscle, the mean Average Rectified
Signals (ARVs) were calculated across all the trials. As shown in Figure 65(b) the
scores predicted by the optimizer match very closely with the experimentally
measured values. Overall, there was an average 2% difference between the pre-
dicted and measured values across all the muscles and all the participants for the
Quality Optimized condition. The difference is marginally higher for the Area

Optimized solution (2.8%) and for the Expert Generated solution (4.5%). These
results show that the optimization scheme can closely predict the sensing quality
of a real sensor and offers an effective way of generating highly compact designs
while maintaining a high-quality signal acquisition capability.

To experimentally validate the optimizer’s prediction quality for multi-modal
sensors, EMG, EDA, and ECG data were recorded for each of the layout conditions.
Wet-gel electrodes (Covidien, H124SG) were placed on the participants’ right fore-
arm at the locations specified in the design. Similar to the Uni-Modal combination,
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the EMG signals were average rectified. For the EDA, skin conductance measure-
ments were obtained through off-the-shelf GSR sensors by placing the electrodes
on the fingertips. Finally, for the ECG measurements, a commercial portable ECG
device (EKG Monitor MD100E, ChoiceMMed) was used for recording.

The experimentally measured value for EDA and ECG are skin-conductance
level and SNR values respectively. The SNR values as reported in prior work [101]
correspond to the ratio of the QRS wave peak-to-peak voltage to the T-P wave
peak-to-peak voltage. For EMG, the difference between measured and predicted
values across all participants and all muscles was 0.8% for the Quality Optimized

layout and 1.3% for the Area Optimized layout. For EDA signals, the average
difference between the predicted and measured values was 2.5% for the Quality

Optimized layout and 4.5% for the Area Optimized layout.
The average difference in measured skin conductance levels between the Base-

line Solution and Quality Optimized solutions was 0.0776µS (resulting in an
average of 2.9% difference) and 0.1096µS (resulting in an average of 4.7% differ-
ence) for the Baseline Solution and Area Optimized solution. These differences
are in-line with the variance found in skin conductance levels on the forearm as
reported in prior work [97]. For ECG, the difference in the predicted and measured
values for the Area Optimized and Expert Generated designs was very small
as well ( 1.1% and 0.3% respectively). It should also be noted that, although the
quality of ECG signals drops drastically near the wrist, the distinct QRS peaks
can still be noticed, implying the signal can be used for measuring the Beats per
minute (BPM) or heart rate variability (HRV) (Figure 75(e)).

7.6.2.1 EMG Measurements

Figures 66 and 67 show the average rectified EMG signals for the Baseline,
Quality Optimized, Area Optimized and Expert Generated sensor designs for
the uni-modal and multi-modal configuration respectively. Each subplot shows
the data from the five movement trials for each condition and muscle. It can be
noticed that for all sensor designs, muscle activation can be clearly recognized
from the peaks. The quality of the signal was measured by calculating the ARV
value over the window where the signal is present. One of the key observations
here is that, for cases in which the Optimizer predicts the worst quality (optimizer
score of 1), there is still a weak signal (see Figure 66, Expert-Generated signal
for FCR). This is because the optimizer has been modeled with hard constraints
(e.g. offset to muscle line of 1cm results in zero quality) to ensure that the signal
quality of the resulting device is usually high.

7.6.2.2 Skin Conductance Measurements

The skin conductance levels for each of the designs are shown in Figure 68. The
results show that the information is still retained, although the skin conductance
levels are lower when compared to the reference level, owing to the lower density
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Figure 66: Average rectified EMG signals for the uni-modal combination consisting of
three muscles. For each of the sensor design condition and the muscle, the
predicted vs. the measured qualities have been labelled.
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Figure 67: Average Rectified EMG signals for each of the muscles for all sensor design
solutions in the multi-modal case.
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Figure 68: Raw signals of the EDA measurements for a participant for all the sensor
design solutions. During each measurement, a reference measurement of skin
conductance was taken by placing the electrodes on the fingertips.
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Figure 69: Raw signals of the ECG measurements for a participant for all four solutions.

of sweat glands covered by the sensor design. The average skin conductance
level was 3.67µS, 3.6µS, 3.65µS, 2.45µS for the Baseline Solution, Quality

Optimized, Area Optimized, and Expert Generated solutions respectively. The
Expert Generated solution had a lower skin conductance level because the inter-
electrode distance between the electrodes was ∼4 cm while the other solutions
had an inter-electrode distance of ∼6 cm. The smaller inter-electrode distance
resulted in a drop in the skin conductance levels because the number of sweat
glands covered was lower when compared to other solutions. For all the sensor
solutions, the reference skin conductance level was also measured by placing
a commercial EDA sensor consisting of dry metallic electrodes (Seeed Studio
Groove [434]) on the fingers. One electrode was placed on the index finger while
the other electrode was placed on the middle finger.

7.6.2.3 ECG Measurements

Figure 69 shows the raw ECG signals for each of the four solutions. It can be
clearly seen that the Baseline Solution and Quality Optimized solutions have
similar quality in the ECG signals. Though the SNR levels of the Area Optimized

and Expert Optimized are lower when compared to Baseline Solution, the
signal can still be used for detecting Heart Rate Variability (HRV) which can
be beneficial for various scenarios such as in applications in Virtual Reality and
Human-Machine Interaction.
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7.6.3 Accuracy of Optimizer Predictions for Dry Electrodes

We performed an additional experiment to understand how the optimizer’s
prediction scales to dry electrodes. In contrast to prior work [338] which placed
electrodes at the most ideal locations, this experiment evaluates the signal quality
of the electrodes when they are placed at non-ideal locations specified by the
optimizer.

7.6.3.1 Fabrication of Dry Electrodes with Conductive Desktop Inkjet Printing

The fabrication method is based on the previous chapter (Chapter 6, Phys-
ioSkin [338]) which used a desktop inkjet printer to print functional traces on
various substrate materials. Commercial tattoo decal paper (SUNNYSCOPA, Print-
able Temporary Tattoo Paper for Laser Printer) was used as the substrate material.
A layer with electrodes and connecting traces were printed using silver nanoparti-
cle ink (Sicrys™ I40DM-106) and heat cured. An additional 3 layers of PEDOT:
PSS (Orgacon™ IJ-1005, 739316) conductive polymer using the same design were
printed to enhance the mechanical robustness of the brittle metallic traces. Rout-
ing traces, but not electrodes, were then insulated by printing 5 layers of PVP
(Polyvinylphenol, Mw = 11,000 g/mol) on top. The layers were thermally cured.
A sheet of skin adhesive film (SUNNYSCOPA) was laser cut to leave electrode
locations uncovered and then bonded onto the printed tattoo sheet. The sandwich
was then transferred onto the skin.

7.6.3.2 Method

The multi-modal combination was chosen for this experiment along with the Area

Optimized solution generated by the optimizer. This demanding case covered
all supported modalities and muscles in a compact form factor. For comparison,
signals were also captured with gel electrodes (KendallTM Covidien H135SG,
Sensor Area: 50mm2 for EMG and ECG, KendallTM Covidien H124SG, Sensor
Area: 80mm2 for EDA) using the same electrode layout. Overall, this experiment
had the following four conditions:

• Gel Electrodes - Baseline: The gel electrodes are placed at the most ideal
locations on the forearm as specified by the Baseline electrode layout (see
main article).

• Gel Electrodes - Area Optimized: The gel electrodes are placed at the
optimized locations on the forearm as specified by the Area Optimized

electrode layout.

• Dry Electrodes - Baseline: The dry electrodes are placed at the most ideal
locations on the forearm as specified by the Baseline solution.
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• Dry Electrodes - Area Optimized: The dry electrodes are placed at the
optimized locations on the forearm as specified by the Area Optimized

solution.

For each of the conditions, the signals for EMG (for all five muscles), EDA, and
ECG modalities were captured. For the dry electrodes, electrodes of circular shape
were fabricated on a temporary tattoo paper substrate using the conductive ink-jet
printing technique described in the Methods section. The dry electrodes had a
diameter of 50 mm2 for EMG and ECG modalities and 80 mm2 for EDA. The same
data collection method was used as described in the Methods section. One of the
subjects who participated in the experimental validation of the optimizer was
chosen for this experiment. To mitigate order effects, each modality was chosen
at random and the order of presentation for dry and gel electrodes was chosen
randomly.

7.6.3.3 Results

Figure 70 shows the comparison of the values that were predicted by the optimizer
with the experimentally measured values, both for commercial gel electrodes and
dry electrodes. The experimentally measured values were normalized with respect
to the quality of the signal obtained in the Baseline condition of the respective
type of electrode. It can be noticed that the quantitative agreement between the
optimizer prediction and the experimentally measured signal quality is at similar
levels for both types of electrodes, for all three modalities. This finding suggests
that the optimization approach can be generalized to different types of electrodes
provided the electrodes can capture the biosignals with high quality.

Figure 71 (A) shows the absolute average rectified values of EMG signals for
five muscles, captured using the Baseline and Area Optimized layouts with
gel electrodes. Five trials were captured for each muscle in each condition. For
comparison, Figure 71 (B) shows the values obtained using dry electrodes. The
mean ARV of signals captured with gel electrodes (measured for both Baseline

and Area Optimized conditions) was 1.05 V. The mean ARV of signals captured
with dry electrodes (measured for both Baseline and Area Optimized solutions)
was 0.91 V. This reduction in ARV levels is in-line with findings reported in
previous work [338], which showed an average drop of ∼9%. A key observation
here is that while there is a drop in the signal quality for the dry electrodes in
comparison to gel electrodes, the predicted and measured accuracies still are
close for dry electrodes since we normalize with respect to the Baseline solution
of dry electrodes. A similar trend is also noticeable for the skin conductance
measurements. It is expected that there are large variations over the course of
a day. The skin conductance measurements were 9.85µS, and 9.56µS for the
Gel-Baseline and Gel - Area Optimized conditions. The skin conductance
measurements for the Dry Electrodes - Baseline and Dry Electrodes - Area

Optimized solution were 12.76µS and 12.09µS respectively. It is interesting to
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Figure 70: Accuracy of optimizer predictions for gel electrodes and dry electrodes for the
Area Optimized solution. (a) Comparison of EMG signal quality predicted by
the optimizer and normalized experimental measurement, for gel electrodes
and dry electrodes. (b) Comparison of EMG signal quality predicted by the
optimizer and normalized experimental measurement, for gel electrodes and
dry electrodes (c) Comparison of EMG signal quality predicted by the opti-
mizer and normalized experimental measurement, for gel electrodes and dry
electrodes.
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Figure 71: (a) Raw ARV signals of EMG measurements for each of the five muscles. (a)
Raw ARV signals for Gel Electrodes -Baseline and Gel Electrodes - Area

Optimized conditions. (b) Raw ARV signals for Same signals obtained with
dry electrodes.
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Figure 73: Raw signals of EDA measurements. (a) Skin conductance levels for the gel elec-
trode in Baseline and Area Optimized conditions. (b) Skin conductance levels
in the Baseline and Area Optimized conditions for the dry electrodes.

note that while there is a change in the skin conductance levels for the Baseline

solution for the gel and dry electrodes respectively, the optimized solutions still
obtain very high levels of skin conductance when compared to their respective
Baseline solutions. A similar trend is also observed for the ECG signals. The SNR
levels for the Gel Electrodes- Area Optimized and Dry Electrodes - Area

Optimized are 3.35 (sd: 0.30) and 2.67(sd:0.71) respectively. The ECG signals for
each of the experimental conditions are shown in Figure 74.

7.7 applications

The computational design approach and the optimizer are generic. The gener-
ated designs can be implemented with either commercial gel electrodes or dry
electrodes fabricated with conductive materials. Two application cases have been
realized to demonstrate the benefits of the proposed approach for applications
of electro-physiological sensing beyond the medical field, such as interactive
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Figure 74: Raw signals of the ECG measurements showing the comparison of signals with
Gel Electrodes and Dry Electrodes on the forearm.

sports devices, gaming, and virtual reality. Applications in these areas benefit
from devices that have a small footprint while capturing multiple biosignals.
Moreover, they impose high demands on ergonomic wearability to not obstruct
body movement. These requirements can be met by integrating the computational
design approach with a rapid fabrication technique [225, 338] to realize compact
layouts of dry electrodes on ultra-thin temporary tattoo films.

To demonstrate an end-to-end pipeline for iterative design and rapid prototyp-
ing, a conductive ink-jet printing technique [225] has been coupled with the design
tool. This combination has been utilized for fabricating an ultra-thin temporary
tattoo device encapsulating EMG, EDA, and ECG electrodes. The Area Optimized

device (Figure 65 (c)) was fabricated on temporary tattoo paper for measuring
EMG, EDA and ECG signals (Figure 75 (a)). Once the design was generated by
the tool, a standard vector graphics application was used for creating the routing
traces to connect the sensor to an external microcontroller. A flexible printed
circuit (20 pins, 1mm pitch) was connected to the device with the help of a con-
ductive z-axis tape which in turn was interfaced to two Arduino microcontrollers.
One microcontroller (Arduino Uno, ATmega328P) was used to interface the five
EMG channels, while another microcontroller (Arduino Uno, ATmega328P) unit
interfaced with the EDA and ECG channels. Details of the hardware specifications
can be found in the Methods section.

Recording physiological signals can be beneficial for personal health analytics.
Inspired by new opportunities of improving physical exercising with augmented
reality, an application for augmented push-up exercising has been developed. In
this application, a virtual on-screen avatar performs push-ups along with the
user and offers a synchronized experience using biosignals (75(b), Supplementary
Video 3). When the user performs a push-up, the movement is detected through
the EMG signals picked up through the temporary tattoo device on the wrist. A
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Figure 75: Example applications. (a) Ultra-thin temporary tattoo with compact sensor
layout generated by the optimizer and fabricated with an off-the-shelf desktop
ink-jet printer. (b) Augmented reality exercising application: a virtual character
performs push-up motion when the user performs a push-up. (c) A virtual
reality game in which EMG-sensed gestures are used for controlling the virtual
character in a first-person shooter game. (d) Raw signals of the EMG signals
when performing a push-up exercise. (e) Increase in the skin conductivity
levels before and after the push-ups. The shaded region represents the standard
deviation. (f) Difference in the heart rate before and after performing the push-
ups. (g) Raw EMG signals of the five muscles for each of the gestures used in
the virtual reality game.
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custom Unity application loads the virtual avatar and processes the EMG signals.
When the signal corresponding to the Pronator Quadratus (PQ) muscle exceeds
a threshold, a push-up is recognized (Figure 75 (d)). Then, the push-up counter
is incremented, and the virtual avatar performs the push-up. The EDA and ECG
signals can also be monitored. Figure 75 (f) shows the change in the heartbeat
before and after performing five push-ups while Figure 75 (g) shows an increase
in the skin conductance levels after performing push-ups. The computational
design approach integrated with the custom fabrication pipeline enables the rapid
design of a compact epidermal interface that is ergonomic to wear during physical
movement. Future designs could involve designs placed at various other body
locations, such as the biceps, to monitor multi-modal physiological signals while
performing physically demanding activities.

The use of physiological signals in augmented or virtual reality environments is
being actively explored in research [36]. Inspired by this, we developed a second
application case demonstrating that a multi-modal sensor tattoo designed with
the optimizer can be used as an intuitive body-based controller for gestural input
in virtual reality applications. A virtual reality first-person shooter game was
implemented in Unity; the interaction with the game was integrated through
hand gestures that can be recognized through EMG signals. In the game, the user
has to explore and shoot all the germs present in the human body (Figure 75 (c),
Supplementary Video 3). Three gestures were recognized in real-time through
thresholding of the signals from five EMG channels: a “Fist Clench” gesture is used
to shoot a given target; a Hand pronation gesture is used to change the weapon,
and a wrist flexion gesture is used for jumping. The minimally invasive form factor
of the multi-modal patch can peripherally record the biosignals, without the need
for dedicated sensors at multiple locations on the body. While in this scenario, we
have demonstrated the use of EMG as a medium for gestural interaction, recording
multi-modal physiological data can open up new possibilities for interaction and
experiences in the context of augmented and virtual reality. For example, the EDA
and heart rate variability data could be used for detecting the mood of the user
and adapting the game’s content on the fly.

7.8 discussion

The results reported in this article demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of
computationally designing and optimizing multi-modal electro-physiological sen-
sor layouts. Using a computational design paradigm coupled with an optimization-
based approach paves the way for automatically generating highly compact wear-
able devices that can monitor multiple electro-physiological modalities. With
an integrated predictive model that takes into account the human anatomy, the
electrode design task has been formulated as a geometric packing optimization
problem. A Web-based graphical software tool allows for interactively specifying
desired design parameters in a user-friendly way and for visually analyzing the
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quality of generated designs. Results from the experimental evaluations show
that the generated designs outperform expert-generated solutions and can con-
siderably reduce the size of a device. Multi-modal sensors can be reduced in size
by up to 79% when compared to the Baseline Solution. The sensors are also
considerably smaller (19.5%) in comparison to the Expert Generated design,
which suggests that the approach can create solutions that provide a very good
balance between signal quality and size. Similarly, for uni-modal sensors, the
Area Optimized solution is only marginally larger (2%) but achieves consider-
ably better quality (18.2%). The results further demonstrate high quantitative
agreement between experiments and the model predictions. Two application ex-
amples were implemented and showed the feasibility of an end-to-end pipeline
for computational design and fabrication of compact and ergonomic wearable
sensing devices. The computational design approach is scalable to other electro-
physiological modalities, provided there exists an empirically validated model
that defines the placement of electrodes.

This proof-of-concept study is subject to several limitations that open a series of
perspectives for future research. The model and tool are currently limited to one
body location–the anterior side of the forearm. High-quality clinical-grade acquisi-
tion of ECG and EDA bio-signals is usually performed on the chest and fingertips.
However, the forearm offers the benefit of superior wearability (wearability in
design research is defined as the physical shape of wearables and their active
relationship with the human form [118]). The forearm is one of the locations that
are most unobtrusive for wearable objects [118, 339] and offer unmatched oppor-
tunities for user interaction–important benefits when considering highly practical
non-medical applications such as entertainment computing, human-machine inter-
action, and wearable computing. While the methods presented here are expected
to generalize to other body locations where continuous models are available (e.g.,
on the chest where continuous ECG models are available, along with placement
strategies for a few muscles), there still remain several challenges to be addressed:
(1) To the best of our knowledge, there exists no continuous model that evaluates
ECG signals on the forearm. The discrete model used for ECG mapping in our
study is simplified. Of note, this is not a limitation of the method; more advanced
continuous models for ECG signals on the forearm, and other body locations,
should be integrated in future studies. (2) A variety of parameters including sub-
cutaneous fat levels, skin moisture levels, and variations in skin-electrode contact
all affect the sensing quality [254, 399]. While the currently existing models do
not consider these factors, it can be observed that the model predictions closely
match the experimental measurements that were taken in the real world. It will
be important for future work to develop more sophisticated models that capture
more of these factors, most notably sub-cutaneous fat levels. (3) Future more
advanced models could integrate additional metrics for EMG, such as RMS (Root
Mean Square), Conduction Velocity, and Frequency Response. These could be
beneficial for specific applications such as gait analysis, fatigue analysis, etc. Fu-
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ture implementations also should expand the scope of computational design and
optimization to additional electro-physiological modalities, such as EEG and EOG.
(4) Currently, our model is agnostic of the type of electrode. Different electrode
types can affect the signal quality due to differences in impedance, the durability
of tight skin contact, or effects of skin moisture, amongst others. While the dry
electrodes fabricated through our technique have low impedance and offer tight
skin contact, they need to be studied more extensively with respect to the rate of
degradation of the skin contact and impedance levels over an extended duration.
These factors are crucial and generic for all types of dry electrodes which can be
realized through various fabrication strategies. While evaluating multiple types of
dry electrodes is beyond the scope of this work, this first study provides evidence
that computational design approaches can be integrated with custom-fabricated
dry electrodes.

For all these modalities requiring precise placement of electrodes on the body,
this computational approach could pave a promising way for guiding electrode
placement and reducing manual placement overhead. From an optimization
perspective, our current implementation is based on Simulated Annealing which
needs to be stopped after a finite number of iterations without exactly knowing
how far the result is from the optimum. One approach to improve the optimization
scheme in future work is to use a mixed-integer optimization that yields a rigorous
lower bound on the signal quality using methods such as branch-and-bound that
could serve as a benchmark.

Considering that electro-physiological sensing is becoming more widespread
and is making its way into non-medical disciplines, approaches based on computa-
tional design, rather than manual heuristics for experts, promise to accelerate the
widespread adoption of these sensing techniques. This first exploration unfolds
a new dimension for the design of electro-physiological sensors leveraging the
power of computational optimization, guided by an interactive real-time design
tool. This can represent a significant step towards a fully automated and highly
scalable pipeline for the design and creation of electro-physiological sensing
devices.

7.9 conclusion

This chapter proposed a computational approach for designing multi-modal
electro-physiological sensors. By employing an optimization-based approach
alongside an integrated predictive model for multiple modalities, compact sensors
can be created which offer an optimal trade-off between high signal quality and
small device size. The task is enabled through a graphical tool that allows for
easily specifying design preferences and visually analyzing the generated designs
in real-time, enabling designer-in-the-loop optimization. Our method is generic
and is independent of the type of electrode material used for physiological signal
acquisition. Experimental results show high quantitative agreement between the
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prediction of the optimizer and experimentally collected physiological data. They
demonstrate that generated designs can achieve an optimal balance between the
size of the sensor and its signal acquisition capability, outperforming expert-
generated solutions.

While Part 2 of this thesis focused on the computational design and fabrication
of Epidermal Devices for enabling rich on-body interaction, this part (Part 3)
of the thesis focuses on physiological sensing. Taken together, Chapters 6 and
7 contribute rapid fabrication and computational design methods for creating
Epidermal Devices that can sense multiple modalities of bio-signals.





Part IV

Part Four - Next Steps in Epidermal

Computing
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8
N E X T S T E P S F O R E P I D E R M A L C O M P U T I N G

The previous chapters in this thesis have contributed novel computational design
and rapid fabrication techniques for creating Epidermal Devices. In addition, the
field of HCI has seen rapid growth in the development of Epidermal Devices
in the past few years. Epidermal Devices are also receiving a lot of attention in
other research disciplines. With rapid technological advancements in multiple
disciplines, we see a need to synthesize the main open research questions and
opportunities to advance future research in this area. By systematically analyzing
Epidermal Devices contributed in the HCI community, physical sciences research,
and from our experiences in designing and building Epidermal Devices, we iden-
tify opportunities and challenges for advancing research in five thematic areas.
This chapter builds on the multidisciplinary analysis presented in Chapter 2 to
identify opportunities and challenges that enables multiple research communi-
ties to facilitate progression towards more coordinated endeavors for advancing
Epidermal Computing. 1

8.1 themes for future research

By performing a thematic analysis of these research works across disciplines, we
present a synthesis of challenges and opportunities that can drive future work in
this area across five thematic areas (see Figure 76):

• Functional Materials: We analyze the functional materials that commonly are
used for building Epidermal Devices across disciplines. Based on this, we
identify opportunities and challenges for sustainable materials, stretchable
conductors, safety, and handling of materials.

• Fabrication and Design Workflows: By analyzing and understanding the fabri-
cation mechanisms and design workflows used for realizing Epidermal Devices,
we identify potential opportunities and challenges for devising new techniques
that better support rapid prototyping, require only simple lab equipment, and
enable easy fabrication of devices.

• Devices and their functionality: We compare and contrast the devices across
disciplines based on their functionality and the interactions that are supported.

1 This chapter is based on a research paper that has been submitted for ACM CHI’22. I performed the
literature survey. I and my advisor Jürgen Steimle framed the definition of Epidermal Computing,
derived the challenges and opportunities, and wrote the paper.
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Figure 76: Opportunities and challenges for Epidermal Computing span aspects of mate-
rials, fabrication, functionality, evaluation methods, and applications.

By understanding and analyzing several device types, we identify future device
functionalities that can be developed by the HCI community.

• Evaluation Methods and Strategies: We compare methods of evaluating tech-
nical aspects, human factors, and user interaction of Epidermal Computing
Devices across disciplines. We identify the next steps with regard to fundamen-
tal empirical experiments for understanding skin-specific interactions, social
acceptability, and in-the-wild studies of Epidermal Computing.

• Applications and Real-World Deployments: By comparing and contrasting the
applications and deployments that have been targeted, we identify opportunities
for potential applications that future Epidermal Devices can target.

In the following sections, we will discuss these thematic areas in turn.

8.2 materials

8.2.1 Sustainable Materials

Most materials used for Epidermal Devices today are not sustainable. For instance,
rare metals are precious resources, most polymers do not biodegrade well, and
multi-material sandwiches are hard to recycle. Considering that many devices
are intended for one-time or short-term use, this is an issue. Here, bio-based and
bio-degradable materials can open up new design space for epidermal devices,
which is beginning to be explored in Materials Science [238] and in HCI [470].
By using fully bio-degradable materials like gelatin, agar-agar, etc., one might
ultimately have Epidermal Devices that after use can be simply composted. Our
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recent exploration takes the first step in this direction by fabricating epidermal
devices with biodegradable materials such as gelatin, agar-agar, corn starch, etc.

8.2.2 Stretchable Conductors

A common challenge is the trade-off that exists between highly conductive materi-
als and their stretchability. Intrinsically stretchable conductors such as PEDOT:
PSS are stretchable, but typically suffer from a rather low conductivity. In con-
trast, metallic conductors such as silver and gold possess high conductance levels,
however, they are brittle because of their high Young’s modulus. A common
strategy that has been employed in the Materials science community is to have
composite materials, e.g. mixing liquid metals with silver particles to have highly
stretchable and conductive material composites [450]. However, a downside of this
approach is that the formulation process is complex and the composite material
(e.g. liquid metals) might not be bio-compatible. Another approach has been to
use carbon in the form of nano-tubes or nano-particles. These have been success-
fully demonstrated in materials and HCI research works. However, they need
meticulous safety practices and a lab environment that might not be available
to a large community of makers, hobbyists, and practitioners. The next step in
this direction is to identify the suitable materials that are easy to handle, are
bio-compatible, stretchable, conductive, and require minimal safety equipment
and measures. Carbon-based composites such as graphene and graphite show
a promising direction in this regard [54, 106]. Another approach that has been
used is to fabricate multi-material layers composed of intrinsically conductive
polymer (e.g. PEDOT: PSS) and highly conductive metals (e.g. Silver) so that the
conductive polymer bridges the cracks that occur in the metal layer [500].

8.2.3 Robust Ultra-Thin Materials

While tattoo papers are ultra-slim and conform to complex geometries, they suffer
from limited mechanical robustness. PDMS substrates on the other hand offer
can be fabricated to custom thickness levels offering and can be more mechanical
robust [339]. However, a key challenge that needs to be addressed is to identify
substrate materials and their compositions that are ultra-thin and stretchable while
being mechanically robust for a long duration (as shown in Figure 77). The same
holds true for functional materials, and new explorations on functional carbon
composites which include graphene and its compounds in materials science offer
a promising direction in this regard [54, 106].
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Figure 77: Most commonly used functional materials for epidermal devices, plotted
against their respective electrical conductivity and Young’s modulus. A key
opportunity for further research is to develop highly stretchable materials
that possess high electrical conductivity. Note: Young’s modulus is inversely
proportional to stretchability.

8.2.4 Technical and Safety Challenges for Handling Materials

Epidermal Devices are present on the surface of the human body and hence the
functional materials that are used in the device should not harm the human body.
While there have been several explorations of using sophisticated materials such
as carbon nanotubes and liquid metals in the HCI literature, special consideration
should be taken with respect to the handling of these materials as they are toxic
in nature and hence not compatible with the typical standards applied in DIY
processing. While safety standards and training do exist in maker spaces and
fab labs, these usually cover the safe handling of machines, rather than the safe
handling of materials. In the HCI and maker communities, we see the need to
increase the awareness of potential hazards associated with materials and their
processing and recommend lab managers to establish formal safety standards and
dedicated training on material safety.

Another opportunity here is to identify, explore and investigate completely
safe-to-use and bio-compatible materials. For instance, recent work in physical
sciences research has demonstrated Epidermal Devices using a pencil [524].
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8.3 fabrication

8.3.1 Computational Fabrication

An important direction for future work is to devise new computational design
techniques that assist the designer in customizing the design for individual users,
their body dimensions, and aesthetic preferences. Such techniques will need
to take into account anatomical models and operationalize them for automatic
optimization. This will be particularly important for functionality that depends
on a specific body location, such as monitoring bio-signals. It remains a wide-
open challenge of how to capture and model a user’s aesthetic preferences, and
operationalize them for computer-assisted device designs. These steps will pave
the way for the rapid fabrication of epidermal devices that can be customized for
form, shape, and aesthetics. Integrating computational design approaches with
rapid prototyping techniques can facilitate on-demand mass fabrication of devices.
This can enable more widespread and in-the-wild testing and evaluation of
device designs, which in turn can guide the computational design and fabrication
process. In addition to incorporating human-centered properties such as body
dimensions and anatomical models, future tools should also explore integrating
material models and finite element analysis methods which allows designers to
quickly identify, predict, debug and custom-design the mechanical and electrical
properties of the device.

8.3.2 Fabricating for Large Body Areas

Current state-of-the-art devices in HCI are usually designed for relatively small
body areas and regions. Scaling up the size of such devices to enable coverage
over entire, large regions of the body can open new avenues for physiological sens-
ing. For instance, large-area, body-scale epidermal devices for electromyography
(EMG) can provide robust recording capabilities across multiple muscle groups.
Full-scalp or full-forehead epidermal devices for electroencephalography (EEG)
can monitor electrical activity across the brain with high resolution. However,
there remain three major challenges in scaling current epidermal devices in HCI
for large-area electrophysiology: Firstly, the current fabrication processes used
in HCI limit the size of devices to a few centimeters. Recent work in biomedi-
cal engineering has demonstrated tattoo-like electrodes for full-scalp EEG [494].
However, the microfabrication process on large thin-film wafers is expensive
and requires sophisticated equipment. Secondly, without robust encapsulation,
extended interconnects in direct contact with the skin can capture unwanted but
substantial biopotentials that interfere with the signals collected by the measuring
electrodes [63, 161]. Finally, the geometrically non-developable nature of human
skin surfaces can cause wrinkles and high levels of strain on the ultrathin elec-
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Figure 78: Key research themes for Fabricating Epidermal Devices. A number of rapid and
easy-to-perform fabrication methods have been explored in HCI. For each of
the fabrication methods and computational design approaches, representative
research works from physical sciences and HCI research are shown. The next
steps (highlighted) include the exploration of fabrication methods that leverage
traditional art and handcraft-based workflows (e.g. henna tattoos) and explo-
ration of mass manufacturing techniques. For computational design techniques,
advanced design tools incorporating material properties, FEM analysis, and
widely accessible fabrication methods are the next crucial steps.

trodes, which can reduce the mechanical robustness or the conformality of the
devices [298, 483].

8.3.3 Supporting High Resolution and Complex Aesthetic Patterns

One of the key features of Epidermal Devices that the HCI community has focused
on is the development of aesthetics for Epidermal Devices. While there are custom
design tools that enable designers to create 2D aesthetic patterns [304] and support
free-form sketching with a pen or a computer-controlled plotter [66, 373], most of
these aesthetic designs are limited to line-arts and simple designs. Future work
should look into incorporating more complex and compelling aesthetic patterns
that are common in traditional handcrafts.

8.3.4 Mass Fabrication Techniques

A big next step for advancing Epidermal Computing for creating devices on a scale
and for real-world deployments is to explore and identify mass manufacturing
fabrication techniques. While some of the fabrication processes that have been
used for Epidermal Devices have been based on mass manufacturing processes
such as screen printing, they have not yet been explored on a large scale. Other
techniques are not compatible or not suitable for producing devices on a large
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Figure 79: Current Epidermal devices are limited to a few centimeters in size. The next
step is to create skin-conformable epidermal devices that cover large body areas.
Representative research works from physical sciences and the HCI research
community are shown.

scale. An analogy that can be compared to here is the growth of interactive textiles
that leverage standard practices of mass-manufacturing textiles such as weaving,
using of looms, and development of yarns [372].

8.3.5 On-Demand Fabrication Techniques

An approach orthogonal to mass manufacturing is on-demand, on-place fab-
rication. Epidermal devices that are personalized for a specific user might be
fabricated on-demand at a local pharmacy or even at the user’s home. Recent
work on fabricating epidermal devices with inexpensive commodity desktop
printers is making a pioneering step in this direction [225, 338]; however, more
work is required until we can ultimately print an entire device on demand.

8.4 functionality of devices

8.4.1 Pressure, Shear and Deformation Input

While touch contact sensing on Epidermal Devices has been intensely studied in
the HCI community [215, 287, 341, 498], there is yet very little investigation of
interaction using variations of pressure, shear, and deformation. These promise to
further enhance the interaction vocabulary by directly building on the softness of
human skin. In particular, high-resolution sensing matrices should be investigated
alongside the versatile gestures and interactions they enable on diverse body
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locations. This could be achieved by building onto research from material and
physical sciences, and using piezo-resistive materials which have a good response
to pressure [390], or employing capacitive approaches with soft dielectric materials,
which provide a unique capacitive signature when normal or shear force is applied.
Dense microfluidic channels and ionotronic sensing [562] is another promising
alternative.

8.4.2 Output with Visual Displays and Haptic Displays

Further improving the quality of visual displays within interactive Epidermal
Devices will be an important next step, to move past the limited quality and
resolution of thermochromic or electroluminescent displays.

Printed e-ink displays and OLEDs are powerful display technologies that should
be explored for Epidermal Devices. E-ink displays have been explored for wearable
devices [91]; however, a key challenge is the realization of e-ink displays in skin-
conformal form factors, and ideally in a simple lab environment.

Important next steps for epidermal tactile output displays comprises increasing
their spatial resolution and scale. Integrating multiple forms of haptic output, for
instance, pressure, skin stretch, and thermal output, in one Epidermal Device is
another very promising direction, as this directly corresponds to the multi-sensory
nature of human skin. Electric muscle stimulation has been widely for providing
kinesthetic feedback [219]. However, the vast majority of this work uses either
commercial gel-electrodes or textile electrodes [247]. An opportunity for more
ergonomically wearable systems is to use Epidermal Devices that encapsulate dry
electrodes for EMS output.

8.4.3 Bio-Signals and Electro-Chemical Sensing

Integrating physiological sensing to a greater extent opens up interesting direc-
tions for research in HCI, which so far has been mostly concerned with user input
and system feedback. For instance, deploying electro-physiological sensors that
capture multiple bio-signals (e.g., EEG, ECG, EEG, EOG, EDA) at various body
locations can open up opportunities for diverse applications such as continuous
activity tracking, gestural interaction, or health monitoring.

Moreover, we identified that the HCI community so far is not using electrochem-
ical sensing for capturing rich bio-signal data about the electrolyte and metabolite
concentrations in the body. For instance, these comprise measuring blood glucose
levels or lactate levels in sweat, which are indicators of physical activity. This
poses the challenges not only of identifying the appropriate materials for sensing
and sensor designs, but also identifying safe and easy-to-perform techniques
for rapid prototyping that allow for encapsulating chemicals in the Epidermal
Devices.
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8.4.4 Energy Harvesting and Self-Powered Devices

Prior work in materials and physical sciences research has shown that energy
can be harvested successfully for powering Epidermal Devices. Although fully
untethered devices have been contributed in HCI [221, 304], self-powered devices
that can harvest energy through biomechanical and physical processes are a
natural and important next step for investigation. For instance, this might be
achieved through triboelectric generators, which have received attention due to
their easy and rapid fabrication [13] and their applicability in self-powered haptic
displays [412]. However, designing devices that integrate sensing, display, and
energy harvesting capabilities, all in an ultra-thin form factor, is a challenge.
Computational design and optimization techniques have strong potential in
helping to solve this challenge, finding optimal multi-modal device designs which
have been successfully demonstrated in the HCI community can solve these
challenges by taking user inputs and constraints for each of the modalities and
finding an optimal design.

8.4.5 Connections and Tethering

Connectors and tethering the device remain a challenge, mainly because the slim
and stretchable devices are not well compatible with conventional cables, jumper
wires, or copper tape. This is a common problem and the most widely used
approaches have been to use copper tape [500], conductive z-axis tape to connect
the device to an external flexible copper-clad laminated onto a silicone [304] or to
flexible printed cable [341, 510]. The latter two approaches enable easy connection
of highly dense connector lines and offer flexibility, but future research should
investigate the fabrication of highly stretchable connectors while supporting a
large number of I/O pins. Similarly, it remains an open challenge to robustly
tether multiple Epidermal Devices that are located at different body sites.

8.5 evaluation methods and strategies

Most of the empirical work can be categorized into the following classes: Elicitation
studies, social acceptability studies. However, very few of these studies actually
involve epidermal devices.

8.5.1 Understanding Skin-Specific Interactions

Current mobile and wearable devices have matured because of numerous studies
and interaction techniques that have been designed and evaluated for enabling
seamless interaction [173]. Similar studies need to be designed and conducted for
Epidermal Devices. Skin affords a wide variety of rich interactions such as pulling,
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pushing, squeezing etc [499]. While first technologies enable such interactions,
the interaction granularity of skin-specific interactions is still unknown, for e.g.
what is the comfortable range and resolution with which we can perform a skin
pinch gesture. Similar studies have been conducted with e-textiles [147, 218],
however these studies do not translate to skin-specific interactions. Studying these
questions is further complicated by the strong influence of skin location, body
posture, a user’s individual body anatomy, and mobility condition. The current
state-of-the-art Epidermal Devices offer a viable technical platform for designing
and conducting such interaction-specific studies.

8.5.2 Performance Studies

To gain further understanding of Epidermal Devices we need to move on to con-
ducting studies that rigorously investigate interaction performance on Epidermal
Devices. Preliminary investigations have investigated how the material stiffness of
Epidermal Devices affects tactile perception [339] (described in Chapter 3). Simi-
larly, identifying the appropriate, additional physical and mechanical properties of
the devices such as surface friction and roughness to maximize input performance
need to be investigated. One example is Fitt’s laws studies to optimally design
patches for specific body locations and body dimensions. In addition, advanced
simulation studies, e.g., using biomechanical models, and FEM analysis of skin
and Epidermal Devices would inform the community and designers about optimal
physical and mechanical parameters to increase performance and ergonomics.

8.5.3 Durability and In-the-wild Studies

Typically, Epidermal Devices in HCI have been evaluated with a rather low number
of participants and during short durations of use, most often in a lab setting.
Testing and evaluating device functionality over multiple weeks is the major next.
Preliminary investigations in this regard have been reported in physical sciences
research [105, 193, 240, 537]. In-the-wild studies and field deployments help us
in identifying technical issues with respect to power consumption, strong skin-
conformal contact, and clean signal acquisition, but also in uncovering patterns of
use in real-world contexts.

8.5.4 Social Acceptability Studies

Identifying what factors of Epidermal Devices increase or decrease social accept-
ability will provide important insights allowing to design of the next generation of
devices that bring Epidermal Computing one step closer to mass adoption. While
body locations are well researched [98, 188, 547], other design choices are underex-
plored. Social cues have been tackled in prior work [88, 179] but not systematically
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evaluated. Moreover, questions related to self-expression and how personalization
of devices can contribute to it [376], but also impression management [122] and
also the effect of a device’s visibility for bystanders need to be studied [211].
Applying and comparing design strategies for increasing social acceptability that
has been presented by Koelle et al. [248] to the field of Epidermal Devices will be
another important step for future work on social acceptability.

8.6 applications and real-world deployments

Due to their unique form factor, intimate integration with the user’s body, and
low cost, Epidermal Devices open up a range of opportunities for applications
and real-world deployments. These span a wide range of areas, ranging from
general mobile computing and communication to supporting a user’s bodily
activities in sports and fitness, and ranging from health monitoring and diagnosis
for the masses to more specialized areas such as assistive technologies. Exemplary
application scenarios are one area where the HCI research community trumps
over the physical sciences research community.

We identify a few compelling application domains where deploying Epidermal
Devices can not only reveal new insights but also can have a long-term soci-
etal impact. Epidermal devices present strong opportunities in several domains,
where deploying Epidermal Devices can not only reveal new insights for future
generations of devices but also can have a long-term societal impact.

8.6.1 Assistive Technologies

The fields of assistive and accessible computing provide opportunities for fur-
ther expanding the deployment of Epidermal Devices. For instance, epidermal
haptic devices can be used for providing braille output through subtle localized
vibrations. In this respect, empirical investigations aiming at understanding the
specific needs and preferences of the target population (visually impaired, deaf
and hard of hearing, or users with motor impairments) with respect to Epidermal
Devices can uncover rich design guidelines. Additionally, exoskeletons are an
active research area covering multiple disciplines; the development of epidermal
exoskeletons that are skin-conformal and stretchable can open up opportunities
for novel assistive technologies in areas such as prosthetic control, neuromotor
training, and rehabilitation.

8.6.2 Health Monitoring and Diagnosis

Health monitoring and diagnosis is an application area that is promising and
has a large potential for large-scale deployment of Epidermal Devices. When
manufactured on large scale, Epidermal devices can be very cost-effective and
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serve as useful tools for non-invasive measurement of health parameters. For ex-
ample, recent research has successfully used Epidermal Devices for non-invasive
COVID-19 testing [462]. We identify multiple opportunities for the HCI commu-
nity to advance the state-of-the-art with respect to health monitoring: (1) using
computational approaches for placement of devices and optimizing device designs
to incorporate multiple sensing modalities, possibly even for individual users,
(2) advanced signal processing and recognition algorithms for deployment in
the wild and (3) machine learning techniques to continuously understand user’s
health from noisy or sparse sensor data. We anticipate that coupling the powerful
physical capabilities of Epidermal Devices with the strengths of software-centered
data processing will significantly enhance the quality and availability of data for
long-term health monitoring and open up previously unseen opportunities for
medical diagnosis.

8.6.3 Sports, Fitness, and Rehabilitation

Sports, fitness, and rehabilitation can serve as promising avenues for deploying
Epidermal Devices. Research in rehabilitation studies has shown initial deploy-
ments of Epidermal Devices[355] for tracking precise body movements. Higher
resolution and denser sensing patches, including full-body suits, should be de-
veloped for enabling detailed whole-body activity tracking, which can have
applications in sports, fitness, and rehabilitation studies. Another area that has
received limited attention is the field deployment of Epidermal Devices for athletic
and sporting activities.

8.6.4 Human-Robot Interaction

Human-robot interaction is an active research area across multiple disciplines. We
identify two major opportunities where Epidermal Devices can enhance human-
robot interaction : (1) Imbuing the robot with human-like sensor capabilities:
this involves designing Epidermal Devices for deployment on a robot that can
capture a wide range of expressive interactions similar to the perceptual abilities
of human skin, as well as devices that imitate the soft material properties of
human skin to enhance human-to-robot touch contact [453]. (2) Enhancing control
of robots through Epidermal Devices: controlling and manipulating robots is a
complex task and this becomes even more challenging for a swarm of robots.
Using skin-based interactions is a promising solution because of the human
natural proprioceptive capabilities and dexterity. Preliminary work on controlling
a drone through Epidermal Devices has already been reported [7].
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8.6.5 Mobile Computing

Prior work in HCI has contributed many approaches for enriching and improving
the user interaction with existing mobile and wearable devices. These explorations
provide a good foundation and important lessons learned for moving to the next
phase of transitioning from prototypes to commercial products. The first step in
this direction is to blend these Epidermal Interfaces with existing wearable devices,
for instance, soft interactive watch straps for smartwatches or as beauty acces-
sories. Key challenges for such deployment range from identifying compelling
interaction-specific use cases (e.g., eyes-free entry, inconspicuous interaction, sub-
tle notifications without the user having to look at his mobile device or watch) to
more social and personal challenges such as the aesthetic customization of the
devices.

8.6.6 Ethics, Security, and Privacy

Security and Privacy, but also Ethics define important challenges to be considered
in future applications of Epidermal Devices. Currently, no security or privacy-
based features are incorporated into device designs. Unlike mobile devices which
rely on security measures such as fingerprint authentication, patterns, pins, or
passwords, the body provides a more sophisticated means for authentication.
Bio-signal [272] and bio-impedance [75] based authentication has been explored as
a promising medium for adding another layer of security for Epidermal Devices.
Additionally, since Epidermal Devices are present on the body, they are already
in the private space of the user, which adds another level of privacy. However,
this intimate coupling with the body opens up new concerns. For one, Epidermal
Devices can capture highly privacy-critical biological data about a user’s body and
health status. Second, the body-based output capabilities of Epidermal Devices
open up new threats and ethical questions. For instance, who should be allowed
to alert the user with haptic messages, and on what body locations? Under what
circumstances is it legitimate to influence the user’s mood through scents that are
automatically disposed from Epidermal Devices? How can one avoid a hacker is
getting access to an Epidermal device that through electrical muscle stimulation
can control the sensorimotor functions of the victim?

Such situations of concern should be foreseen now and design decisions should
be explored to counter dark patterns that might emerge in the future.

8.7 conclusion

Across disciplines, there has been a rapid growth of Epidermal Devices in the last
few years, embracing new technological developments and deployed in multiple
domains, leading to the development of a new era of Epidermal Computing.
Despite being a highly multi-disciplinary area, the field is beginning to close in
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on common areas encircling new materials and fabrication, new device types, the-
oretical and empirical foundations, and application domains. We have identified
challenges and opportunities for each of these five different themes which are key
to the overall development of the area.

Our analysis builds on our own practical experiences and on an in-depth
analysis of the literature that exists across multiple disciplines and research
communities. This cross-disciplinary angle brings a unique perspective and helps
in identifying the overarching scientific goals that transcend the boundaries
of a single research community. We, therefore, believe that the challenges and
opportunities presented in this paper will resonate with scientists and researchers
from disciplines inside and beyond HCI, leading to coordinated efforts across
disciplines. We hope that engineers, practitioners, and industry experts will
recognize them for the successful commercialization of the devices. We also invite
new researchers and practitioners entering the area of Epidermal Computing to
use this thesis to identify and work on unsolved challenges and research problems.

While Epidermal Computing promises an exciting future, it also very crucial
to identify potential dark patterns. We have briefly discussed about these in
the previous section. Previous research in HCI has identified dark patterns in
interaction design [129, 130, 395] where users are deceived by the technology. We
acknowledge that some of these dark patterns also apply to Epidermal Computing.
We hope future work will build on our work to identify dark patterns thereby
promoting safe and ethical usage of Epidermal Computing technology.
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C O N C L U S I O N

Skin is a fascinating human organ and provides several benefits for interaction. In
addition to enabling rich expressive touch input, human skin acts as a biological
interface for capturing bio-signals. Epidermal Devices exploit these ideal user
interface properties provided by the skin for enabling rich interactions. The goal
of this thesis was to advance the design and fabrication pipelines for realizing
Epidermal Devices. In addition to contributing fabrication and computational
design strategies, this thesis also takes the first step towards providing a deeper
empirical understanding of Epidermal Devices. These empirical studies focus on
how our tactile perceptions capabilities are affected while wearing Epidermal
Devices.

9.1 summary

This thesis proposes Epidermal Computing as a natural successor for the cur-
rent wearable computing paradigm. It advances this emerging multi-disciplinary
research area by contributing novel fabrication and computational design tech-
niques for the rapid design and development of Epidermal Devices. In particular,
it advances the field in the following areas:

Material Exploration: Conventional materials used in commercial touchscreen
devices are not compatible for deployment on the body. This is because, unlike
commercial wearable devices, the human body is soft, malleable, and supports
strong deformations. Hence, from a device design standpoint, material exploration
is the first step for realizing Epidermal Devices. In addition to identifying material
combinations that are stretchable while possessing high electrical conductivity,
identifying other suitable materials such as insulators and skin adhesives is crucial.
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 highlighted these aspects. Chapter 5 explores various material
combinations including conductors and insulators suitable for creating the sensor
sandwich for sensing high-resolution multi-touch input. Chapter 6 highlights the
importance of skin adhesives for creating tight electrical contact with the skin
for acquiring bio-signals. Through diverse material explorations, this thesis helps
in better understanding the properties of functional materials that are vital for
fabricating various types of Epidermal Devices.

Fabrication Techniques: Creating easy and rapid fabrication techniques is very
vital for promoting the development of custom Epidermal Devices to a wider
audience including researchers, practitioners, makers, and hobbyists. The primary
goal of fabrication techniques used in this thesis has been to use off-the-shelf
materials and simple lab equipment that is easily accessible. Screen printing was
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the technique used in Chapter 4 for fabricating SkinMarks devices. Chapter 5

explored screen printing along with the use of other techniques such as vinyl
cutting. It also explored a hybrid method where conductive inkjet printing was
used for rapid prototyping and testing the designs while using screen printing
for higher-fidelity prototypes. Chapter 6 built on multi-functional inkjet printing
introduced in prior work [225] to create Epidermal devices for measuring electro-
physiological signals. It explored multiple approaches for creating fully functional
devices that comprise conductive and insulating layers. It also provides diverse
fabrication strategies that are compatible with various types of base substrate
materials.

Computational Design Techniques: This thesis presents the first instance of de-
ploying computational design techniques for realizing Epidermal Device designs.
Chapter 5 introduced a parametric design approach for creating multi-touch de-
vice designs in custom shapes and form factors. Given an input shape, the design
tool generates the individual layers comprising diamond-shaped electrodes along
with the insulating and shielding layers. The layers can subsequently be used for
fabrication. Chapter 7 introduced another computational design approach - for
creating custom multi-modal electro-physiological sensing patches. The design
tool takes as inputs the desired modalities, muscles, priorities, or required signal
quality along with an optional shape of the sensor as input and produces an
optimal device design. The design tool utilizes anatomical models to create an
integrated predictive model that is subsequently used by an optimizer to find
device designs that optimally trade-off signal quality with the size of the device.
Both these design tools abstract the lower-level technical details from the designer
enabling her to focus on the device design by specifying higher-level functional
objectives.

Empirical Understanding of Epidermal Devices: An empirical understanding
of Epidermal Devices is crucial since this informs novel device designs. Chapter 3

provides the first step in this direction. It firstly identifies the physical metric for
quantifying the tactile performance of Epidermal Devices. Three psychophysical
studies are then presented to understand the effect of Epidermal Devices on
passive and active tactile perception tasks. The results give new insights into
the design of Epidermal Devices. Chapter 8 presents the detailed roadmap for
future research on Epidermal Computing. By using a multi-disciplinary survey
approach, it compares and contrasts Epidermal Devices across disciplines to
identify challenges and opportunities for future research across five thematic areas:
Materials, Fabrication, Device Functionality, Empirical Studies, and Application
Domains.

Future work in Epidermal Computing and development of Epidermal Devices
should look into the following thematic areas as highlighted in previous chapters:

• Advanced Materials and their formulations - Future work should look into
the exploration of new materials which include stretchable conductors,
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Figure 80: Epidermal IoT - In the future, we can envision Epidermal Devices to be
an integral part of our body. These devices (highlighted in green) can be
easily worn at multiple locations on the body custom-designed for a specific
purpose. As a collective, they present us with an ecosystem of Epidermal
Devices enabling new opportunities for sensing, computing, and interaction, in
addition to giving us a holistic picture of the state of our body.

robust ultra-thin materials, sustainable materials which can be bio-sourced,
biodegradable, and can be simply composted.

• Fabrication techniques that aid rapid-prototyping - Novel fabrication techniques
that can enable mass fabrication of Epidermal Devices need to be developed.
Additionally, techniques for fabricating devices that cover large body areas,
computational design techniques for supporting the rapid iterative design,
and fusing traditional art practices and workflows into the fabrication of
Epidermal Devices remain promising avenues for future work.

• Novel device functionality - In addition to realizing devices with advanced
capabilities in sensing deformation, developing output devices with high
resolution visual and tactile display is the next natural step. In addition to
these, rapid and computational fabrication of devices that can harvest power,
sense biosignals, and the development of highly stretchable connectors are
the next logical steps to enhance the capabilities of Epidermal Devices.

• Empirical and human factors Studies - While there have been empirical exper-
iments on Epidermal Devices (with Chapter 3 contributing one of them),
there are still open research questions that need to be investigated for under-
standing the usability of Epidermal Devices. Further empirical studies need
to be conducted along multiple dimensions that include: (1) understanding
skin-specific interactions and their granularity (2) performance studies that
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rigorously investigate interaction performance (3) durability and in-the-wild
studies (4) social acceptability studies that can inform mass adoption.

• Real-World Deployments and Application deployments - Epidermal Devices can
be deployed in multiple application domains due to their compelling form
factor. A few potential areas for deployment include (1) assistive technologies,
(2) health monitoring and diagnosis, (3) sports fitness and rehabilitation, (4)
human-robot interaction, and (5) mobile computing.

Overall, this thesis proposes, contributes, and lays the first foundations towards
a newly emerging area of computing - Epidermal Computing that is a natural
successor to the current wearable computing paradigm. Epidermal Devices lever-
age the ideal user interface properties that human skin offers to create interfaces
that seamlessly blend with the human body utilizing its perceptual, mental, motor,
and proprioceptive capabilities.

Going beyond this, similar to the current ecosystem of IoT (Internet-of-Things),
we can envision a future where we will have a whole ecosystem of Epidermal
Devices (Epidermal IoT) at various locations on the body, each having its function-
ality, but collectively presenting us with a wide range of opportunities for sensing,
computing, and interaction. The contributions in this thesis serve as the basic
building blocks that can enable future research to realize this vision.
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